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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTIONS TO THE COMPCOMPANY MANAGER ANY MANAGER 

THE OPERATOR THE OPERATOR 

-- Only qualified, authorized personnel can usOnly qualified, authorized personnel can use the lift truck. This authorization is given in writing by the appropriate person in the the lift truck. This authorization is given in writing by the appropriate person in thee

establishment with respect to the use of lift trucks and must be carried permanently by the operator.establishment with respect to the use of lift trucks and must be carried permanently by the operator.

On the basis of experience, there are a On the basis of experience, there are a number of possible situations in which operating the lift truck is number of possible situations in which operating the lift truck is contra-indicatedcontra-indicated. Such foreseeable abnormal . Such foreseeable abnormal 

uses, the main ones uses, the main ones being listed below, are strictly forbidden.being listed below, are strictly forbidden.

   - The - The foreseeable foreseeable abnormal babnormal behaviour resehaviour resulting from ulting from ordinary neglect, ordinary neglect, but doebut does not s not result from result from any wish any wish to put to put the machthe machinery to ainery to any improper ny improper use.use.

   - The - The reflex reactreflex reactions of ions of a person a person in the in the event of event of a malfunca malfunction, incidetion, incident, fault, nt, fault, etc. duretc. during operaing operation of tion of the lift the lift truck.truck.

   - - Behaviour Behaviour resulting resulting from from application application of of the the «principle «principle of of least least action» action» when when performing performing a a task.task.

   - For - For certain machinescertain machines, the , the foreseeable foreseeable behaviour behaviour of such of such persons persons as: apas: apprentices, prentices, teenagers, teenagers, handicapped handicapped persons, persons, trainees trainees tempted tempted to drive to drive a a 

lift truck, operator tempted to operate a truck to win lift truck, operator tempted to operate a truck to win a bet, in competition or for their a bet, in competition or for their own personal experience.own personal experience.

The person in charge of the equipment must take these criteria into The person in charge of the equipment must take these criteria into account when assessing whethaccount when assessing whether or not a er or not a person will makea suitable driver.person will makea suitable driver.

THE LIFT TRUCK THE LIFT TRUCK 

A - THE TRUCK’S SUITABILITY FOR THE JOBA - THE TRUCK’S SUITABILITY FOR THE JOB

-- MANITOU has ensured that this lift MANITOU has ensured that this lift truck is suitable for use under the struck is suitable for use under the standard operating conditions defined in this tandard operating conditions defined in this operator’soperator’s

manual, with amanual, with a STATICSTATIC test coefficient test coefficient OF 1.33OF 1.33 and a and a DYNAMICDYNAMIC test coefficient test coefficient OF 1OF 1, as specified in harmonized norm, as specified in harmonized norm EN 1459EN 1459

for variable range trucks.for variable range trucks.

-- Before commissioning, the company Before commissioning, the company manager must make sure that the lift manager must make sure that the lift truck is appropriate for the work to be done, truck is appropriate for the work to be done, andand

perform certain tests (in accordance with current legislation).perform certain tests (in accordance with current legislation).

B - ADAPTATION OF THE LIFT TRUCK TO STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONSB - ADAPTATION OF THE LIFT TRUCK TO STANDARD ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

-- In addition to series equipment mouIn addition to series equipment mounted on your lift truck, many options are avanted on your lift truck, many options are available, such as: road lighting, stop lights, ilable, such as: road lighting, stop lights, flashingflashing

light, reverse lights, reverse buzzer alarm, front light, rear light, light at the jib head, etc.light, reverse lights, reverse buzzer alarm, front light, rear light, light at the jib head, etc.
-- The operator must take into account the opThe operator must take into account the operating conditions to define the lift truck’s signalling and lighting equipment.erating conditions to define the lift truck’s signalling and lighting equipment.

Contact your dealer.Contact your dealer.

- Take into account climatic and atmospheric conditions of the site of utilisation.- Take into account climatic and atmospheric conditions of the site of utilisation.

. Protection against frost (see: 3 - . Protection against frost (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL).MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL).

. Adaptation of lubricants (ask your dealer for i. Adaptation of lubricants (ask your dealer for information).nformation).

. I.C. engine filtration . I.C. engine filtration (see: 3 - (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILMAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).TERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

For operation under average climatic conditions, i.e.: betwFor operation under average climatic conditions, i.e.: between - 15 °C een - 15 °C and + 35 °C, correct levels and + 35 °C, correct levels of lubricants in all the circuits are of lubricants in all the circuits are checked in production.checked in production.

For operation under more severe climatic conditions, before starting up, it is necessary to drain all the For operation under more severe climatic conditions, before starting up, it is necessary to drain all the circuits, then ensure correct levels of lubricants circuits, then ensure correct levels of lubricants 

using lubricants properly suited to the relevant ambient temperatures. It is the same for using lubricants properly suited to the relevant ambient temperatures. It is the same for the cooling liquid.the cooling liquid.

-- A lift truck operating in an area without fire extinguishing equipment must be equipped with an individual extinguisher. There areA lift truck operating in an area without fire extinguishing equipment must be equipped with an individual extinguisher. There are

solutions, consult your dealer.solutions, consult your dealer.

YYour lift truck our lift truck is designed for outdoor use under is designed for outdoor use under normal atmospheric conditions and indoor use in normal atmospheric conditions and indoor use in suitably aerated and ventilated premises. It suitably aerated and ventilated premises. It is prohibited is prohibited 

to use the lift truck in areas where there is a risk of fire or which are potentially explosive (e.g. Refineries, fuel or gas depots, stores of inflammable to use the lift truck in areas where there is a risk of fire or which are potentially explosive (e.g. Refineries, fuel or gas depots, stores of inflammable 

products…). For use in these areas, specific equipment is available (ask your dealer for information).products…). For use in these areas, specific equipment is available (ask your dealer for information).

-- Our trucks comply with Directive 89/336/EC concerning electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)Our trucks comply with Directive 89/336/EC concerning electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), and with the corresponding harmonized, and with the corresponding harmonized

norm EN 12895. Their proper operation is no longer guaranteed if they are used within areas in which the electromagnetic fieldsnorm EN 12895. Their proper operation is no longer guaranteed if they are used within areas in which the electromagnetic fields
exceed the limit specified by that norm (10 V/m).exceed the limit specified by that norm (10 V/m).

-- Directive 2002/44/EC requires company managers to not expose their employees to excessive vibration dosesDirective 2002/44/EC requires company managers to not expose their employees to excessive vibration doses. There is no. There is no

recognized code of measurement for comparing the machines of different manufacturers. The actual doses received can thereforerecognized code of measurement for comparing the machines of different manufacturers. The actual doses received can therefore

be measured only under actual operating be measured only under actual operating conditions at the user's premises.conditions at the user's premises.

- The following are some tips for minimizing these vibration doses:- The following are some tips for minimizing these vibration doses:

• Select the most suitable lift tr• Select the most suitable lift truck and attachment for the intended use.uck and attachment for the intended use.

•• Adapt the seat adjustment Adapt the seat adjustment to the operator's weight (to the operator's weight (according to lift truck model) and maintain it in good condition, according to lift truck model) and maintain it in good condition, asas

well as the cab suspension. Inflate the tirwell as the cab suspension. Inflate the tires in accordance with recommendations.es in accordance with recommendations.

• Ensure that the operators adapt their • Ensure that the operators adapt their operating speed to suit the conditions on site.operating speed to suit the conditions on site.

•• As far as possible, arrange the site in such a way as to As far as possible, arrange the site in such a way as to provide a flat running surprovide a flat running sur face and remove obstacles and harmfulface and remove obstacles and harmful

potholes.potholes.
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C - MODIFICATION OF THE LIFT TRUCKC - MODIFICATION OF THE LIFT TRUCK

-- For your safety and that of others, you must not change the structure and settings of the various components used in your lift truckFor your safety and that of others, you must not change the structure and settings of the various components used in your lift truck

(hydraulic pressure, calibrating limiters, I.C. engine speed, addition of extra equipment, addition of counterweight, unapproved(hydraulic pressure, calibrating limiters, I.C. engine speed, addition of extra equipment, addition of counterweight, unapproved

attachments, alarm systems, etc.) yourself. In this event, the manufacturer cannot be held attachments, alarm systems, etc.) yourself. In this event, the manufacturer cannot be held responsible.responsible.

THE INSTRUCTIONS THE INSTRUCTIONS 

-- The operator’s manual must always be in good coThe operator’s manual must always be in good condition and kept in the place provided on the lift truck and in the language usedndition and kept in the place provided on the lift truck and in the language used

by the operator.by the operator.

- The operator’s manual and any plates or - The operator’s manual and any plates or stickers which are no longer stickers which are no longer legible or are damaged, must legible or are damaged, must be replaced immediately.be replaced immediately.

THE MAINTENANCE THE MAINTENANCE 

-- Maintenance or repairs other Maintenance or repairs other than those detailed in part: 3 - MAINTENANCE must be than those detailed in part: 3 - MAINTENANCE must be carried out by qualified personnel (carried out by qualified personnel (consultconsult

your dealer) and under the necessary safety conditions to maintain the health of the operator and any third party.your dealer) and under the necessary safety conditions to maintain the health of the operator and any third party.

YYour lift truck must be our lift truck must be inspected periodically to ensure that it remains in inspected periodically to ensure that it remains in compliance. The frequency of this inspection is defined by current legislation in compliance. The frequency of this inspection is defined by current legislation in 

the country in which the lift truck is used.the country in which the lift truck is used.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE OPERATHE OPERATOR TOR 

PREAMBLE PREAMBLE 

WHENEVER YOU SEE THIS SYMBOL IT WHENEVER YOU SEE THIS SYMBOL IT MEANS:MEANS:

WARNING ! BE CAREFUL ! YOUR WARNING ! BE CAREFUL ! YOUR SAFETY OR THE SAFETY OF SAFETY OR THE SAFETY OF THE LIFT TRUCK IS AT RISK.THE LIFT TRUCK IS AT RISK.

The risk of accident while using, servicing or rThe risk of accident while using, servicing or repairing your lift truck can be restricted if epairing your lift truck can be restricted if you follow the safety instructions and safety measures detailed you follow the safety instructions and safety measures detailed 

in these instruction.in these instruction.

-- Only the operations and manœuvres Only the operations and manœuvres described in these operator’described in these operator’s manual must be performed. The manufacturer cannot predicts manual must be performed. The manufacturer cannot predict

all possible risky situations. Consequently, the safety instructions given in the operator’s manual and on the lift truck itself areall possible risky situations. Consequently, the safety instructions given in the operator’s manual and on the lift truck itself are

not exhaustive.not exhaustive.

-- At any time, as an operator, you must envisage, within reason, the possible risk to yourself, to others or to the lift truck itselfAt any time, as an operator, you must envisage, within reason, the possible risk to yourself, to others or to the lift truck itself

when you use it.when you use it.

Failure to respect the safety and operating instructions, or the instructions for repairing or servicing your lift truck may lead to serious, even fatal Failure to respect the safety and operating instructions, or the instructions for repairing or servicing your lift truck may lead to serious, even fatal 

accident.accident.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

A - OPERATOR’S MANUALA - OPERATOR’S MANUAL

- Read the operator’s - Read the operator’s manual carefully.manual carefully.

- The operator’s manual must always be in good condition and in the place provided for it on the lift truck.- The operator’s manual must always be in good condition and in the place provided for it on the lift truck.

- You must report any plates and stickers which are no longer legible or which are damaged.- You must report any plates and stickers which are no longer legible or which are damaged.

B - AUTHORISATION FOR USE IN FRANCEB - AUTHORISATION FOR USE IN FRANCE

(or see current legislation in other countries)(or see current legislation in other countries)

-- Only qualified, authorized personnel can usOnly qualified, authorized personnel can use the lift truck. This authorization is given in writing by the appropriate person in the the lift truck. This authorization is given in writing by the appropriate person in thee

establishment with respect to the use of lift trucks and must be carried permanently by the operator.establishment with respect to the use of lift trucks and must be carried permanently by the operator.

- The operator is not competent to authorise the driving of the lift truck by another person.- The operator is not competent to authorise the driving of the lift truck by another person.

C - MAINTENANCEC - MAINTENANCE

-- The operator must immediately advise his superior if his lift truck is not in good working order or does not comply with the safetyThe operator must immediately advise his superior if his lift truck is not in good working order or does not comply with the safety

notice.notice.

-- The operator is prohibited from carrThe operator is prohibited from carrying out any repairs or ying out any repairs or adjustments himself, unless he has adjustments himself, unless he has been trained for this purpose. been trained for this purpose. He mustHe must

keep the lift truck properly cleaned if this is among his responsibilities.keep the lift truck properly cleaned if this is among his responsibilities.

-- The operator must The operator must carrcarr y out daily may out daily maintenance (see: intenance (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A 3 - MAINTENANCE: A - DAIL- DAILY OR EVERY Y OR EVERY 1010 HOURS SERVICE).HOURS SERVICE).

-- The operator must ensure tyres are adapted to the nature of thThe operator must ensure tyres are adapted to the nature of the ground (see area of the contact surface of the tyres in thee ground (see area of the contact surface of the tyres in the

chapter: 2 - DESCRIPTION: FRONT AND REAR TYRES). There chapter: 2 - DESCRIPTION: FRONT AND REAR TYRES). There are optional solutions, consult your dealer.are optional solutions, consult your dealer.

. SAND tyres.. SAND tyres.

. LAND tyres.. LAND tyres.

. Snow chains.. Snow chains.

Do not use the lift Do not use the lift truck if the tyres truck if the tyres are incorrectly inflated, damaged or excessively worn, because this could put your own safety or that of are incorrectly inflated, damaged or excessively worn, because this could put your own safety or that of others at others at 

risk, or cause damage to the lift risk, or cause damage to the lift truck itself. The fitting of foam inflated tyres truck itself. The fitting of foam inflated tyres is prohibited and is not guaranteed by the manufacturer, exceptinis prohibited and is not guaranteed by the manufacturer, excepting prior g prior 

authorisation.authorisation.

D - MODIFICATION OF THE LIFT TRUCKD - MODIFICATION OF THE LIFT TRUCK

-- For your safety and that of others, you must not change the structure and settings of the various components used in your lift truckFor your safety and that of others, you must not change the structure and settings of the various components used in your lift truck

(hydraulic pressure, calibrating limiters, I.C. engine speed, addition of extra equipment, addition of counterweight, unapproved(hydraulic pressure, calibrating limiters, I.C. engine speed, addition of extra equipment, addition of counterweight, unapproved

attachments, alarm systems, etc.) yourself. In this event, the manufacturer cannot be held attachments, alarm systems, etc.) yourself. In this event, the manufacturer cannot be held responsible.responsible.
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E - LIFTING PEOPLEE - LIFTING PEOPLE

-- The use of working equipment and The use of working equipment and load lifting attachments to lift people load lifting attachments to lift people is:is:

• either forbidden• either forbidden

•• or authorizeor authorized exceptionald exceptionally and under certain conditions (see current regulatioly and under certain conditions (see current regulationsns

in the country in which the lift truck is used).in the country in which the lift truck is used).

- The pictogram posted at the - The pictogram posted at the operator station reminds you that:operator station reminds you that:

• Left-hand column• Left-hand column

-- It is forbidden to lift people, with any kind of attachment, It is forbidden to lift people, with any kind of attachment, using a non PLATFORM-using a non PLATFORM-

fitted lift truck.fitted lift truck.

• Right-hand column• Right-hand column

-- With a PLATFORMWith a PLATFORM-fitted lift truck, people can only be -fitted lift truck, people can only be lifted using platformslifted using platforms

designed by MANITOU for the purpose.designed by MANITOU for the purpose.

-- MANITOU sells equipment specifically designed fMANITOU sells equipment specifically designed for lifting people (OPTION PLATFor lifting people (OPTION PLATFORMORM

lift truck, contact your dealer).lift truck, contact your dealer).
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OPERAOPERATING INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND TING INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN LADEN 

A - BEFORE STARTING THE LIFT TRUCKA - BEFORE STARTING THE LIFT TRUCK

- Carry out daily maintenance (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE).- Carry out daily maintenance (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE).

- Make sure the li- Make sure the lights, indicators and windscreen wipers are working ghts, indicators and windscreen wipers are working properly.properly.

- Make sure the rear view mirrors are in good condition, clean and properly adjusted.- Make sure the rear view mirrors are in good condition, clean and properly adjusted.

- Make sure the horn works.- Make sure the horn works.

B - DRIVER’S OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSB - DRIVER’S OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

-- Whatever his experience, the operator is advised to familiarize himself with the position and operation of all the controls andWhatever his experience, the operator is advised to familiarize himself with the position and operation of all the controls and

instruments before operating the lift truck.instruments before operating the lift truck.

- Wear clothes suited for driving the li- Wear clothes suited for driving the lift truck, avoid loose clft truck, avoid loose clothes.othes.

- Make sure you have the appropriate protective equipment for the job to be done.- Make sure you have the appropriate protective equipment for the job to be done.

-- Prolonged exposure to high noise levels may cause hearing problems. It is recommended to wear ear Prolonged exposure to high noise levels may cause hearing problems. It is recommended to wear ear muffs to protect againstmuffs to protect against

excessive noise.excessive noise.

-- Always face the lift truck when getting into and leaving the driving seat and use thAlways face the lift truck when getting into and leaving the driving seat and use the handle(s) provided for this purpose. e handle(s) provided for this purpose. Do notDo not

 jump out of the seat  jump out of the seat to get down.to get down.

- Always pay attention when using the lift truck. Do not listen to the radio or music using headphones or earphones.- Always pay attention when using the lift truck. Do not listen to the radio or music using headphones or earphones.

- Never operate the lift truck when hands or feet are wet or soiled with greasy substances.- Never operate the lift truck when hands or feet are wet or soiled with greasy substances.

- For increased comfort, adjust the seat to your requirements and adopt the correct position in the driver’s cab.- For increased comfort, adjust the seat to your requirements and adopt the correct position in the driver’s cab.

Under no circumstances must the seat be adjusted while the lift truck Under no circumstances must the seat be adjusted while the lift truck is moving.is moving.

-- The operator must always be in his normal position in the driver’s cab. The operator must always be in his normal position in the driver’s cab. It is prohibited to have arms or legs, or generally any partIt is prohibited to have arms or legs, or generally any part

of the body, protruding from the driver’s cab of the lift truck.of the body, protruding from the driver’s cab of the lift truck.

- The safety belt must be wor- The safety belt must be worn and adjusted to the operator’s size.n and adjusted to the operator’s size.

-- The control units must never in any event be used for any other than their intended purposes (e.g. climbing onto or down from theThe control units must never in any event be used for any other than their intended purposes (e.g. climbing onto or down from the

lift truck, portmanteau, etc.).lift truck, portmanteau, etc.).

-- If the control components are fitted with a forced operation (If the control components are fitted with a forced operation (lever lock) device, it is forbidden to leave the cab without lever lock) device, it is forbidden to leave the cab without first puttingfirst putting

these controls in neutral.these controls in neutral.

- It is prohibited to carry passengers either on the lift truck or in the cab.- It is prohibited to carry passengers either on the lift truck or in the cab.
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C - ENVIRONMENTC - ENVIRONMENT

- Comply with site safety regulations.- Comply with site safety regulations.

- If you have to use the lift truck in a dark area or at night, make sure it is equipped with working lights.- If you have to use the lift truck in a dark area or at night, make sure it is equipped with working lights.

- During handling operations, make sure that no one is in the way of the lift truck and its load.- During handling operations, make sure that no one is in the way of the lift truck and its load.

- Do not allow anybody to come near the working area of the lift truck or pass beneath an elevated load.- Do not allow anybody to come near the working area of the lift truck or pass beneath an elevated load.

-- When using the lift truck on a transverse slope, before lifting the jib, follow the instructions given in the paragraph: INSTRUCTIONSWhen using the lift truck on a transverse slope, before lifting the jib, follow the instructions given in the paragraph: INSTRUCTIONS

FOR HANDLING A LOAD: D FOR HANDLING A LOAD: D - TRANSVERSE ATTITUDE OF THE LIFT TRUCK.- TRANSVERSE ATTITUDE OF THE LIFT TRUCK.

- Travelling on a longitudinal slope:- Travelling on a longitudinal slope:

• Drive and brake gently.• Drive and brake gently.

• Moving without load: Forks or • Moving without load: Forks or attachment facing downhill.attachment facing downhill.

• Moving with load: Forks or • Moving with load: Forks or attachment facing uphill.attachment facing uphill.

- Take into account the lift truck’s dimensions and its load before trying to negotiate a narrow or low passageway.- Take into account the lift truck’s dimensions and its load before trying to negotiate a narrow or low passageway.

- Never move onto a loading platform without having first checked:- Never move onto a loading platform without having first checked:

• That it is suitably • That it is suitably positioned and made fast.positioned and made fast.

• That the unit to which it is connected (wagon, lorry, etc.) will not shift.• That the unit to which it is connected (wagon, lorry, etc.) will not shift.

• That this platform is prescribed for the total weight of the lift truck to be loaded.• That this platform is prescribed for the total weight of the lift truck to be loaded.

• That this platform is prescribed for the size of the lift truck.• That this platform is prescribed for the size of the lift truck.

-- Never move onto a foot bridge, floor or freight lift, without being certain that they are prescribed for the weight and size of the liftNever move onto a foot bridge, floor or freight lift, without being certain that they are prescribed for the weight and size of the lift

truck to be loaded and without having checked that they are in sound working order.truck to be loaded and without having checked that they are in sound working order.

- Be careful in the area of loading bays, trenches, scaffolding, soft land and manholes.- Be careful in the area of loading bays, trenches, scaffolding, soft land and manholes.

-- Make sure the ground is stable and firm under the wheels and/or stabilizers Make sure the ground is stable and firm under the wheels and/or stabilizers before lifting or removing the load. If necessary, addbefore lifting or removing the load. If necessary, add

sufficient wedging under the stabilizers.sufficient wedging under the stabilizers.

- Make sure that the scaffolding, loading platform, pilings or ground is capable of bearing the load.- Make sure that the scaffolding, loading platform, pilings or ground is capable of bearing the load.

- Never stack loads on uneven gr- Never stack loads on uneven ground, they may tip over.ound, they may tip over.

If the load or the If the load or the attachment must remain above a structure for a long attachment must remain above a structure for a long time, there is the risk that time, there is the risk that it will rest it will rest on the structure because of the jib on the structure because of the jib 

descending owing to the oil in the descending owing to the oil in the cylinders cooling down.cylinders cooling down.
To eliminate this risk: To eliminate this risk: 

   - Regula- Regularly checrly check the k the distance distance between between the loathe load or d or the athe attachment ttachment and tand the struche structure and ture and readjust readjust this if this if necessarynecessary..

   - If - If possible possible use thuse the lift e lift truck atruck at an t an oil tempeoil temperature arature as closs close as e as possible possible to ambieto ambient tempnt temperature.erature.

-- In the case of work near aerial lines, ensure that the safIn the case of work near aerial lines, ensure that the safety distance is sufficient between the working area of the lift truck andety distance is sufficient between the working area of the lift truck and

the aerial line.the aerial line.

You must consult your local electrical agency. You could be electrocuted or seriously injured if you operate or park the lift truck too close to power You must consult your local electrical agency. You could be electrocuted or seriously injured if you operate or park the lift truck too close to power 

cables.cables.

In the event of high winds, do not carry In the event of high winds, do not carry out handling work that jeopardizes the stability of the lift truck out handling work that jeopardizes the stability of the lift truck and its load, particularly if and its load, particularly if the load catches the the load catches the 

wind badly.wind badly.

D - VISIBILITYD - VISIBILITY

-- The safety of people within the The safety of people within the lift truck’s working area, as well as that of thlift truck’s working area, as well as that of the lift truck itself and the operator are depend on e lift truck itself and the operator are depend on goodgood

operator visibility of the lift truck’s immediate vicinity in all situations and at all times.operator visibility of the lift truck’s immediate vicinity in all situations and at all times.

-- This lift truck has been designed to aThis lift truck has been designed to allow good operator visibility (direct or indirect by llow good operator visibility (direct or indirect by means of rear-view mirrors) of the immediatemeans of rear-view mirrors) of the immediate

vicinity of the lift truck while traveling with no load and with the jib in the transport position.vicinity of the lift truck while traveling with no load and with the jib in the transport position.
- Special precautions must be taken if the size of the load restricts visibility towards the front:- Special precautions must be taken if the size of the load restricts visibility towards the front:

- moving in reverse,- moving in reverse,

- site layout,- site layout,

-- assisted by a person assisted by a person directing the maneuver (while standing outside directing the maneuver (while standing outside the truck’s area of travel), making sure to keep the truck’s area of travel), making sure to keep thisthis

person clearly in view at all times.person clearly in view at all times.

- in any case, avoid r- in any case, avoid reversing over long distances.eversing over long distances.

-- Certain special accessories may require the truck to travel with the jib in the raised position. In such cases, visibility on the rightCertain special accessories may require the truck to travel with the jib in the raised position. In such cases, visibility on the right

hand side is restricted, and special hand side is restricted, and special precautions must be taken:precautions must be taken:

- site layout,- site layout,

- assisted by a person directing the - assisted by a person directing the maneuver (while standing outside the trmaneuver (while standing outside the truck’s area of travel).uck’s area of travel).

-- If visibility of your road is inadequate, ask someone to assist by directing the maneuver (while standing outside the truck’s areaIf visibility of your road is inadequate, ask someone to assist by directing the maneuver (while standing outside the truck’s area

of travel), making sure to keep this person clearly in view at all times.of travel), making sure to keep this person clearly in view at all times.

-- Keep all components affecting visibility in a clean, properly adjusted state and in good working order (e.g. windscreens, windows,Keep all components affecting visibility in a clean, properly adjusted state and in good working order (e.g. windscreens, windows,

windscreen wipers, windscreen washers, driving and work lights, rear-view mirrors).windscreen wipers, windscreen washers, driving and work lights, rear-view mirrors).
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E - STARTING THE LIFT TRUCKE - STARTING THE LIFT TRUCK

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSSAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

The lift truck must only The lift truck must only be started up or be started up or maneuvered when the operator is sitting in the driver’s cab, with maneuvered when the operator is sitting in the driver’s cab, with his seat belt adjusted and fastened.his seat belt adjusted and fastened.

-- Never try to starNever try to star t the lift truck by pushing or towing it. St the lift truck by pushing or towing it. Such operation may cause such operation may cause severe damage to the transmission. evere damage to the transmission. If necessary,If necessary,

to tow the lift truck in an emergency, the transmission must be placed in the neutral position (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: G -to tow the lift truck in an emergency, the transmission must be placed in the neutral position (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: G -

OCCASIONAL MAINTENANCE).OCCASIONAL MAINTENANCE).

-- If using an emergency batteIf using an emergency batterry for start-up, use a battery with the same chy for start-up, use a battery with the same characteristics and respect aracteristics and respect battery polarity when connectingbattery polarity when connecting

it. Connect at first the positive terminals before the negative terminals.it. Connect at first the positive terminals before the negative terminals.

Failure to respect polarity between batteries can cause serious damage to the electrical circuit. The electrolyte in Failure to respect polarity between batteries can cause serious damage to the electrical circuit. The electrolyte in the battery may produce an the battery may produce an explosive explosive 

 gas. A gas. Avoid flames and void flames and generation of generation of sparks clossparks close to the bate to the batteries. Never disteries. Never disconnect a bconnect a battery while it is chattery while it is charging.arging.

INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS- Check the closing and locking - Check the closing and locking of the hood(s).of the hood(s).

- Check that the cab door is - Check that the cab door is closed.closed.

- Check that the forward/reverse selector is in neutral.- Check that the forward/reverse selector is in neutral.

- Turn the ignition key to - Turn the ignition key to the position I to activate the the position I to activate the electrical system and the preheat.electrical system and the preheat.

-- Whenever you switch on the lift Whenever you switch on the lift truck, pertruck, perform the automatic check on the longitudinal staform the automatic check on the longitudinal stability alarm system (see: 2 - DESCRbility alarm system (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION:IPTION:

INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS). Do not use the lift truck if it does not conform to the regulations.INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS). Do not use the lift truck if it does not conform to the regulations.

-- Check the fuel Check the fuel level on the indicatorlevel on the indicator..

-- Turn the ignition key fully: tTurn the ignition key fully: the I.C. engine should then he I.C. engine should then start. Release the ignition key and let the I.C. start. Release the ignition key and let the I.C. engine run at idle.engine run at idle.

-- Do not engage the starter motor for more than 15 secondDo not engage the starter motor for more than 15 seconds and carrs and carry out the preheating between unsuy out the preheating between unsuccessful attempts.ccessful attempts.

- Make sure all the signal lights on the control instrument panel are off.- Make sure all the signal lights on the control instrument panel are off.

-- Check all control instruments when the I.Check all control instruments when the I.C. engine is warm and at regular inteC. engine is warm and at regular interrvals during use, so vals during use, so as to quickly detect as to quickly detect any faultsany faults

and to be able to and to be able to correct them without any correct them without any delay.delay.

-- If an instrument does not show thIf an instrument does not show the correct display, ste correct display, stop the I.C. engine and op the I.C. engine and immediately carrimmediately carry out the necessary operations.y out the necessary operations.

F - DRIVING THE LIFT TRUCKF - DRIVING THE LIFT TRUCK

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSSAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Operators’ attention is drawn to the risks involved in using the Operators’ attention is drawn to the risks involved in using the lift truck, in parlift truck, in particular: ticular: 
   - - Risk Risk of of losing losing control.control.

   - - Risk Risk of of losing losing lateral lateral and and frontal frontal stability stability of of the the lift lift truck.truck.

The operator must remain in control of the The operator must remain in control of the lift truck.lift truck.

In the event of the lift truck overturning, do not try to leave the cabin during the incident. YOUR BEST PROTECTION IS TO STAY FASTENED IN THE CABIN.In the event of the lift truck overturning, do not try to leave the cabin during the incident. YOUR BEST PROTECTION IS TO STAY FASTENED IN THE CABIN.

- Observe the company’s traffic regulations or, by default, the public highway code.- Observe the company’s traffic regulations or, by default, the public highway code.

- Do not carry out operations which exceed the capacities of your lift truck or attachments.- Do not carry out operations which exceed the capacities of your lift truck or attachments.

-- Always drive the lift truck with the forks Always drive the lift truck with the forks or attachment to the tor attachment to the transport position, i.e. at 300ransport position, i.e. at 300 mm from the ground, the jib mm from the ground, the jib retractedretracted

and the carriage sloping backwards.and the carriage sloping backwards.

- Only carry loads which are balanced and properly anchored to avoid any risk of a load falling off.- Only carry loads which are balanced and properly anchored to avoid any risk of a load falling off.

- Ensure that palettes, cases, etc, are in - Ensure that palettes, cases, etc, are in good order and suitable for good order and suitable for the load to be lifted.the load to be lifted.

- Familiarise yourself with the lift truck on the terrain where it will be used.- Familiarise yourself with the lift truck on the terrain where it will be used.

- Ensure that the service brakes are working properly.- Ensure that the service brakes are working properly.

- The loaded lift truck must not travel at - The loaded lift truck must not travel at speeds in excess of speeds in excess of 1212 km/h.km/h.

-- Drive smoothly at an appropriate speeDrive smoothly at an appropriate speed for the operating conditions (d for the operating conditions (land configuration, load on the lift land configuration, load on the lift truck).truck).

- Do not use the hydraulic jib controls when the lift truck is moving.- Do not use the hydraulic jib controls when the lift truck is moving.

-- Do not manoeuvre the lift truck with the jib in Do not manoeuvre the lift truck with the jib in the raised position unless the raised position unless under exceptional circumstances and tunder exceptional circumstances and then with extremehen with extreme

caution, at very low speed and using gentle braking. Ensure that visibility is adequate.caution, at very low speed and using gentle braking. Ensure that visibility is adequate.
- Take bends slowly.- Take bends slowly.

- In all circumstances make sure you are in control of your speed.- In all circumstances make sure you are in control of your speed.

- On damp, slippery or uneven terrain, drive slowly.- On damp, slippery or uneven terrain, drive slowly.

- Brake gently, never abruptly.- Brake gently, never abruptly.

- Only use the lift truck’s forward/reverse selector from a stationary position and never do so abruptly.- Only use the lift truck’s forward/reverse selector from a stationary position and never do so abruptly.

- Do not drive with your foot on the brake pedal.- Do not drive with your foot on the brake pedal.

-- Always remember that hydrostatic type Always remember that hydrostatic type steering is extremely sensitive to movement steering is extremely sensitive to movement of the steering wheel, sof the steering wheel, so turn it gently ando turn it gently and

not jerkily.not jerkily.

- Never leave the I.C. engine on when the lift truck is unattended.- Never leave the I.C. engine on when the lift truck is unattended.

- Do not leave the cab when the lift truck has a raised load.- Do not leave the cab when the lift truck has a raised load.

- Look where you are going and always make sure you have good visibility along the route.- Look where you are going and always make sure you have good visibility along the route.
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- Use the rear-view mir- Use the rear-view mirrors frequently.rors frequently.

- Drive round obstacles.- Drive round obstacles.

- Never drive on the edge of a ditch or steep slope.- Never drive on the edge of a ditch or steep slope.

-- It is dangerous to use two lift trucks simultaneously to handle heavy or voluminous loadIt is dangerous to use two lift trucks simultaneously to handle heavy or voluminous loads, since this operation requires particulars, since this operation requires particular

precautions to be taken.precautions to be taken. It must only be used It must only be used exceptionally and after risk analysexceptionally and after risk analysis.is.

-- The ignition switch has an emergency stop mechanism in case of an operating anomaly occurring in the case of lift The ignition switch has an emergency stop mechanism in case of an operating anomaly occurring in the case of lift trucks not fittedtrucks not fitted

with a punch-operated cut-out.with a punch-operated cut-out.

INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS

-- Always drive the lift truck with the forks Always drive the lift truck with the forks or attachment to the tor attachment to the transport position, i.e. at 300ransport position, i.e. at 300 mm from the ground, the jib mm from the ground, the jib retractedretracted

and the carriage sloping backwards.and the carriage sloping backwards.

-- For lift trucks with gearboxes, use the For lift trucks with gearboxes, use the recommended gear (see: 2 - recommended gear (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS).AND CONTROLS).

-- Select the steering mode appropriate for its use and/or working conditions (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS)Select the steering mode appropriate for its use and/or working conditions (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS)

(as model of lift truck).(as model of lift truck).

- Release the parking brake.- Release the parking brake.

-- Shift the forward/reverse selector to the selected direction of travel aShift the forward/reverse selector to the selected direction of travel and accelerate gradually until the lift truck moves off.nd accelerate gradually until the lift truck moves off.

G - STOPPING THE LIFT TRUCKG - STOPPING THE LIFT TRUCK

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSSAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

- Never leave the ignition key in the lift truck during the operator’s absence.- Never leave the ignition key in the lift truck during the operator’s absence.

-- When the lift truck is stationarWhen the lift truck is stationary, or if the opery, or if the operator has to leave his cab (even for a moment), place the forks or attachment on theator has to leave his cab (even for a moment), place the forks or attachment on the

ground, apply the parking brake and place the forward/reverse selector in neutral.ground, apply the parking brake and place the forward/reverse selector in neutral.

-- Make sure that the lift truck is not stopped in any posMake sure that the lift truck is not stopped in any position that will interition that will interfere with the traffic flow and at less than one meter fromfere with the traffic flow and at less than one meter from

the track of a railway.the track of a railway.

-- In the event of prolonged parking on a In the event of prolonged parking on a site, protect the lift truck from bad weather, site, protect the lift truck from bad weather, parparticularly from frost (check the level ofticularly from frost (check the level of

antifreezantifreeze), close and lock all e), close and lock all the lift trthe lift truck accesses (doors, windows, cowls…).uck accesses (doors, windows, cowls…).

INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS

- Park the lift truck on flat ground or on an - Park the lift truck on flat ground or on an incline lower than 15incline lower than 15 %.%.

- Set the forward/reverse selector to neutral.- Set the forward/reverse selector to neutral.

- Apply the parking brake.- Apply the parking brake.
- For lift trucks with gearboxes, place the gear lever in neutral.- For lift trucks with gearboxes, place the gear lever in neutral.

- Retract entirely the jib.- Retract entirely the jib.

- Lower the forks or attachment to - Lower the forks or attachment to rest on the ground.rest on the ground.

-- When using an attachment with a grab or jaws, or a bucket with hydraulic opening, close the attachment fullyWhen using an attachment with a grab or jaws, or a bucket with hydraulic opening, close the attachment fully..

-- Before stopping the lift truck after a long working period, leave the I.C. engine idling for a few moments, to allow the coolant liquidBefore stopping the lift truck after a long working period, leave the I.C. engine idling for a few moments, to allow the coolant liquid

and oil to lower the and oil to lower the temperature of the I.C. engine and transmission. Do not fortemperature of the I.C. engine and transmission. Do not forget this precaution, in the event of get this precaution, in the event of frequent stopsfrequent stops

or warm stalling of the I.C. engine, or else the temperature of certain paror warm stalling of the I.C. engine, or else the temperature of certain par ts will rise significantly due to the stopping of the coolingts will rise significantly due to the stopping of the cooling

system, with the risk of badly damaging such parts.system, with the risk of badly damaging such parts.

- Stop the I.C. engine with the - Stop the I.C. engine with the ignition switch.ignition switch.

- Remove the ignition key.- Remove the ignition key.

- Lock all the - Lock all the accesses to the lift truck (doors, windows, cowls…).accesses to the lift truck (doors, windows, cowls…).
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H - DRIVING THE LIFT TRUCK ON THE PUBLIC HIGHWAYH - DRIVING THE LIFT TRUCK ON THE PUBLIC HIGHWAY

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSSAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

- Operators driving on the public highway must comply with current highway code legislation.- Operators driving on the public highway must comply with current highway code legislation.

-- The lift truck must comply with current road legislation. If necessary, theThe lift truck must comply with current road legislation. If necessary, there are optional solutions. Contact youre are optional solutions. Contact your dealer.r dealer.

INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS

- Make sure the revolving light is in place, switch it on and verify its operation.- Make sure the revolving light is in place, switch it on and verify its operation.

- Make sure the li- Make sure the lights, indicators and windscreen wipers are working ghts, indicators and windscreen wipers are working properly.properly.

- Switch off the working headlights if the lift truck is fitted with them.- Switch off the working headlights if the lift truck is fitted with them.

-- Select the steering mode “HIGHWASelect the steering mode “HIGHWAY TRAFFIC” (as model of lift truck) (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS)Y TRAFFIC” (as model of lift truck) (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS)..

- Retract entirely the jib and p- Retract entirely the jib and put the attachment at 300ut the attachment at 300 mm from the ground.mm from the ground.

-- Place the slope correctors in the central position, i.e. the transverse shaft of the axles parallel to the chassis (aPlace the slope correctors in the central position, i.e. the transverse shaft of the axles parallel to the chassis (as model of lift truck).s model of lift truck).

- Lift up the stabilizers to the maximum and turn the blocks inwards (as model of lift truck).- Lift up the stabilizers to the maximum and turn the blocks inwards (as model of lift truck).

-- For lift trucks wiFor lift trucks with gearbth gearboxes:oxes:

On the road, set off in 3rd gear and go into 4th (as model of lift truck) when the conditions and state of the road allow. In hilly areas,On the road, set off in 3rd gear and go into 4th (as model of lift truck) when the conditions and state of the road allow. In hilly areas,

set off in 2nd gear and go into 3rd when the conditions and state of the road allow.set off in 2nd gear and go into 3rd when the conditions and state of the road allow.

Never move in neutral (forward/reverse selector or Never move in neutral (forward/reverse selector or gear lever in neutral or gear lever in neutral or transmission cut-off button pressed) to preserve the lift transmission cut-off button pressed) to preserve the lift truck engine brake.truck engine brake.

Failure to respect this instruction on a slope will lead to excessive speed which may make the lift truck uncontrollable (steering, brakes) and cause Failure to respect this instruction on a slope will lead to excessive speed which may make the lift truck uncontrollable (steering, brakes) and cause 

serious mechanical damage.serious mechanical damage.
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DRIVING THE LIFT DRIVING THE LIFT TRUCK WITH A FRONT-MOUNTED TRUCK WITH A FRONT-MOUNTED ATTATTACHMENTACHMENT

-- YYou must comply with current regulations in your country, covering tou must comply with current regulations in your country, covering the possibility of driving on the public highway with he possibility of driving on the public highway with a front-a front-

mounted attachment on your lift truck.mounted attachment on your lift truck.

- If road legislation in your country authorizes circulation with a front-mounted attachment, you must at least:- If road legislation in your country authorizes circulation with a front-mounted attachment, you must at least:

•• Protect and report any sharp and/or dangerous edges on the attachment (Protect and report any sharp and/or dangerous edges on the attachment (see: 4 - ADAPTABsee: 4 - ADAPTABLE ATTLE ATTACHMENTS IN OPTIONACHMENTS IN OPTION

ON THE RANGE: ON THE RANGE: ATTATTACHMENT SHIELDS).ACHMENT SHIELDS).

• The attachment must not be loaded.• The attachment must not be loaded.

• Make sure that the attachment does not mask the lighting range of the forward lights.• Make sure that the attachment does not mask the lighting range of the forward lights.

• Make sure that current legislation in your country does not require other obligations.• Make sure that current legislation in your country does not require other obligations.

OPERATING THE LIFT TRUCK WITH A TRAILEROPERATING THE LIFT TRUCK WITH A TRAILER

- For using a trailer, observe the regulations in force in your country (maximum travel speed, braking, maximum weight of trailer, etc.).- For using a trailer, observe the regulations in force in your country (maximum travel speed, braking, maximum weight of trailer, etc.).

- Do not forget to connect the trailer’s electrical equipment to that of the lift truck.- Do not forget to connect the trailer’s electrical equipment to that of the lift truck.

- The trailer’s braking system must comply with current legislation.- The trailer’s braking system must comply with current legislation.

-- If pulling a trailer with assisted braking, the If pulling a trailer with assisted braking, the tractor lift truck must be equipped with a trailer braking mechanistractor lift truck must be equipped with a trailer braking mechanism. In this case, dom. In this case, do

not forget to connect the trailer braking equipment to the lift truck.not forget to connect the trailer braking equipment to the lift truck.

- The maximum vertical pull on the trailer hook must not exceed 1500 daN.- The maximum vertical pull on the trailer hook must not exceed 1500 daN.

-- The authorised maximum train weight must not exceed thThe authorised maximum train weight must not exceed the maximum weight authorised by the manufacturer (ce maximum weight authorised by the manufacturer (consult theonsult the

manufacturer’s plate on your lift truck).manufacturer’s plate on your lift truck).

-- For lift trucks wiFor lift trucks with gearbth gearboxes:oxes:

When driving with a trailer, set off in 2nd gear and go into 3rd when the conditions and state of the road allow. Do not exceedWhen driving with a trailer, set off in 2nd gear and go into 3rd when the conditions and state of the road allow. Do not exceed

4th gear to avoid overheating the internal combustion engine and the transmission.4th gear to avoid overheating the internal combustion engine and the transmission.

IF NECESSARY, CONSULT YOUR DEALER.IF NECESSARY, CONSULT YOUR DEALER.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD 

A - CHOICE OF ATTACHMENTSA - CHOICE OF ATTACHMENTS

-- Only attachments approved by MANITOU Only attachments approved by MANITOU can be used on its lift tcan be used on its lift trucks.rucks.

-- Make sure the attachment is appropriate for the work to be done (see: 4 Make sure the attachment is appropriate for the work to be done (see: 4 - ADAPTABLE A- ADAPTABLE ATTACHMENTS IN OPTION ON THE RANGE).TTACHMENTS IN OPTION ON THE RANGE).

-- If the lift truck is equipped with the Single side-shift carriage OPTIOIf the lift truck is equipped with the Single side-shift carriage OPTION (TSDL), use only the authorised attachments (see: N (TSDL), use only the authorised attachments (see: 4 - ADAPTABLE4 - ADAPTABLE

ATTATTACHMENTS IN OPTION ACHMENTS IN OPTION ON THE RANGE).ON THE RANGE).

- Make sure the attachment is correctly installed and locked onto the lift truck carriage.- Make sure the attachment is correctly installed and locked onto the lift truck carriage.

- Make sure that your l- Make sure that your lift truck attachments work properly.ift truck attachments work properly.

- Comply with the load chart limits for the lift truck for the attachment used.- Comply with the load chart limits for the lift truck for the attachment used.

- Do not exceed the rated - Do not exceed the rated capacity of the attachment.capacity of the attachment.

-- Never lift a load in a sling without the attachment provided for the purpose, as the sling risks to slip (see: INSTRUCTIONS FORNever lift a load in a sling without the attachment provided for the purpose, as the sling risks to slip (see: INSTRUCTIONS FOR

HANDLING A LOAD: H HANDLING A LOAD: H - TAKING UP AND LAYING DOWN A SUSPENDED LOAD).- TAKING UP AND LAYING DOWN A SUSPENDED LOAD).

B - MASS OF LOAD AND CENTRE OF GRAVITYB - MASS OF LOAD AND CENTRE OF GRAVITY

- Before taking up a - Before taking up a load, you must know its mass and iload, you must know its mass and its centre of gravity.ts centre of gravity.

-- The load chart for your lift truck is valid for a load in which the longitudinal position of The load chart for your lift truck is valid for a load in which the longitudinal position of thethe

centre of gravity is 500 mm from the base of the forks (fig. B1). For a higher centre ofcentre of gravity is 500 mm from the base of the forks (fig. B1). For a higher centre of

gravity, contact your gravity, contact your dealer.dealer.

-- For irregular loads, determine the transverse centre of gravity For irregular loads, determine the transverse centre of gravity before any movement (fig.before any movement (fig.

B2) and set it in the longitudinal axis of the lift truck.B2) and set it in the longitudinal axis of the lift truck.

It is forbidden to move a It is forbidden to move a load heavier than the effective capacity defined on the load heavier than the effective capacity defined on the lift truck load chart.lift truck load chart.

For loads with a moving centre of gravity (e.g. liquids), take account of the variations in the centre of For loads with a moving centre of gravity (e.g. liquids), take account of the variations in the centre of 

 gravity in order to  gravity in order to determine the load to be handled and be determine the load to be handled and be vigilant and take extra care to vigilant and take extra care to limit these limit these 

variations as far as possible.variations as far as possible.

C - LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARMC - LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM

-- This device gives an indication of This device gives an indication of the lift truck’s longitudinal stabilitythe lift truck’s longitudinal stability. Move the jib very. Move the jib very

carefully when approaching the authorized lcarefully when approaching the authorized load limit (see: 2 - oad limit (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTSDESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS

AND CONTROLS).AND CONTROLS).

- Always watch this device during - Always watch this device during handling operations.handling operations.

-- When the device is in alert mode, it is forbidden to When the device is in alert mode, it is forbidden to perperform so-called «AGGRAform so-called «AGGRAVAVATING»TING»

movements, these being:movements, these being:

A - Extending the jib.A - Extending the jib.

B - Lowering the jib.B - Lowering the jib.

-- PerPerform movements to relieve aggravation form movements to relieve aggravation in the following order (fig. in the following order (fig. C): if necessC): if necessarary,y,

raise the jib (1), retract the jib as far as possible (2) and lower the jib (3) to release theraise the jib (1), retract the jib as far as possible (2) and lower the jib (3) to release the

load.load.

The instrument reading may be erroneous when the steering is at its maximum limit or the rear axle The instrument reading may be erroneous when the steering is at its maximum limit or the rear axle 

oscillated to its limit. Before lifting a load, make sure that the lift truck is not in either of these oscillated to its limit. Before lifting a load, make sure that the lift truck is not in either of these 

situations.situations.
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1-151-15

D - TRANSVERSE ATTITUDE OF THE LIFT TRUCKD - TRANSVERSE ATTITUDE OF THE LIFT TRUCK

Depending on the model of lift truckDepending on the model of lift truck

The transverse attitude is the transverse slope of the chassis with respect to theThe transverse attitude is the transverse slope of the chassis with respect to the

horizontal.horizontal.

Raising the jib reduces the liRaising the jib reduces the lift truck’s lateral stability. The transverse attitude must be setft truck’s lateral stability. The transverse attitude must be set

with the jib in down position as follows:with the jib in down position as follows:

1 - LIFT TRUCK WITHOUT SLOPE CORRECTOR USED ON 1 - LIFT TRUCK WITHOUT SLOPE CORRECTOR USED ON TYRESTYRES

-- Position the lift truck so that the Position the lift truck so that the bubble in the level is bebubble in the level is between the two lines (stween the two lines (see: 2 -ee: 2 -

DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS).DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS).

2 - LIFT TRUCK WITH SLOPE CORRECTOR USED ON 2 - LIFT TRUCK WITH SLOPE CORRECTOR USED ON TYRESTYRES

-- Correct the slope using the Correct the slope using the hydraulic control and verify hydraulic control and verify the horizontality via the the horizontality via the level. Thelevel. The

bubble in the level bubble in the level must be between the two lines must be between the two lines (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS(see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS

AND CONTROLS).AND CONTROLS).

3 - LIFT 3 - LIFT TRUCK USED ON STABILIZERSTRUCK USED ON STABILIZERS

- Set the two stabilizers on the gr- Set the two stabilizers on the ground and raise the two front wheels of the ound and raise the two front wheels of the lift truck (fig. lift truck (fig. D1).D1).

-- Correct the slope using the sCorrect the slope using the stabilizers (fig. D2) and tabilizers (fig. D2) and make sure the truck is horizontalmake sure the truck is horizontal

by checking the level. The bubble of the level must be between the two lines (see: 2by checking the level. The bubble of the level must be between the two lines (see: 2

- DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS). In this position, the two front wheels- DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS). In this position, the two front wheels

must be off the ground.must be off the ground.

E - TAKING UP A LOAD ON THE GROUNDE - TAKING UP A LOAD ON THE GROUND

-- Approach the lift truck perpendicular to the load, with Approach the lift truck perpendicular to the load, with the jib retracted and the forks the jib retracted and the forks in a horizontal position (fig. E1)in a horizontal position (fig. E1)..
-- Adjust the fork spread and ceAdjust the fork spread and centering in connection with the load (fig. ntering in connection with the load (fig. E2) (optional solutionsE2) (optional solutions

exist, consult your dealer).exist, consult your dealer).

- Never lift a load with a single fork.- Never lift a load with a single fork.

Beware of the risks of trapping or squashing limbs when manually adjusting the Beware of the risks of trapping or squashing limbs when manually adjusting the forks.forks.

-- Move the lift truck forMove the lift truck forward slowly (1) and bring the forks tward slowly (1) and bring the forks to stop in front of the load (fig.o stop in front of the load (fig.

E3), if necessary, slightly lift the jib (2) while taking up the load.E3), if necessary, slightly lift the jib (2) while taking up the load.

- Bring the load into the transport position.- Bring the load into the transport position.

-- Tilt the load far enough bacTilt the load far enough backwards to ensure stability (loss kwards to ensure stability (loss of load on braking or goingof load on braking or going

downhill).downhill).

FOR A NON-PALLETIZED LOADFOR A NON-PALLETIZED LOAD

-- Tilt the carriage (1) Tilt the carriage (1) forforwards and move wards and move the lift truck slowly the lift truck slowly forwarforwards (2), ds (2), to insert the forkto insert the fork

under the load (fig. E4) (block the load if necessary).under the load (fig. E4) (block the load if necessary).

-- Continue to move the lift Continue to move the lift truck fortruck forwards (2) tilting the carriage (3) (wards (2) tilting the carriage (3) (fig. E4) backwards tofig. E4) backwards to

position the load on the position the load on the forks and check the load’s longitudinal and forks and check the load’s longitudinal and lateral stability.lateral stability.
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F - TAKING UP AND LAYING A HIGH LOAD ON TYRESF - TAKING UP AND LAYING A HIGH LOAD ON TYRES

You must not raise the jib if you have not checked the transverse attitude of the lift truck (see: You must not raise the jib if you have not checked the transverse attitude of the lift truck (see: 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: D - TRANSVERSE D - TRANSVERSE ATATTITUDE OF THE LIFT TRUCK).TITUDE OF THE LIFT TRUCK).

REMINDER:REMINDER: Make sure that Make sure that the following operations the following operations can be performed with good visibilitycan be performed with good visibility

(see: OPERATIONS INSTRUC(see: OPERATIONS INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN: TIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN: D - VISIBILITY).D - VISIBILITY).

TAKING UP A HIGH LOAD ON TYRESTAKING UP A HIGH LOAD ON TYRES

- Ensure that the forks will easily pass under the load.- Ensure that the forks will easily pass under the load.

-- Lift and extend the jib (1) (2) until the fLift and extend the jib (1) (2) until the forks are level with the load, moving the lift truck (3)orks are level with the load, moving the lift truck (3)

forward if necessary (fig. F1), moving very slowly and carefully.forward if necessary (fig. F1), moving very slowly and carefully.

-- Always think about keeping the distance necesAlways think about keeping the distance necessarsary to fit the forks under thy to fit the forks under the load, betweene load, between

the pile and the lift truck (fig. F1) and use the shortest possible length of jib.the pile and the lift truck (fig. F1) and use the shortest possible length of jib.

-- Stop the forks in front Stop the forks in front of the load by alternately extending and of the load by alternately extending and retracting the jib (1) orretracting the jib (1) or, if, if
necessary, moving the lift truck forward (2) (fig. F2). Put the handbrake on and set thenecessary, moving the lift truck forward (2) (fig. F2). Put the handbrake on and set the

forward/reverse selector to neutral.forward/reverse selector to neutral.

-- Slightly lift the load (1) and inclinSlightly lift the load (1) and incline the carriage (2) backwards to stabe the carriage (2) backwards to stabilize the load (fig. F3).ilize the load (fig. F3).

- Tilt the load sufficiently backwards to ensure its stability.- Tilt the load sufficiently backwards to ensure its stability.

-- Watch the Watch the longitudinal stability alarm (see: INSTRUClongitudinal stability alarm (see: INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: TIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: CC

- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM). If it is overloaded, replace the load - LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM). If it is overloaded, replace the load in the place fromin the place from

which it was taken.which it was taken.

-- If possible lower the load If possible lower the load without shifting the lift truck. Lift the jib without shifting the lift truck. Lift the jib (1) to release the load,(1) to release the load,

retract (2) and lower the jib (3) to bring the load into the transport position (fig. F4).retract (2) and lower the jib (3) to bring the load into the transport position (fig. F4).

-- If this is not possibIf this is not possible, back up the lift truck (1), manole, back up the lift truck (1), manoeuvring very gently and carefulleuvring very gently and carefully toy to

release the load. Retract (2) and lower the jib (3) to bring the load irelease the load. Retract (2) and lower the jib (3) to bring the load into the transpornto the transport positiont position

(fig. F5).(fig. F5).
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LALAYING A HIGH LOAD YING A HIGH LOAD ON TYRESON TYRES

- Approach the load in the transport position in front of the pile (fig. F6).- Approach the load in the transport position in front of the pile (fig. F6).

- Put the handbrake on and set the forward/reverse selector to neutral.- Put the handbrake on and set the forward/reverse selector to neutral.

-- Lift and extend the jib (1) Lift and extend the jib (1) (2) until the load is above the (2) until the load is above the pile, while keeping an eye on thepile, while keeping an eye on the

longitudinal stability alarm longitudinal stability alarm (see: INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: C - LONGITUDINAL(see: INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: C - LONGITUDINAL

STABILITY ALARM). If neceSTABILITY ALARM). If necessary, move the lift truck (3) forssary, move the lift truck (3) forward (fig. F7), driving verward (fig. F7), driving very slowlyy slowly

and carefully.and carefully.

-- Place the load in a horizontal position and lay it down on the pPlace the load in a horizontal position and lay it down on the pile by lowering and retractingile by lowering and retracting

the jib (1) (2) in order to position the load correctly (fig. F8).the jib (1) (2) in order to position the load correctly (fig. F8).

-- If possible, release the fork If possible, release the fork by alternately retracting and raising the jib (1) by alternately retracting and raising the jib (1) (fig. F9). Then set(fig. F9). Then set

the forks into transport position.the forks into transport position.

-- If this is not possible, If this is not possible, reverse the lift truck (1) very slowly and carefully to release thereverse the lift truck (1) very slowly and carefully to release the

forks (fig. F10). Then set them into transport position.forks (fig. F10). Then set them into transport position.
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1-181-18

G - TAKING UP AND LAYING A HIGH LOAD ON STABILIZERSG - TAKING UP AND LAYING A HIGH LOAD ON STABILIZERS

Depending on the model of lift truckDepending on the model of lift truck

YYou must not raise the jib if you have ou must not raise the jib if you have not checked the transverse attitunot checked the transverse attitude of the lift truck (see: INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A de of the lift truck (see: INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: D - TRANSVERSE LOAD: D - TRANSVERSE 

ATTITUDE OF THE LIFT TRUCK).ATTITUDE OF THE LIFT TRUCK).

REMINDER:REMINDER: Make sure that the Make sure that the following operatfollowing operations can be ions can be performed performed with good visibility (see: OPERAwith good visibility (see: OPERATIONS INSTRUTIONS INSTRUCTIONS UNLADENCTIONS UNLADEN

AND LADEN: D - VISIBILITY).AND LADEN: D - VISIBILITY).

USING THE USING THE STABILIZSTABILIZERSERS

The stabilizers are used to optimise the lift truck’s lifting performances (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS).The stabilizers are used to optimise the lift truck’s lifting performances (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS).

POSITION THE STABILIZERS WITH THE FORKS IN TRANSPORT POSITION THE STABILIZERS WITH THE FORKS IN TRANSPORT POSITION (UNLADEN AND LADEN)POSITION (UNLADEN AND LADEN)

- Set the forks in transport position in front of the elevation.- Set the forks in transport position in front of the elevation.
- Stay far enough away to have - Stay far enough away to have room for the jib to room for the jib to be raised.be raised.

- Put the handbrake on and - Put the handbrake on and put the gearshift lever into neutral.put the gearshift lever into neutral.

-- Set the two stabilizers on the ground and lift the two front wheels of the lift truck (fig. G1),Set the two stabilizers on the ground and lift the two front wheels of the lift truck (fig. G1),

while maintaining while maintaining its transverse stability.its transverse stability.

RAISE THE STABILIZERS WITH THE FORKS IN RAISE THE STABILIZERS WITH THE FORKS IN TRANSPORT POSITION (UNLADEN AND LADEN)TRANSPORT POSITION (UNLADEN AND LADEN)

- Raise both stabilizers fully and at - Raise both stabilizers fully and at the same time.the same time.

SETTING THE STABILIZERS WITH THE JIB UP (SETTING THE STABILIZERS WITH THE JIB UP (UNLADEN AND LADEN)UNLADEN AND LADEN)

This operation must be exceptional and performed with great care.This operation must be exceptional and performed with great care.

- Raise the jib and r- Raise the jib and retract the telescopes completely.etract the telescopes completely.

-- Set the lift truck in position in front Set the lift truck in position in front of the elevation (fig. of the elevation (fig. G2) moving very slowly andG2) moving very slowly and

carefully.carefully.

- Put the handbrake on and - Put the handbrake on and put the gearshift lever into neutral.put the gearshift lever into neutral.

-- Move the stabilizers very slowly and gradually as soon as they Move the stabilizers very slowly and gradually as soon as they are close to the ground orare close to the ground or

in contact with it.in contact with it.

-- Lower the two stabilizers and lift the two Lower the two stabilizers and lift the two front wheels of the lift truck front wheels of the lift truck (fig. G3). During this(fig. G3). During this

operation, transverse attitude must be permanently maintained: the bubble in the leveloperation, transverse attitude must be permanently maintained: the bubble in the level

must be kept between the two lines.must be kept between the two lines.

SETTING THE STABILIZERS WITH THE JIB UP (SETTING THE STABILIZERS WITH THE JIB UP (UNLADEN AND LADEN)UNLADEN AND LADEN)

This operation must be exceptional and performed with great care.This operation must be exceptional and performed with great care.

- Keep the jib up and - Keep the jib up and retract the telescopes completely (fig. G3).retract the telescopes completely (fig. G3).

-- Move the stabilizers very slowly and gradually as soon as they are in contact with Move the stabilizers very slowly and gradually as soon as they are in contact with thethe

ground and when they leave the ground. During this operation, the transverse attitudeground and when they leave the ground. During this operation, the transverse attitude

must be permanently maintained: the bubble in the level must be kept between the twomust be permanently maintained: the bubble in the level must be kept between the two
lines.lines.

- Raise both stabilizers - Raise both stabilizers completelycompletely..

-- Release the parking brake Release the parking brake and reverse the lift truck (1) and reverse the lift truck (1) ververy slowly and carefullyy slowly and carefully, to, to

release it and lower release it and lower the forks (the forks (2) into transport position (fig.2) into transport position (fig. G4).G4).
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TAKING UP A HIGH LOATAKING UP A HIGH LOAD ON STABILIZERSD ON STABILIZERS

- Make sure the forks will fit easily under the load.- Make sure the forks will fit easily under the load.

-- Check the position of tCheck the position of the lift truck with respect to the load and he lift truck with respect to the load and make a test run, ifmake a test run, if

necessary, without taking the load.necessary, without taking the load.

- Raise and extend the jib - Raise and extend the jib (1) (2) until the forks are at (1) (2) until the forks are at the level of the load the level of the load (fig. G5).(fig. G5).

-- Block the forks in front Block the forks in front of the load by alternately using the of the load by alternately using the controls to extend and lowercontrols to extend and lower

the jib (1) (fig. G6).the jib (1) (fig. G6).

- Lift the load slightly (1) and tilt the carriage (2) backwards to stabilise the load (fig. G7).- Lift the load slightly (1) and tilt the carriage (2) backwards to stabilise the load (fig. G7).

-- Monitor the longitudinal stability alarm (seeMonitor the longitudinal stability alarm (see: INSTRUCTIONS : INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: CFOR HANDLING A LOAD: C

- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM). If it is overloaded, set the load down in the place from- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM). If it is overloaded, set the load down in the place from

where it was taken.where it was taken.

-- If possible lower the load withouIf possible lower the load without moving the lift truck. Raise the jib (t moving the lift truck. Raise the jib (1) to release the load,1) to release the load,

retract (2) and lower the jib (3) to set the load into transport position (fig. G8).retract (2) and lower the jib (3) to set the load into transport position (fig. G8).

LALAYING A HIGH YING A HIGH LOAD ON LOAD ON STABILIZSTABILIZERSERS

-- Raise and extend the jib (1) (2) unRaise and extend the jib (1) (2) until the load is above the elevation (fig. G9), whiletil the load is above the elevation (fig. G9), while

monitoring the longitudinal stability alarm monitoring the longitudinal stability alarm (see: INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: C(see: INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING A LOAD: C

- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM).- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM).
-- Position the load horizontally and release it Position the load horizontally and release it by lowering and retracting the jib (1) by lowering and retracting the jib (1) (2) to(2) to

position the load correctly (fig. G10).position the load correctly (fig. G10).

- Release the forks by alternating - Release the forks by alternating retracting and raising the jib retracting and raising the jib (3) (fig. G11).(3) (fig. G11).

- If possible, set the jib in transport position without moving the lift truck.- If possible, set the jib in transport position without moving the lift truck.
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1-201-20

H - TAKING UP AND LAYING DOWN A SUSPENDED LOADH - TAKING UP AND LAYING DOWN A SUSPENDED LOAD

WARNING: Failure to follow the above instructions may lead the lift WARNING: Failure to follow the above instructions may lead the lift truck to loose stability and overtruck to loose stability and over turn.turn.

MUST be used with a lift MUST be used with a lift truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.

CONDITIONS OF USECONDITIONS OF USE

- The length of the sling or the chain shall be as short as possible to limit swinging of the load.- The length of the sling or the chain shall be as short as possible to limit swinging of the load.

- Lift the load vertically along its axis, never by pulling sideways or lengthways.- Lift the load vertically along its axis, never by pulling sideways or lengthways.

HANDLING WITHOUT MOVING THE LIFT TRUCK HANDLING WITHOUT MOVING THE LIFT TRUCK 

-- Whether on stabilisers or on tyres, the lateral attitude must not exceed 1 % and the longitudinal attitude must not exceed 5%, theWhether on stabilisers or on tyres, the lateral attitude must not exceed 1 % and the longitudinal attitude must not exceed 5%, the

bubble of the level must be held at “0”.bubble of the level must be held at “0”.

- Ensure that the wind speed is not higher than 10 m/s.- Ensure that the wind speed is not higher than 10 m/s.

- Ensure that there is no one between the load and the lift truck.- Ensure that there is no one between the load and the lift truck.

I - TRAVELLING WITH A SUSPENDED LOADI - TRAVELLING WITH A SUSPENDED LOAD

-- Before moving, inspect the terrain in order to avoid Before moving, inspect the terrain in order to avoid excessive slopes and cross-faexcessive slopes and cross-falls, bumps and potholes, or lls, bumps and potholes, or soft ground.soft ground.

- Ensure that the wind speed is not higher than 10 m/s.- Ensure that the wind speed is not higher than 10 m/s.

-- The lift truck must not travel at more than 0.The lift truck must not travel at more than 0.4 m/s (1.5 km/h, i.4 m/s (1.5 km/h, i.e., one quarter walking speed).e., one quarter walking speed).

-- Drive and stop the lift truck gently and smoDrive and stop the lift truck gently and smoothly to minimise swinging of the load.othly to minimise swinging of the load.

-- CarrCarry the load a few y the load a few centimetres above the ground (max. centimetres above the ground (max. 30 cm) the shortest possible jib length. Do not 30 cm) the shortest possible jib length. Do not exceed the offsetexceed the offset

indicated on the load chart. If the load begins to swing excessively, do not hesitate to stop and lower the jib to set down theindicated on the load chart. If the load begins to swing excessively, do not hesitate to stop and lower the jib to set down the

load.load.

-- Before moving the lift truck, check the longitudinal stability alarm device (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS)Before moving the lift truck, check the longitudinal stability alarm device (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS),,

only the green LEDs and possibly the yellow LEDs should be lit.only the green LEDs and possibly the yellow LEDs should be lit.

-- During transport, the lift truck operator must be assisted by a person During transport, the lift truck operator must be assisted by a person on the ground (standing a minimum of 3 on the ground (standing a minimum of 3 m from the load),m from the load),

who will limit swinging of the load using a bar or a rope. Ensure that this person is always clearly in view.who will limit swinging of the load using a bar or a rope. Ensure that this person is always clearly in view.

- The lateral attitude must not - The lateral attitude must not exceed 5%, the bubble in the exceed 5%, the bubble in the level must be kept between the level must be kept between the two “MAX.” markstwo “MAX.” marks
- The longitudinal attitude must not exceed 15%, with the load facing uphill, and 10%, with the load facing downhill.- The longitudinal attitude must not exceed 15%, with the load facing uphill, and 10%, with the load facing downhill.

- The jib angle must not exceed 45°.- The jib angle must not exceed 45°.

-- If the first red LED of the longitudinal stability alarm device (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRIf the first red LED of the longitudinal stability alarm device (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS) comes onUMENTS AND CONTROLS) comes on

while travelling, gently bring the lift truck to a stop and stabilise the load. Retract the telescope to reduce the offset of the load.while travelling, gently bring the lift truck to a stop and stabilise the load. Retract the telescope to reduce the offset of the load.
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PLATFORM OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS PLATFORM OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
For PLATFOFor PLATFORM-fitted lift tRM-fitted lift t rucksrucks

Installation of the platform on the lift truck is only possible if the Installation of the platform on the lift truck is only possible if the shields “operating the platform” of the lift truck and the platform are identical (see: 2 shields “operating the platform” of the lift truck and the platform are identical (see: 2 

- DESCRIPTION: - DESCRIPTION: OPERATOPERATING THE ING THE PLAPLATFORM).TFORM).

A - AUTHORISATION FOR USEA - AUTHORISATION FOR USE

- Operation of the platform requires further authorisation in addition to that of the lift truck.- Operation of the platform requires further authorisation in addition to that of the lift truck.

B - SUITABILITY OF THE TRUCK FOR USEB - SUITABILITY OF THE TRUCK FOR USE

-- MANITOU has ensured that this lift MANITOU has ensured that this lift truck is suitable for use under the struck is suitable for use under the standard operating conditions defined in this tandard operating conditions defined in this operator’soperator’s

manual, with amanual, with a STATIC test coefficient of 1.25STATIC test coefficient of 1.25 and a and a DYNAMIC test coefficient of 1.1DYNAMIC test coefficient of 1.1, as specified in harmonised standard, as specified in harmonised standard

EN 280EN 280 for “mobile elevating work platforms”. for “mobile elevating work platforms”.

-- Before commissioning, the company manaBefore commissioning, the company manager must make sure that the platform is appropriate for tger must make sure that the platform is appropriate for the work to be done, andhe work to be done, and

perform certain tests (in accordance with current legislation).perform certain tests (in accordance with current legislation).

C - PRECAUTIONS WHEN USING THE PLATFORMC - PRECAUTIONS WHEN USING THE PLATFORM

- Wear clothes suited for operating the platform, - Wear clothes suited for operating the platform, avoid loose clothes.avoid loose clothes.

- Never operate the platform - Never operate the platform when hands or feet are wet when hands or feet are wet or soiled with greasy substances.or soiled with greasy substances.

- Always pay attention when using - Always pay attention when using the platform. Do not lithe platform. Do not listen to the radio or music sten to the radio or music using headphones or earphones.using headphones or earphones.

- For increased comfort, adopt the correct position at the platform’s operator station.- For increased comfort, adopt the correct position at the platform’s operator station.

-- The platform’s guard rail exempts the operator from wearing a safety harness under normal The platform’s guard rail exempts the operator from wearing a safety harness under normal operating conditions. As a result, youoperating conditions. As a result, you

are responsible deciding whether to wear a safety harness.are responsible deciding whether to wear a safety harness.

-- The controls must not be used for any other than The controls must not be used for any other than their intended purpose (e.g. getting in and out of the lift truck, coat hanger etc.).their intended purpose (e.g. getting in and out of the lift truck, coat hanger etc.).

- Safety helmets must be worn.- Safety helmets must be worn.

-- The operator must always be in the normal operator’s position. It is prohibited to have arms or legs, or generally any part of theThe operator must always be in the normal operator’s position. It is prohibited to have arms or legs, or generally any part of the

body, protruding from the basket.body, protruding from the basket.

-- Ensure that any materials loaded onto the platform (pipes, cables, containers, etc.) cannot fall out. Do not pile these materialsEnsure that any materials loaded onto the platform (pipes, cables, containers, etc.) cannot fall out. Do not pile these materials

to the point where it is necessary to step over them.to the point where it is necessary to step over them.

D - USING THE PLATFORMD - USING THE PLATFORM

-- However experienced they may be, oHowever experienced they may be, operators must acquaint themselves perators must acquaint themselves with the emplacement and operation of with the emplacement and operation of all controlall control

instruments prior to operating the platform.instruments prior to operating the platform.

- Check before operating that the platform has been correctly assembled and locked onto the lift truck.- Check before operating that the platform has been correctly assembled and locked onto the lift truck.

- Check before operating the platfor- Check before operating the platform that the access gate has been prm that the access gate has been properly locked.operly locked.

- The platform should be operated in an area free of any obstructions or danger when it is lowered to the ground.- The platform should be operated in an area free of any obstructions or danger when it is lowered to the ground.

- The operator using the platform must be aided on the ground by a person with adequate training.- The operator using the platform must be aided on the ground by a person with adequate training.

- You should stay within the limits set out in the platform load chart.- You should stay within the limits set out in the platform load chart.

- The lateral stresses are - The lateral stresses are limited pressure (see: 2 - DElimited pressure (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: CHARACTERISTICSCRIPTION: CHARACTERISTICS).S).

-- It is strictly forbidden to hand a load from the platfIt is strictly forbidden to hand a load from the platform or the lift truck jib without a specially designed attachmeorm or the lift truck jib without a specially designed attachment (see: INSTRUnt (see: INSTRUCTIONSCTIONS

FOR HANDLING A LOAD: H FOR HANDLING A LOAD: H - TAKING UP AND LAYING DOWN A SUSPENDED LOAD).- TAKING UP AND LAYING DOWN A SUSPENDED LOAD).

-- The platform cannot be used as a The platform cannot be used as a crane or a lift for permanently transcrane or a lift for permanently transporporting people or materials, nor as ting people or materials, nor as jacks or supports.jacks or supports.

- The lift truck must not be moved with one (or more) person(s) in the platform.- The lift truck must not be moved with one (or more) person(s) in the platform.

-- It is forbidden to transpoIt is forbidden to transporrt people on the platform using the hydt people on the platform using the hydraulic controls in the lift truck’s driverraulic controls in the lift truck’s driver’s cab (except in case of res’s cab (except in case of rescue).cue).

-- The operator must not get in The operator must not get in or out of the platform when it is nor out of the platform when it is not on ground level (jib retracted and in the ot on ground level (jib retracted and in the down position).down position).

- The platform must not be fitted with attachments that increase the unit’s wind load.- The platform must not be fitted with attachments that increase the unit’s wind load.

- Do not use ladders or improvised structures in the platform to gain extra height.- Do not use ladders or improvised structures in the platform to gain extra height.
- Do not climb onto the sides of the platform to gain extra height.- Do not climb onto the sides of the platform to gain extra height.

E - ENVIRONMENTE - ENVIRONMENT

Operating the platform close to electricity cables is Operating the platform close to electricity cables is forbidden. Maintain the specified forbidden. Maintain the specified 

safe distances.safe distances.

Operation of the platform is strictly forbidden in the event of Operation of the platform is strictly forbidden in the event of wind speeds of over 45 wind speeds of over 45 km/h.km/h.

F - MAINTENANCEF - MAINTENANCE

Your platform must be periodically inspected to ensure its continued compliance. The inspection frequency is defined by the current legislation in the Your platform must be periodically inspected to ensure its continued compliance. The inspection frequency is defined by the current legislation in the 

country in which the platform is country in which the platform is used.used.

NOMINAL VOLTAGENOMINAL VOLTAGE

DISTDISTANCE ABOVE ANCE ABOVE THETHE

GROUND OR THE FLOORGROUND OR THE FLOOR

IN METRESIN METRES

550  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  11000000 22,,330  0  MM
1100000  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  3300000000 22,,550  0  MM
330000000  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  4455000000 22,,660  0  MM
445500000  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  6633000000 22,,880  0  MM
663300000  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  9900000000 33,,000  0  MM

990000000  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  115500000000 33,,440  0  MM
11550000000  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  222255000000 44,,000  0  MM
22225500000  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  440000000000 55,,330  0  MM
44000000000  0  <  <  U  U  <  <  775500000000 77,,990  0  MM
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE RADIO-CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE RADIO-CONTROL 
For lift trucks with RC radio controlFor lift trucks with RC radio control

HOW TO USE THE RADIO-CONTROLHOW TO USE THE RADIO-CONTROL

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONSSAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

-- This radio-control consists of electronic and mechanical safetThis radio-control consists of electronic and mechanical safety elements. It cannot receive commands from anothey elements. It cannot receive commands from another transmitterr transmitter

because the internal encoding is unique to each radio-control.because the internal encoding is unique to each radio-control.

If it is used iIf it is used improperly or incorrectlymproperly or incorrectly, there is a , there is a risk of danger to: risk of danger to: 

- The physical and mental health of - The physical and mental health of the user or others.the user or others.

- The lift truck - The lift truck and other neighbouring items.and other neighbouring items.

Everyone working with this radio-control: Everyone working with this radio-control: 

- Must be qualified in - Must be qualified in line with current regulations and therefore appropriately trained.line with current regulations and therefore appropriately trained.
- Must follow this instruction manual as closely as - Must follow this instruction manual as closely as possible.possible.

-- The system is used to control the lift truck remotely via radio waves. CThe system is used to control the lift truck remotely via radio waves. Commands are also transmitted if the lift truck is out of sommands are also transmitted if the lift truck is out of sightight

(behind an obstacle or a building (behind an obstacle or a building for example), this is why:for example), this is why:

•• After stopping the truck and removing the key button (After stopping the truck and removing the key button (only possible when it is stationary), always place the transmitter inonly possible when it is stationary), always place the transmitter in

a safe, dry place.a safe, dry place.

•• Before performing any installation, servicing or repair work, always switch Before performing any installation, servicing or repair work, always switch off power sources (in particular, electric off power sources (in particular, electric weldingwelding

devices and electric head units on hydraulic devices and electric head units on hydraulic distributors must be disconnected at each section).distributors must be disconnected at each section).

• Never remove or alter • Never remove or alter the safety devices (such as the hand-guard frame, key, emergency stop button, etc.).the safety devices (such as the hand-guard frame, key, emergency stop button, etc.).

Never drive the lift truck if it is not continuously and perfectly within view of the operator! Never drive the lift truck if it is not continuously and perfectly within view of the operator! 

-- Before leaving the transmitter, Before leaving the transmitter, the operator must make sure that it cannot be used by an unthe operator must make sure that it cannot be used by an unauthorized third person: either byauthorized third person: either by

removing the key button from the transmitter or locking it in an inaccessible place.removing the key button from the transmitter or locking it in an inaccessible place.

-- The user must ensure that The user must ensure that the instruction manual is accessible at all times anthe instruction manual is accessible at all times and that operators have read and d that operators have read and understood it.understood it.

INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS

- Take up position in a stable place with no - Take up position in a stable place with no risk of slipping.risk of slipping.

- Before using the transmitter, make sure there is nobody - Before using the transmitter, make sure there is nobody within the working area.within the working area.

- Only use the transmitter with its carrying device.- Only use the transmitter with its carrying device.

When you remove the transmitter, remove the accumulator and key button so that it cannot be used accidentally or deliberately by When you remove the transmitter, remove the accumulator and key button so that it cannot be used accidentally or deliberately by anyone else.anyone else.

PROTECTIVE DEVICESPROTECTIVE DEVICES

- The lift truck will be immobilised within 450 milliseconds (approx. 0.5 second) at most:- The lift truck will be immobilised within 450 milliseconds (approx. 0.5 second) at most:

• If the transmitter emergency stop • If the transmitter emergency stop button (50 milliseconds), or the one on the button (50 milliseconds), or the one on the lift is pressed.lift is pressed.

• If the transmission distance of the radio waves • If the transmission distance of the radio waves is exceeded.is exceeded.

• If the • If the transmitter is faulty.transmitter is faulty.

• If an interfering radio signal is received from elsewhere.• If an interfering radio signal is received from elsewhere.

• If the accumulator is removed • If the accumulator is removed from its housing in the from its housing in the transmitter.transmitter.

• If the accumulator reaches the end • If the accumulator reaches the end of its autonomy.of its autonomy.

• If the transmitter is switched off by turning the key button to stop.• If the transmitter is switched off by turning the key button to stop.

-- These protective devices are provided for the safety These protective devices are provided for the safety of personnel and property and must never be altered, removed or bypassedof personnel and property and must never be altered, removed or bypassed

in any way whatsoever!in any way whatsoever!

-- The hand-guard frame prevents external action on a manipulator (if the transmitter falls, for example, or if the operator leans onThe hand-guard frame prevents external action on a manipulator (if the transmitter falls, for example, or if the operator leans on
a guard-rail).a guard-rail).

-- An electronic safety device prevents radio tAn electronic safety device prevents radio transmission from being initiated if the manipulators ransmission from being initiated if the manipulators are not mechanically and electricallyare not mechanically and electrically

at rest and if the internal combustion engine speed selector is not set to idle.at rest and if the internal combustion engine speed selector is not set to idle.

In an emergency, press the transmitter emergency stop button In an emergency, press the transmitter emergency stop button immediately ; then immediately ; then follow the manual’s instructions (see: 2 follow the manual’s instructions (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS - DESCRIPTION: INSTRUMENTS 

AND CONTROLS).AND CONTROLS).
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS OF THE LIFT TRUCK MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS OF THE LIFT TRUCK 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

- Ensure the area is sufficiently ventilated before starting the lift truck.- Ensure the area is sufficiently ventilated before starting the lift truck.

-- Wear clothes suitable for Wear clothes suitable for the maintenance of the lift truck, avoid wearing jewellery and loose clothes. Tie and protect your hairthe maintenance of the lift truck, avoid wearing jewellery and loose clothes. Tie and protect your hair,,

if necessary.if necessary.

- Stop the I.C. engine and remove the ignition key, when an intervention is necessary.- Stop the I.C. engine and remove the ignition key, when an intervention is necessary.

- Read the operator’s - Read the operator’s manual carefully.manual carefully.

- Carry out all repairs immediately, even if the repairs concerned are minor.- Carry out all repairs immediately, even if the repairs concerned are minor.

- Repair all leaks immediately, even if the leak - Repair all leaks immediately, even if the leak concerned is minor.concerned is minor.

-- Make sure that the disposal of Make sure that the disposal of process materials and of sprocess materials and of spare parpare parts is carried out in total safety ts is carried out in total safety and in a ecological wayand in a ecological way..

- Be careful of the risk - Be careful of the risk of burning and splashing (exhaust, radiator, I.C. engine, etc.).of burning and splashing (exhaust, radiator, I.C. engine, etc.).

MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE 

-- Perform the periodic service (see: 3 - Perform the periodic service (see: 3 - MAINTENANCMAINTENANCE) to keep your lift truck in good working conditionE) to keep your lift truck in good working conditions. Failure to perform the periodics. Failure to perform the periodic

service may cancel the contractual guarantee.service may cancel the contractual guarantee.

MAINTENANCE LOGBOOK MAINTENANCE LOGBOOK 

-- The maintenance operations carried out in accordance with The maintenance operations carried out in accordance with the recommendations given in part: 3 - MAINTENANCE and the otherthe recommendations given in part: 3 - MAINTENANCE and the other

inspection, servicing or repair operations or modifications performed on the lift truck or its attachments shall be recorded in ainspection, servicing or repair operations or modifications performed on the lift truck or its attachments shall be recorded in a

maintenance logbook. The entrmaintenance logbook. The entry for each operation shall include details of the date of the works, the names of the y for each operation shall include details of the date of the works, the names of the individuals orindividuals or

companies having percompanies having performed them, the type of operation and its frequency, if applicable. The parformed them, the type of operation and its frequency, if applicable. The part numbers of any lift truck it numbers of any lift truck itemstems

replaced shall also be indicated.replaced shall also be indicated.

LUBRICANT AND FUEL LEVELS LUBRICANT AND FUEL LEVELS 

- Use the recommended lubricants (never use contaminated lubricants).- Use the recommended lubricants (never use contaminated lubricants).

- Do not fill the fuel tank when the I.C. engine is running.- Do not fill the fuel tank when the I.C. engine is running.

- Only fill up the fuel tank in areas specified for this purpose.- Only fill up the fuel tank in areas specified for this purpose.

- Do not fill the fuel tank to the maximum level.- Do not fill the fuel tank to the maximum level.

-- Do not smoke or approach the Do not smoke or approach the lift truck with a flame, when the fuel tank is lift truck with a flame, when the fuel tank is open or is being filled.open or is being filled.

HYDRAULIC HYDRAULIC 

-- Any work on the load handling hydrauAny work on the load handling hydraulic circuit is forbidden except for the olic circuit is forbidden except for the operations described in part: 3 - MAINTENANCE.perations described in part: 3 - MAINTENANCE.

- Do not attempt to loosen - Do not attempt to loosen unions, hoses or any hydraulic component with the cirunions, hoses or any hydraulic component with the circuit under pressure.cuit under pressure.

BALANCING VALBALANCING VALVE: It is VE: It is dangerous to change the setting and remove the dangerous to change the setting and remove the balancing valves or safety valves which balancing valves or safety valves which may be fitted to may be fitted to your lift truck cylinders.your lift truck cylinders.

These operations must only be performed by approved personnel (consult your dealer).These operations must only be performed by approved personnel (consult your dealer).

The HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS that may be fitted on your lift truck are pressurized units. Removing these accumulators and their pipework is a The HYDRAULIC ACCUMULATORS that may be fitted on your lift truck are pressurized units. Removing these accumulators and their pipework is a 
dangerous operation and must only be performed by approved personnel (consult your dealer).dangerous operation and must only be performed by approved personnel (consult your dealer).

ELECTRICITY ELECTRICITY 

-- Do not short-circuit the starter relay to start the IC engine. If the forward/reverse seleDo not short-circuit the starter relay to start the IC engine. If the forward/reverse selector is not in neutral and the parking brake ctor is not in neutral and the parking brake isis

not engaged, the lift truck may suddenly start to not engaged, the lift truck may suddenly start to move.move.

- Do not drop metallic items on the battery.- Do not drop metallic items on the battery.

- Disconnect the battery before working on the electrical circuit.- Disconnect the battery before working on the electrical circuit.
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WELDING WELDING 

- Disconnect the battery before any welding operations on the lift truck.- Disconnect the battery before any welding operations on the lift truck.

-- When carrWhen carrying out electric welding work on ying out electric welding work on the lift truck, connect the negative the lift truck, connect the negative cable from the equipment directly to cable from the equipment directly to the part beingthe part being

welded, so as to avoid high tension current passing through the alternator.welded, so as to avoid high tension current passing through the alternator.

-- Never carrNever carry out welding or work y out welding or work which gives off heat on an asswhich gives off heat on an assembled tyre. The heat embled tyre. The heat would increase the pressure would increase the pressure which couldwhich could

cause the tyre to explode.cause the tyre to explode.

-- If the lift truck is equipped with an electronic control unit, disconnect this before starting to weld, to avoid the risk of causingIf the lift truck is equipped with an electronic control unit, disconnect this before starting to weld, to avoid the risk of causing

irreparable damage to electronic components.irreparable damage to electronic components.

WASHING THE LIFT TRUCK WASHING THE LIFT TRUCK 

- Clean the lift truck or at least the area concerned before any intervention.- Clean the lift truck or at least the area concerned before any intervention.

- Remember to close and lock al- Remember to close and lock all accesses to the lift trl accesses to the lift truck (doors, windows, cowls…).uck (doors, windows, cowls…).

- During washing, avoid the articulations and electrical components and connections.- During washing, avoid the articulations and electrical components and connections.

-- If necessary, protect against penetration of waterIf necessary, protect against penetration of water, steam or cleaning agents, components sus, steam or cleaning agents, components susceptible of being damaged,ceptible of being damaged,

particularly electrical components and connections and the injection pump.particularly electrical components and connections and the injection pump.

- Clean the lift truck of any fuel, oil or grease trace.- Clean the lift truck of any fuel, oil or grease trace.

FOR ANY INTERVENTION OTHER THAN REGULAR MAINTENANCE, CONSULT YOUR DEALER.FOR ANY INTERVENTION OTHER THAN REGULAR MAINTENANCE, CONSULT YOUR DEALER.
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IF THE LIFT TRUCK IS NOT TO BE USED IF THE LIFT TRUCK IS NOT TO BE USED FOR A LONG TIME FOR A LONG TIME 

INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION 

The following recommendations are intended to prevent the lift truck from being damaged when it is wiThe following recommendations are intended to prevent the lift truck from being damaged when it is withdrawn from servithdrawn from service for ance for an

extended period.extended period.

For these operations, we recommend the use of a For these operations, we recommend the use of a MANITOU protective product, reference 603726.MANITOU protective product, reference 603726.

Instructions for using the product are given on the packaging.Instructions for using the product are given on the packaging.

Procedures to follow if the lift truck is not to be used for a long time and for starting it up again afterwards must be performed by your dealership.Procedures to follow if the lift truck is not to be used for a long time and for starting it up again afterwards must be performed by your dealership.

PREPARING THE LIFT TRUCK PREPARING THE LIFT TRUCK 

- Clean the lift tr- Clean the lift truck thoroughly.uck thoroughly.

- Check and repair any l- Check and repair any leakage of fuel, oil, water or aieakage of fuel, oil, water or air.r.

- Replace or repair any worn or damaged parts.- Replace or repair any worn or damaged parts.

- Wash the painted surfaces of the lift truck in clear and cold water and wipe them.- Wash the painted surfaces of the lift truck in clear and cold water and wipe them.

- Touch up the paintwork if necessary.- Touch up the paintwork if necessary.

- Shut down the lift tr- Shut down the lift truck (see: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN).uck (see: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN).

- Make sure the jib cylinder rods are all in retracted position.- Make sure the jib cylinder rods are all in retracted position.

- Release the pressure in the hydraulic circuits.- Release the pressure in the hydraulic circuits.

PROTECTING THE I.C. ENGINE PROTECTING THE I.C. ENGINE 

- Fill the tank - Fill the tank with fuel (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A with fuel (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE).- DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE).

- Empty and replace the cooling liquid (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: F - EVERY 2000 HOURS SERVICE).- Empty and replace the cooling liquid (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: F - EVERY 2000 HOURS SERVICE).
- Leave the I.C. engine running at idling speed for a few minutes, then switch off.- Leave the I.C. engine running at idling speed for a few minutes, then switch off.

- Replace the I.C. engine oil and - Replace the I.C. engine oil and oil filter (see: 3 - oil filter (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: D - EVERY 500 MAINTENANCE: D - EVERY 500 HOURS SERVICE).HOURS SERVICE).

- Add the protective product to the engine oil.- Add the protective product to the engine oil.

- Run the I.C. engine for a short time so that the oil and cooling liquid circulate inside.- Run the I.C. engine for a short time so that the oil and cooling liquid circulate inside.

- Disconnect the battery and store it in a safe place away from the cold, after charging it to a maximum.- Disconnect the battery and store it in a safe place away from the cold, after charging it to a maximum.

- Remove the injectors and spray the protective - Remove the injectors and spray the protective product into each cylinder for two product into each cylinder for two seconds with the piston in low seconds with the piston in low neutral position.neutral position.

- Turn the crankshaft once slowly and refit - Turn the crankshaft once slowly and refit the injectors (see I.C. engine REPAIR MANUAL).the injectors (see I.C. engine REPAIR MANUAL).

- Remove the intake hose from - Remove the intake hose from the manifold or turbocharger and the manifold or turbocharger and spray the protective product into the spray the protective product into the manifold or turbocharger.manifold or turbocharger.

- Cap the intake manifold or turbocharger hole with waterproof adhesive tape.- Cap the intake manifold or turbocharger hole with waterproof adhesive tape.

- Remove the exhaust pipe and spray the - Remove the exhaust pipe and spray the protective product into the exhaust manifold protective product into the exhaust manifold or turbocharger.or turbocharger.

- Refit the exhaust pipe and block - Refit the exhaust pipe and block the outlet with waterproof adhesive tape.the outlet with waterproof adhesive tape.

NOTE: The spray time is noted NOTE: The spray time is noted on the product packaging and must on the product packaging and must be increased by 50 % be increased by 50 % for turbo engines.for turbo engines.

- Open the filler plug, spray the protective product around the rocker arm shaft and refit the filler plug.- Open the filler plug, spray the protective product around the rocker arm shaft and refit the filler plug.

- Cap the fuel tank using - Cap the fuel tank using waterproof adhesive tape.waterproof adhesive tape.

- Remove the drive belts and - Remove the drive belts and store them in a safe place.store them in a safe place.

- Disconnect the engine cut-off solenoid on the injection pump and carefully insulate the connection.- Disconnect the engine cut-off solenoid on the injection pump and carefully insulate the connection.

PROTECTING THE LIFT TRUCK PROTECTING THE LIFT TRUCK 

- Set the lift truck on axle stands so that the tyres are not in contact with the ground and release the handbrake.- Set the lift truck on axle stands so that the tyres are not in contact with the ground and release the handbrake.

- Protect cylinder rods which will not be retracted, from corrosion.- Protect cylinder rods which will not be retracted, from corrosion.

- Wrap the tyres.- Wrap the tyres.

NOTE: If the lift truck is to be stored outdoors, cover it with a waterproof tarpaulin.NOTE: If the lift truck is to be stored outdoors, cover it with a waterproof tarpaulin.
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BRINGING THE LIFT TRUCK BACK INTO SERVICE BRINGING THE LIFT TRUCK BACK INTO SERVICE 

- Remove the waterproof adhesive tape from - Remove the waterproof adhesive tape from all the holes.all the holes.

- Refit the intake hose.- Refit the intake hose.

- Refit and reconnect the battery.- Refit and reconnect the battery.

- Remove the protection from the cylinder rods.- Remove the protection from the cylinder rods.

- Perform the daily service (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE).- Perform the daily service (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE).

- Put the handbrake on and - Put the handbrake on and remove the axle stands.remove the axle stands.

- Empty and replace the fuel and replace the fuel filter (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: D - EVERY 500 HOURS SERVICE).- Empty and replace the fuel and replace the fuel filter (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: D - EVERY 500 HOURS SERVICE).

- Refit and set the tension in - Refit and set the tension in the drive belts (see: 3 - the drive belts (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: C - EVERY 250 HOURS SERVICE).MAINTENANCE: C - EVERY 250 HOURS SERVICE).

- Turn the I.C. engine using the starter, to allow the oil pressure to rise.- Turn the I.C. engine using the starter, to allow the oil pressure to rise.

- Reconnect the engine cut-off solenoid.- Reconnect the engine cut-off solenoid.

- Lubricate the lift truck completely (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: SERVICING SCHEDULE).- Lubricate the lift truck completely (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: SERVICING SCHEDULE).

Make sure the area is adequately ventilated before starting Make sure the area is adequately ventilated before starting up the lift truck.up the lift truck.

- Start up the lift truck, following the safety instructions and regulations (see: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN).- Start up the lift truck, following the safety instructions and regulations (see: OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN).

- Run all the jib’s hydraulic - Run all the jib’s hydraulic movements, concentrating on the ends of travel for each cylimovements, concentrating on the ends of travel for each cylinder.nder.
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IDENTIFICATION OF THE LIFT TRUCK IDENTIFICATION OF THE LIFT TRUCK 

As our policy is to promote a constant improvement of our products, our range of telescopic lift trucks may undergo certainAs our policy is to promote a constant improvement of our products, our range of telescopic lift trucks may undergo certain

modifications, without obligation for us to advise modifications, without obligation for us to advise our customers.our customers.

When you order parts, or when you require any technical information, always specify:When you order parts, or when you require any technical information, always specify:

NOTE:NOTE: For the owner’s convenience, it is recommended that a note of thesFor the owner’s convenience, it is recommended that a note of these numbers is made in the spaces provided, at the timee numbers is made in the spaces provided, at the time

of the delivery of the lift truck.of the delivery of the lift truck.

LIFT TRUCK MANUFACTURER’S PLATE (FIG. A) LIFT TRUCK MANUFACTURER’S PLATE (FIG. A) 

- Model- Model

- Series- Series

- Serial Nr- Serial Nr

- Chassis Nr- Chassis Nr

- Year of manufacture- Year of manufacture

For any further technical information regarding your lift truck refer to chapter: 2 -For any further technical information regarding your lift truck refer to chapter: 2 -

DESCRIPTION: CHARACTERISTICS.DESCRIPTION: CHARACTERISTICS.

I.C. ENGINE (FIG. B) I.C. ENGINE (FIG. B) 

- I.C. engine Nr- I.C. engine Nr

GEAR BOX (FIG. C) GEAR BOX (FIG. C) 

- Type- Type

- MANITOU reference- MANITOU reference

- Serial Nr- Serial Nr

ANGLE GEAR BOX (FIG. D) ANGLE GEAR BOX (FIG. D) 

- Type- Type

- MANITOU reference- MANITOU reference

- Serial Nr- Serial Nr

BB

CC

DD

daNdaN

AR.AR.AV.AV.

daNdaNkgkg

daNdaNkWkW

(suraccrochageremorque)(suraccrochageremorque)

Effort vertical max.Effort vertical max.

P.T.R.A.P.T.R.A.

Année de fabricationAnnée de fabrication

SERIESERIE

Pression des pneumatiques (Bar)Pression des pneumatiques (Bar)

Masse à videMasse à vide

N° de châssisN° de châssis

N° dans la sérieN° dans la série

MODELEMODELE

Effort de tractionEffort de tractionPuissance ISO/TR14396Puissance ISO/TR14396

N°240804N°240804

MANITOU BFMANITOU BF
44158 ANCENIS CEDEX44158 ANCENIS CEDEX
FRANCEFRANCE

AA
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FRONT AXLE (FIG. E) FRONT AXLE (FIG. E) 

- Type- Type

- Serial Nr- Serial Nr

- MANITOU reference- MANITOU reference

REAR AXLE (FIG. F) REAR AXLE (FIG. F) 

- Type- Type

- Serial Nr- Serial Nr

- MANITOU reference- MANITOU reference

CAB (FIG. G) CAB (FIG. G) 

- Type- Type

- Serial Nr- Serial Nr

JIB (FIG. H) JIB (FIG. H) 

- MANITOU reference- MANITOU reference

- Date of manufacture- Date of manufacture

ATACHMENT MANUFACTURER’S PLATE (FIG. I) ATACHMENT MANUFACTURER’S PLATE (FIG. I) 

- Model- Model

- Serial Nr- Serial Nr

- Year of manufacture- Year of manufacture

GG

HH

NN241415241415

MODELEMODELE

NN dans la série dans la série

Année fabricationAnnée fabrication

Masse à videMasse à vide

C d G / C d G / TablierTablier

Cap. NominaleCap. Nominale

Pression de servicePression de service

AVERTISSEMENT : RESPECTEZAVERTISSEMENT : RESPECTEZ

LACAPACITELACAPACITE DEL'ENSEMBLEDEL'ENSEMBLE
"CHARIOT ET EQUIPEMENT""CHARIOT ET EQUIPEMENT"

kgkg

Avide / Avide / En charge : mEn charge : mmm

MANITOMANITOUBFUBF

44158 ANCENISCEDEX44158 ANCENISCEDEX

FRANCEFRANCE

II

EE

F F 
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I.CI.C.. ENGENGININEE

TTyyppee PPEERRKKIINNS  S  11110044DD--EE4444TTA  A  NNJJ3388669988
FFuueell DDiieesseell
NNuummbbeer  r  oof  f  ccyylliinnddeerrss 4  4  iin  n  lliinnee
SSuuccttiioonn SSuuppeerrcchhaarrggeedd
IInnjjeeccttiioon  n  ssyysstteemm DDiirreecctt
IIggnniittiioon  n  sseeqquueennccee 11..33..44..22
CCaappaacciittyy ccmm33 44440000
BBoorre  e  aannd  d  ssttrrookkee mmmm 11005  5  x  x  112277
CCoommpprreessssiioon  n  rraattiioo 1166,,22//11
NNoommiinnaal  l  rraattiinng  g  llooaaddeedd rrppmm 22220000
RRaattiinng  g  sslloow  w  uunnllaaddeenn rrppmm 993300
MMaaxx.  .  rraattiinng  g  uunnllaaddeenn rrppmm 22336600
PPoowweer  r  IISSOO//TTR  R  1144339966 ccvv-  -  kkWW 11224  4  -  -  9911
PPoowweer  r  SSAAE  E  J  J  11999955 ccvv-  -  kkWW 11224  4  -  -  9911
MMaaxxiimmuum  m  ttoorrqquue  e  IISSOO//TTR  R  1144339966 NNmm 44990  0  tto  o  1144000  0  rrppmm
AAiir  r  cclleeaanneerr µµmm 33
TTyyppe  e  oof  f  ccoooolliinngg BBy  y  wwaatteerr
FFaann PPuulllleerr

ELECELECTRICTRIC CIRCCIRCUITUIT

BBaatttteerryy 112  2  V  V  -  -  11335  5  AAh  h  -  -  88550  0  A  A  EENN
AAlltteerrnnaattoorr 112  2  V  V  -  -  885  5  AA

TTyyppee DDEENNSSO  O  AA111155SSttaarrtteerr 112  2  V  V  -  -  44,,22 kkWW
TTyyppee IISSKKRRA  A  AAZZF  F  LLHHSS

BRAKBRAKEE CIRCCIRCUITUIT

SSeerrvviicce  e  bbrraakkee HHyyddrraauulliic  c  ppoowweer  r  bbrraakkee

TTyyppe  e  oof  f  bbrraakkee MMuullttiiddiissk  k  bbrraakke  e  iimmmmeerrsseed  d  iin  n  ooiill

TTyyppe  e  oof  f  ccoonnttrrooll FFoooott--ooppeerraatteed  d  ffoor  r  tthhe  e  ffrroonnt  t  aannd  d  rreeaar  r  aaxxlleess
PPaarrkkiinng  g  bbrraakkee LLoow  w  pprreessssuurre  e  bbrraakkee

TTyyppe  e  oof  f  bbrraakkee MMuullttiiddiissk  k  bbrraakke  e  iimmmmeerrsseed  d  iin  n  ooiill
TTyyppe  e  oof  f  ccoonnttrrooll EElleeccttrroo--hhyyddrraauulliicc

SOUSOUNDND ANANDD VIBVIBRARATIOTIONN

Level of sound pressure in the driver’s cab LpALevel of sound pressure in the driver’s cab LpA

(a(accccordordiningg toto ststanandadardrd NFNF ENEN 121205053)3)
ddBB 880  0  ((ccaab  b  cclloosseedd))

Level of sound power ensured in the LwA environmentLevel of sound power ensured in the LwA environment

(ac(accorcordindingg toto diredirectivctivee 2002000/10/14/E4/ECC modmodifieifiedd byby diredirectictiveve 2002005/85/88/E8/EC)C)
dBdB

107 (measured)107 (measured)

107 (ensured)107 (ensured)

Average weighted acceleration on driver’s body Average weighted acceleration on driver’s body (a(accccordordiningg toto ststanandadardrd NFNF ENEN 131305059)9) m/s2m/s2

The average weighted acceleration transmitted to the The average weighted acceleration transmitted to the driver’s hand/arm systemdriver’s hand/arm system

(ac(accorcordindingg toto stastandandardrd ISOISO 5345349-29-2))
mm//ss22 << 22,,55

CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS 
   MMLLTT 848455 121200 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3

TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

GGeeaar  r  bbooxx TTUURRNNEER  R  PPOOWWEERRTTRRAAIIN  N  SSYYSSTTEEMMSS
TTyyppee MMeecchhaanniiccaall
FFoorrwwaarrdd//rreevveerrsse  e  sseelleeccttoorr EElleeccttrroo--hhyyddrraauulliicc
TToorrqquue  e  ccoonnvveerrtteerr SSAACCHHSS
NNuummbbeer  r  oof  f  ffoorrwwaarrd  d  ssppeeeeddss 44
NNuummbbeer  r  oof  f  rreevveerrsse  e  ssppeeeeddss 44

AAnngglle  e  ggeeaar  r  bbooxx TTUURRNNEER  R  PPOOWWEERRTTRRAAIIN  N  SSYYSSTTEEMMSS
FFrroonnt  t  aaxxllee DDAANNAA

DDiiffffeerreennttiiaall 4455 %  %  lliimmiitteed  d  sslliip  p  ddiiffffeerreennttiiaall
RReeaar  r  aaxxllee DDAANNAA

DDiiffffeerreennttiiaall 4455 %  %  lliimmiitteed  d  sslliip  p  ddiiffffeerreennttiiaall
DDrriivve  e  wwhheeeellss 44RRM  M  PPeerrmmaanneenntt

SSwwiittcch  h  ffoor  r  22//4  4  ddrriivve  e  wwhheeeellss NNoo
FFrroonnt  t  ttyyrreess MMIICCHHEELLIINN

SSiizzee 446600//770  0  RR224  4  XXMMCCL  L  115599AA88
PPrreessssuurree bbaarr 44

RReeaar  r  ttyyrreess MMIICCHHEELLIINN
SSiizzee 446600//770  0  RR224  4  XXMMCCL  L  115599AA88
PPrreessssuurree bbaarr 44
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HYDRHYDRAULIAULICC MOVEMOVEMENTMENTSS

LLoonnggiittuuddiinnaal  l  ssttaabbiilliitty  y  aallaarrm  m  ddeevviiccee EElleeccttrroonniicc
Lifting motions (jib retracted)Lifting motions (jib retracted)

UUnnllaaddeen  n  lliiffttiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 99,,6  6  -  -  3300,,44
LLaaddeen  n  lliiffttiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 1100,,4  4  -  -  2277,,99
UUnnllaaddeen  n  lloowweerriinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 66,,1  1  -  -  4477,,66
LLaaddeen  n  lloowweerriinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 55,,6  6  -  -  5511,,77

TelescTelescoping motions (jib oping motions (jib raised)raised)
UUnnllaaddeen  n  eexxtteennddiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 99,,8  8  -  -  1188,,66
LLaaddeen  n  eexxtteennddiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 1100,,1  1  -  -  1199,,44
UUnnllaaddeen  n  rreettrraaccttiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 77,,8  8  -  -  2244,,22
LLaaddeen  n  rreettrraaccttiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 77,,9  9  -  -  2233,,88

Tilting movementsTilting movements
UUnnllaaddeen  n  ddiiggggiinngg s  s  -  -  °°//ss 33,,7  7  -  -  3388,,44
FFoorrwwaarrd  d  ttiillttiinng  g  uunnllaaddeenn s  s  -  -  °°//ss 33,,2  2  -  -  4444,,44

SPECSPECIFICIFICAATIONTIONSS ANDAND WEIGWEIGHTSHTS

Speed of movement for lift truck in standard configuration on flatSpeed of movement for lift truck in standard configuration on flat

ground (except particular conditions)ground (except particular conditions)
FFrroonnt  t  uunnllaaddeenn 11 kkmm//hh 55,,33
  2  2 kkmm//hh 88,,66
  3  3 kkmm//hh 1188,,22
  4  4 kkmm//hh 3322,,44
RReeaar  r  uunnllaaddeenn 11 kkmm//hh 55,,33
  2  2 kkmm//hh 88,,66
  3  3 kkmm//hh 1188,,22
  4  4 kkmm//hh 3322,,44

SSttaannddaarrd  d  aattttaacchhmmeenntt PPFFB  B  445  5  N  N  MMTT--11226600
WWeeiigghht  t  oof  f  eeqquuiippmmeenntt kkgg 228866
WWeeiigghht  t  oof  f  ffoorrkks  s  ((eeaacch  h  oonnee)) kkgg 7788

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciitty  y  wwiitth  h  ssttaannddaarrd  d  aattttaacchhmmeenntt kkgg 44550000
TTiippppiinng  g  llooaad  d  aat  t  mmaaxxiimmuum  m  rreeaacch  h  oon  n  ttyyrreess kkgg 11661100
DDiissttaanncce  e  ffrroom  m  tthhe  e  cceennttrre  e  oof  f  ggrraavviitty  y  ffrroom  m  tthhe  e  llooaad  d  tto  o  tthhe  e  lluug  g  oof  f  tthhe  e  ffoorrkkss mmmm 550000

SSttaannddaarrd  d  lliiffttiinng  g  hheeiigghhtt mmmm 77555500
LLiifft  t  ttrruucck  k  wweeiigghht  t  wwiitthhoouut  t  aattttaacchhmmeenntt kkgg 88446600
Lift truck weight with standard attachmentLift truck weight with standard attachment

UUnnllaaddeenn kkgg 88773388
AAt  t  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 1133223388

Weight per axle with standard attachment (transport position)Weight per axle with standard attachment (transport position)
FFrroonnt  t  uunnllaaddeenn kkgg 33993300
RReeaar  r  uunnllaaddeenn kkgg 44990000
FFrroonnt  t  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 1111559900
RReeaar  r  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 11774400

Weight per axle with standard attachment (jib Weight per axle with standard attachment (jib extended)extended)
FFrroonnt  t  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 99001100
RReeaar  r  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 11007700

Contact pressure on the ground for the whole surface of eachContact pressure on the ground for the whole surface of each

stabilizer at maximum load when tiltingstabilizer at maximum load when tilting
kg/cm2kg/cm2

Drag strain on the coupling hookDrag strain on the coupling hook
UUnnllaaddeen  n  ((sslliiddiinngg)) ddaaNN 66660055
AAt  t  rraatteed  d  llooaad  d  ((ttrraannssmmiissssiioon  n  sseettttiinngg)) ddaaNN 1100335555

Pull strain with open carrierPull strain with open carrier (ac(accordcordinging toto stastandandardrd ISOISO 8318313)3) ddaaNN 66665500

HYDRHYDRAULIAULICC CIRCIRCUITCUIT

Hydraulic pumpHydraulic pump
TTyyppee VVaarriiaabblle  e  vvoolluumme  e  ppiissttoon  n  ppuummpp
CCaappaacciittyy ccmm33 6633
MMaaxx.  .  rraattiinng  g  ccaappaacciitty  y  uunnllaaddeenn ll//mmnn 114499
FFlloow  w  rraatte  e  aat  t  1166000  0  rrppmm ll//mmnn 110011

FiltrationFiltration
RReettuurrnn µµmm 1100
SSuuccttiioonn µµmm 112255

MMaaxxiimmuum  m  sseerrvviicce  e  pprreessssuurree bbaarr 227700
TTeelleessccooppiinng  g  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 220000//227700
LLiiffttiinng  g  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 228800//220000
TTiillt  t  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 119900//228800

AAttttaacchhmmeennt  t  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 227700
SStteeeerriinng  g  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 114400
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I.CI.C.. ENGENGININEE

TTyyppee PPEERRKKIINNS  S  11110044DD--EE4444TTA  A  NNJJ3388669988
FFuueell DDiieesseell
NNuummbbeer  r  oof  f  ccyylliinnddeerrss 4  4  iin  n  lliinnee
SSuuccttiioonn SSuuppeerrcchhaarrggeedd
IInnjjeeccttiioon  n  ssyysstteemm DDiirreecctt
IIggnniittiioon  n  sseeqquueennccee 11..33..44..22
CCaappaacciittyy ccmm33 44440000
BBoorre  e  aannd  d  ssttrrookkee mmmm 11005  5  x  x  112277
CCoommpprreessssiioon  n  rraattiioo 1166,,22//11
NNoommiinnaal  l  rraattiinng  g  llooaaddeedd rrppmm 22220000
RRaattiinng  g  sslloow  w  uunnllaaddeenn rrppmm 993300
MMaaxx.  .  rraattiinng  g  uunnllaaddeenn rrppmm 22336600
PPoowweer  r  IISSOO//TTR  R  1144339966 ccvv-  -  kkWW 11224  4  -  -  9911
PPoowweer  r  SSAAE  E  J  J  11999955 ccvv-  -  kkWW 11224  4  -  -  9911
MMaaxxiimmuum  m  ttoorrqquue  e  IISSOO//TTR  R  1144339966 NNmm 44990  0  tto  o  1144000  0  rrppmm
AAiir  r  cclleeaanneerr µµmm 33
TTyyppe  e  oof  f  ccoooolliinngg BBy  y  wwaatteerr
FFaann PPuulllleerr

ELECELECTRICTRIC CIRCCIRCUITUIT

BBaatttteerryy 112  2  V  V  -  -  11335  5  AAh  h  -  -  88550  0  A  A  EENN
AAlltteerrnnaattoorr 112  2  V  V  -  -  885  5  AA

TTyyppee DDEENNSSO  O  AA111155SSttaarrtteerr 112  2  V  V  -  -  44,,22 kkWW
TTyyppee IISSKKRRA  A  AAZZF  F  LLHHSS

BRAKBRAKEE CIRCCIRCUITUIT

SSeerrvviicce  e  bbrraakkee HHyyddrraauulliic  c  ppoowweer  r  bbrraakkee

TTyyppe  e  oof  f  bbrraakkee MMuullttiiddiissk  k  bbrraakke  e  iimmmmeerrsseed  d  iin  n  ooiill

TTyyppe  e  oof  f  ccoonnttrrooll FFoooott--ooppeerraatteed  d  ffoor  r  tthhe  e  ffrroonnt  t  aannd  d  rreeaar  r  aaxxlleess
PPaarrkkiinng  g  bbrraakkee LLoow  w  pprreessssuurre  e  bbrraakkee

TTyyppe  e  oof  f  bbrraakkee MMuullttiiddiissk  k  bbrraakke  e  iimmmmeerrsseed  d  iin  n  ooiill
TTyyppe  e  oof  f  ccoonnttrrooll EElleeccttrroo--hhyyddrraauulliicc

SOUSOUNDND ANANDD VIBVIBRARATIOTIONN

Level of sound pressure in the driver’s cab LpALevel of sound pressure in the driver’s cab LpA

(a(accccordordiningg toto ststanandadardrd NFNF ENEN 121205053)3)
ddBB 779  9  ((ccaab  b  cclloosseedd))

Level of sound power ensured in the LwA environmentLevel of sound power ensured in the LwA environment

(ac(accorcordindingg toto diredirectivctivee 2002000/10/14/E4/ECC modmodifieifiedd byby diredirectictiveve 2002005/85/88/E8/EC)C)
dBdB

104 (measured)104 (measured)

104 (ensured)104 (ensured)

Average weighted acceleration on driver’s body Average weighted acceleration on driver’s body (a(accccordordiningg toto ststanandadardrd NFNF ENEN 131305059)9) m/s2m/s2

The average weighted acceleration transmitted to the The average weighted acceleration transmitted to the driver’s hand/arm systemdriver’s hand/arm system

(ac(accorcordindingg toto stastandandardrd ISOISO 5345349-29-2))
mm//ss22 << 22,,55

CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS 
   MMLLTT 949400 LL 112020 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-EE33

TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

GGeeaar  r  bbooxx TTUURRNNEER  R  PPOOWWEERRTTRRAAIIN  N  SSYYSSTTEEMMSS
TTyyppee MMeecchhaanniiccaall
FFoorrwwaarrdd//rreevveerrsse  e  sseelleeccttoorr EElleeccttrroo--hhyyddrraauulliicc
TToorrqquue  e  ccoonnvveerrtteerr SSAACCHHSS
NNuummbbeer  r  oof  f  ffoorrwwaarrd  d  ssppeeeeddss 44
NNuummbbeer  r  oof  f  rreevveerrsse  e  ssppeeeeddss 44

AAnngglle  e  ggeeaar  r  bbooxx TTUURRNNEER  R  PPOOWWEERRTTRRAAIIN  N  SSYYSSTTEEMMSS
FFrroonnt  t  aaxxllee DDAANNAA

DDiiffffeerreennttiiaall 4455 %  %  lliimmiitteed  d  sslliip  p  ddiiffffeerreennttiiaall
RReeaar  r  aaxxllee DDAANNAA

DDiiffffeerreennttiiaall 4455 %  %  lliimmiitteed  d  sslliip  p  ddiiffffeerreennttiiaall
DDrriivve  e  wwhheeeellss 44RRM  M  PPeerrmmaanneenntt

SSwwiittcch  h  ffoor  r  22//4  4  ddrriivve  e  wwhheeeellss NNoo
FFrroonnt  t  ttyyrreess MMIICCHHEELLIINN

SSiizzee 446600//770  0  RR224  4  XXMMCCL  L  115599AA88
PPrreessssuurree bbaarr 44

RReeaar  r  ttyyrreess MMIICCHHEELLIINN
SSiizzee 446600//770  0  RR224  4  XXMMCCL  L  115599AA88
PPrreessssuurree bbaarr 44
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HYDRHYDRAULIAULICC CIRCIRCUITCUIT

Hydraulic pumpHydraulic pump
TTyyppee VVaarriiaabblle  e  vvoolluumme  e  ppiissttoon  n  ppuummpp
CCaappaacciittyy ccmm33 6633
MMaaxx.  .  rraattiinng  g  ccaappaacciitty  y  uunnllaaddeenn ll//mmnn 114499
FFlloow  w  rraatte  e  aat  t  1166000  0  rrppmm ll//mmnn 110011

FiltrationFiltration
RReettuurrnn µµmm 1100
SSuuccttiioonn µµmm 112255

MMaaxxiimmuum  m  sseerrvviicce  e  pprreessssuurree bbaarr 227700
TTeelleessccooppiinng  g  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 220000//227700
LLiiffttiinng  g  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 228800//220000
TTiillt  t  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 119900//228800

Tilting correction circuitTilting correction circuit bbaarr 227700
AAttttaacchhmmeennt  t  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 227700
SStteeeerriinng  g  cciirrccuuiitt bbaarr 114400

HYDRHYDRAULIAULICC MOVEMOVEMENTMENTSS

LLoonnggiittuuddiinnaal  l  ssttaabbiilliitty  y  aallaarrm  m  ddeevviiccee EElleeccttrroonniicc
Lifting motions (jib retracted)Lifting motions (jib retracted)

UUnnllaaddeen  n  lliiffttiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 88,,4  4  -  -  4400,,88
LLaaddeen  n  lliiffttiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 9  9  -  -  3388,,11
UUnnllaaddeen  n  lloowweerriinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 6  6  -  -  5577,,11
LLaaddeen  n  lloowweerriinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 55,,8  8  -  -  5599,,11

TelescTelescoping motions (jib oping motions (jib raised)raised)
UUnnllaaddeen  n  eexxtteennddiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 99,,7  7  -  -  2211,,33
LLaaddeen  n  eexxtteennddiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 99,,9  9  -  -  2211,,88
UUnnllaaddeen  n  rreettrraaccttiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 88,,3  3  -  -  2255,,44
LLaaddeen  n  rreettrraaccttiinngg s  s  -  -  mm//mmnn 88,,2  2  -  -  2255,,88

Tilting movementsTilting movements
UUnnllaaddeen  n  ddiiggggiinngg s  s  -  -  °°//ss 33,,7  7  -  -  3388,,11

FFoorrwwaarrd  d  ttiillttiinng  g  uunnllaaddeenn s  s  -  -  °°//ss 33,,3  3  -  -  4422,,77

SPECSPECIFICIFICAATIONTIONSS ANDAND WEIGWEIGHTSHTS

Speed of movement for lift truck in standard configuration on flatSpeed of movement for lift truck in standard configuration on flat

ground (except particular conditions)ground (except particular conditions)
FFrroonnt  t  uunnllaaddeenn 11 kkmm//hh 55,,33
  2  2 kkmm//hh 88,,66
  3  3 kkmm//hh 1188,,22
  4  4 kkmm//hh 3322,,44
RReeaar  r  uunnllaaddeenn 11 kkmm//hh 55,,33
  2  2 kkmm//hh 88,,66
  3  3 kkmm//hh 1188,,22
  4  4 kkmm//hh 3322,,44

SSttaannddaarrd  d  aattttaacchhmmeenntt PPFFB  B  445  5  N  N  MMTT--11226600
WWeeiigghht  t  oof  f  eeqquuiippmmeenntt kkgg 228866
WWeeiigghht  t  oof  f  ffoorrkks  s  ((eeaacch  h  oonnee)) kkgg 7788

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciitty  y  wwiitth  h  ssttaannddaarrd  d  aattttaacchhmmeenntt kkgg 44000000
TTiippppiinng  g  llooaad  d  aat  t  mmaaxxiimmuum  m  rreeaacch  h  oon  n  ttyyrreess kkgg 11334422
DDiissttaanncce  e  ffrroom  m  tthhe  e  cceennttrre  e  oof  f  ggrraavviitty  y  ffrroom  m  tthhe  e  llooaad  d  tto  o  tthhe  e  lluug  g  oof  f  tthhe  e  ffoorrkkss mmmm 550000
SSttaannddaarrd  d  lliiffttiinng  g  hheeiigghhtt mmmm 88997700
LLiifft  t  ttrruucck  k  wweeiigghht  t  wwiitthhoouut  t  aattttaacchhmmeenntt kkgg 88995555
Lift truck weight with standard attachmentLift truck weight with standard attachment

UUnnllaaddeenn kkgg 99223333
AAt  t  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 1133223333

Weight per axle with standard attachment (transport position)Weight per axle with standard attachment (transport position)
FFrroonnt  t  uunnllaaddeenn kkgg 44225555
RReeaar  r  uunnllaaddeenn kkgg 55007700
FFrroonnt  t  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 1111888855
RReeaar  r  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 11444400

Weight per axle with standard attachment (jib Weight per axle with standard attachment (jib extended)extended)
FFrroonnt  t  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 99229955
RReeaar  r  rraatteed  d  llooaadd kkgg 11007700

Contact pressure on the ground for the whole surface of eachContact pressure on the ground for the whole surface of each

stabilizer at maximum load when tiltingstabilizer at maximum load when tilting
kg/cm2kg/cm2

Drag strain on the coupling hookDrag strain on the coupling hook
UUnnllaaddeen  n  ((sslliiddiinngg)) ddaaNN 77442200

AAt  t  rraatteed  d  llooaad  d  ((ttrraannssmmiissssiioon  n  sseettttiinngg)) ddaaNN 1100004400Pull strain with open carrierPull strain with open carrier (ac(accordcordinging toto stastandandardrd ISOISO 8318313)3) ddaaNN 77000000
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FRONT AND REAR TIRES FRONT AND REAR TIRES 

MLMLTT 949400 LL 121200 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3
  PRESSURE  PRESSURE

(bar)(bar)

LOAD PER TYRE (kg)LOAD PER TYRE (kg)

FRFRONONT T UNUNLALADEDEN N FRFRONONT T LALADEDEN N REREAR AR UNUNLALADEDENN REAREARR LADLADENEN

DUNLOPDUNLOP
44440/0/8080-2-24 4 T3T37 7 15158B 8B TUTUBEBELELESS SS 4,4,55

22110000 55995500 22550000 770000

40400/0/8080-2-24 4 T3T37 7 15156B 6B TUTUBEBELELESS SS 4,4,7575

GOODYEARGOODYEAR

1155,,55//225 5 1122PPR R SSGGL L  DDL L  22A A 44,,55

1515,5,5/8/80-0-24 24 SGSGI I 16 16 PR PR TUTUBEBELELESS SS 4,4,55

445445/70/70R24 R24 ITIT510 510 151151G G TUBTUBELEELESS SS 4,14,1

MICHELINMICHELIN

446600//7700RR224  4  XXMMCCL  L  115599AA8  8  44

11220000RR224  4  X  X  MMIINNE  E  DD2  2  66,,55

1155,,55RR225  5  XXHHA A  TTUUBBEELLEESSS  S  44

NNOOKKIIAAN N 448800//6655RR224 4 114466D D SSF F TTUUBBEELLEESSS S 33,,88

MLMLTT 848455 -1-12020 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3
  PRESSURE  PRESSURE

(bar)(bar)

LOAD PER TYRE (kg)LOAD PER TYRE (kg)

FRFRONONT T UNUNLALADEDEN N FRFRONONT T LALADEDEN N REREAR AR UNUNLALADEDENN REAREARR LADLADENEN

DUDUNLNLOP OP 44440/0/8080-2-24 4 TT37 37 151588B B TTUBUBELELESESS S 4,4,11

11995500 55880000 22445500 990000

GOODYEARGOODYEAR

1155,,55//225 5 1122PPR R SSGGL L  DDL L  22A A 44,,55

1515,5,5/8/80-0-24 24 SGSGI I 16 16 PR PR TUTUBEBELELESS SS 4,4,55

445445/70/70R24 R24 ITIT510 510 151151G G TUBTUBELEELESS SS 4,14,1

MICHELINMICHELIN

446600//7700RR224  4  XXMMCCL  L  115599AA8  8  44
11220000RR224  4  X  X  MMIINNE  E  DD2  2  66

1155,,55RR225  5  XXHHA A  TTUUBBEELLEESSS  S  44

445445/65/65R22R22,5 ,5 XZY XZY 169169K K TUBTUBELEELESS SS 4,54,5

NNOOKKIIAAN N 448800//6655RR224 4 114466D D SSF F TTUUBBEELLEESSS S 33,,88

PRESSUREPRESSURE

(bar)(bar)
   LOAD LOAD (kg)(kg)

GROUND CONTACT PRESSUREGROUND CONTACT PRESSURE

(kg/cm2)(kg/cm2)
   GROUND GROUND CONTACT CONTACT AREA AREA (cm2)(cm2)

HHAARRD D SSOOIIL  L  LLOOOOSSE E SSOOIIL  L  HHAARRD D SSOOIIL  L  LLOOOOSSE E SSOOIILL

DUNLOPDUNLOP

440/80-24 T37 158B TUBELESS440/80-24 T37 158B TUBELESS

4,14,1

990000 66,,0088 11,,6688 114444 552200

11995500 77,,6655 22,,1144 225555 991100

22445500 88,,2244 22,,2299 229977 11007700

55880000 1122,,1100 33,,3344 448800 11773355

4,54,5

770000 55,,8833 11,,6633 112200 443300

22110000 88,,0033 22,,2233 226611 993399

22550000 88,,4477 22,,3344 229955 11007700

55995500 1122,,5566 33,,4455 447744 11772244

40400/0/8080-2-24 4 T3T37 7 15156B 6B TUTUBEBELELESS SS 4,4,7575

770000 66,,6600 11,,8844 110066 338800

22110000 99,,1122 22,,5522 223300 883311

22550000 99,,6622 22,,6666 226600 994400

55995500 1133,,7722 33,,8855 443344 11554444

GOODYEARGOODYEAR

1155,,55//225 5 1122PPR R SSGGL L  DDL L  22A A 44,,55

770000 55,,0000 22,,6699 114400 226600

990000 66,,4433 33,,4466 114400 226600

11995500 66,,9966 33,,7755 228800 552200

22110000 66,,8855 33,,7722 330077 556655

22445500 66,,8811 33,,7711 336600 666600

22550000 66,,9944 33,,7766 336600 666655

55880000 88,,4400 44,,5544 669900 11227788

55995500 88,,4444 44,,5566 770055 11330044

1515,5,5/8/80-0-24 24 SGSGI I 16 16 PR PR TUTUBEBELELESS SS 4,4,55

770000 88,,7755 22,,3333 8800 330000

990000 77,,6600 22,,0088 112200 443366

11995500 99,,0077 22,,4477 221155 779900

22110000 99,,2233 22,,5511 222288 883366

22445500 1100,,2211 22,,7711 224400 990033

22550000 1100,,4422 22,,7733 224400 991155

55880000 1133,,8811 33,,7744 442200 11555500

55995500 1133,,9922 33,,7755 442288 11558888
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PRESSUREPRESSURE

(bar)(bar)
   LOAD LOAD (kg)(kg)

GROUND CONTACT PRESSUREGROUND CONTACT PRESSURE

(kg/cm2)(kg/cm2)
   GROUND GROUND CONTACT CONTACT AREA AREA (cm2)(cm2)

HHAARRD D SSOOIIL  L  LLOOOOSSE E SSOOIIL  L  HHAARRD D SSOOIIL  L  LLOOOOSSE E SSOOIILL

GOGOODODYEYEAR AR 44445/5/7070R2R24 4 ITIT51510 0 15151G 1G TUTUBEBELELESS SS 4,4,11

770000 77,,0000 22,,3300 110000 330055

990000 77,,3322 22,,4411 112200 336644

11995500 88,,6677 22,,8877 222255 668800

22110000 88,,8888 22,,9922 223377 771188

22445500 99,,0077 33,,0022 227700 881100

22550000 99,,0099 33,,0011 227755 883300

55880000 1100,,2299 33,,4400 556644 11770088

55995500 1100,,3311 33,,4400 557777 11774499

MICHELINMICHELIN

446600//7700RR224  4  XXMMCCL  L  115599AA8  8  44

700700
900900

19501950

21002100

24502450

25002500

58005800

59505950

1200R24 X MINE D21200R24 X MINE D2

66

990000 22,,4433 337700

11995500 44,,0099 447777

22445500 44,,6644 552288

55880000 66,,6677 886699

6,56,5

770000 22,,0000 335500

22110000 44,,3311 448877

22550000 44,,7755 552266

55995500 66,,8899 886644

1155,,55RR225  5  XXHHA A  TTUUBBEELLEESSS  S  44

770000 11,,5577 00,,7744 444455 995511

990000 11,,7766 00,,8833 448822 11003300

11995500 22,,7777 11,,2299 667755 11444466

22110000 22,,9922 11,,3366 770033 11550066

22445500 33,,0099 11,,4444 779933 11669999

22550000 33,,0099 11,,4444 881100 11773366

55880000 33,,6633 11,,6644 11660000 33554400

55995500 33,,6655 11,,6644 11663355 33662211

445445/65/65R22R22,5 ,5 XZY XZY 169169K K TUBTUBELEELESS SS 4,54,5

990000 22,,6644 333399

11995500 33,,4400 557733

22445500 33,,6666 666699

55880000 44,,8833 11220000

NNOOKKIIAAN N 448800//6655RR224 4 114466D D SSF F TTUUBBEELLEESSS S 33,,88

770000 22,,9900 00,,4411 223388 11664488

990000 22,,9955 00,,5500 229988 11771111

11995500 33,,1188 00,,9955 661133 22003333
22110000 33,,2200 11,,0011 665555 22007733

22445500 33,,2255 11,,1133 775544 22116677

22550000 33,,2266 11,,1155 776688 22118800

55880000 33,,3322 11,,9988 11774466 22993311

55995500 33,,3333 22,,0022 11779900 22996666
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DIMENSIONS AND LOAD CHARTS DIMENSIONS AND LOAD CHARTS 
MLMLTT 848455 -1-12020 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3

AA mmmm 11220000

BB mmmm 22777700

CC mmmm 11440099

C1C1 mmmm 11448877

DD mmmm 55222299

D1D1 mmmm 55330077
D2D2 mmmm 44339955

EE mmmm 66442299

F F  mmmm 11995500

F1F1 mmmm 11995500

GG mmmm 445555

G1G1 mmmm 445500

G2G2 mmmm 445555

II mmmm 11005500

JJ mmmm 995500

KK mmmm 11226600

LL mmmm 5500

NN mmmm 11886655//11991155

OO mmmm 112255

P2P2 °° 4433,,55

P3P3 °° 4040

RR mmmm 33993300

SS mmmm 88114466

TT mmmm 33770033

U1U1 mmmm 22558800

U2U2 mmmm 22776600

VV mmmm 55117733

V1V1 mmmm 11447700

V2V2 mmmm 44115533

WW mmmm 22442200

YY °° 1212

ZZ °° 113300
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       N       N
                            
       2       2
       4       4
      5      5
      1      1
       4       4
      3      3

MLMLT/T/MT 84MT 8455

SUIVANT NORME EN 1459 annexe B.SUIVANT NORME EN 1459 annexe B.

-3-3

00

1010

2020

3030

4040

5050 5959

88

99

0m0m112233445566

00

55

66

77

44

33

22

11

-1-1

7.557.55

      1      1
      5      5
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      4      4
      5      5
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      3      3
      5      5
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      3      3
      0      0
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      2      2
      5      5
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      2      2
      0      0
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      1      1

      2      2
      5      5
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

2000KG2000KG

44..5577 33..2299 22..3333 11..5555
2.752.7544..1122 11..44552.022.02

0.5m0.5m
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DIMENSIONS AND LOAD CHARTS DIMENSIONS AND LOAD CHARTS 
MMLLTT 949400 LL 112020 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-EE33

AA mmmm 11220000

BB mmmm 22777700

CC mmmm 11883344

C1C1 mmmm 11889933

DD mmmm 55665544

D1D1 mmmm 55771133
D2D2 mmmm 44442200

EE mmmm 66885544

F F  mmmm 11999900

F1F1 mmmm 11999900

GG mmmm 445555

G1G1 mmmm 445500

G2G2 mmmm 445555

HH °° 1010

H1H1 °° 1010

II mmmm 11005500

JJ mmmm 995500

KK mmmm 11226600

LL mmmm 5500

NN mmmm 11886655//11991155

OO mmmm 112255

P2P2 °° 4433,,55

P3P3 °° 4040

RR mmmm 33995500

SS mmmm 88556699

TT mmmm 44003377

U1U1 mmmm 22558800

U2U2 mmmm 22776600

VV mmmm 55550077

V1V1 mmmm 11447700

V2V2 mmmm 44115500

WW mmmm 22442200

W1W1 mmmm

YY °° 1111

ZZ °° 113300
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      1      1
      5      5
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      4      4
      0      0
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      3      3
      0      0
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      2      2
      5      5
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      2      2
      0      0
      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

      1      1      0      0

      0      0
      0      0
      K      K
       G       G

3500KG3500KG

MLMLT/T/MT MT 940 940 LL

8.978.97

0m0m112233445566

55..3322 11..88223.483.48 2.472.47
4.324.32 2.122.122.892.89

00

55

66

44

33

22

11

-1-1

77

88

99

1010
70°70°60°60°50°50°

40°40°

30°30°

20°20°

10°10°

0°0°

-3°-3°

       N       N
      °      °
       2       2
       4       4
      5      5
      1      1
       4       4
       4       4

SUIVANT NORME EN 1459 annexe B.SUIVANT NORME EN 1459 annexe B.

0.5m0.5m
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INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS 

11

1212

99

1010    2525

2323
2323

2323

1313

22222525

2929
2626

3030

3636

3535
2424    2424

1616

2121    1818

3838

11

33    33

44

55

55

77

2020

1414
1515

2828

3131

2727

22

66

88
1717

1919

3737

55

1818

3333

1111 3939
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DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION 

11 -- DRDRIVIVERER’S’S SESEAATT

22 -- SASAFFETETYY BBELELTT

33 -- COCONTNTROROLL ANANDD SISIGNGNALAL LILIGHGHTSTS PPANANELEL

44 -- LONLONGITGITUDIUDINALNAL STSTABIABILITLITYY ALAALARMRM

55 -- SWSWITITCHCHESES

66 -- LILIGHGHTRTR SWSWITITCHCH,, HOHORNRN ANANDD ININDIDICACATOTORR SWSWITITCHCH

77 -- IGIGNINITITIONON SWSWITITCHCH

88 -- BRBRAKAKININGG OIOILL TTANANK,K, FUFUSESESS ANANDD RERELALAYY ACACCECESSSS PPANANELEL

99 -- BRBRAKAKININGG OIOILL TTANANKK

1010 -- FUFUSESESS AANNDD RREELALAYSYS ININ THTHEE CCABAB

1111 -- FUFUSESESS ANANDD RERELALAYSYS UNUNDEDERR THTHEE ENENGIGINENE HOHOODOD
1212 -- WIWINDNDSCSCREREENEN WWASASHEHERR TTANANKK

1313 -- RROOOOFF LILIGGHHTT

1414 -- ACACCECELELERARATOTORR PEPEDADALL

1515 -- SESERVRVICICEE BRBRAKAKEE PEPEDADALL ANANDD TRTRANANSMSMISISSISIONON CUCUT-T-OFOFF F 

1616 -- GEGEARAR LELEVEVERR ANANDD TRTRANANSMSMISISSISIONON CUCUT-T-OFOFF F 

1717 -- FORFORWWARARD/ND/NEUTEUTRALRAL/RE/REVERVERSESE GEGEARAR SELSELECTECTIONION

1818 -- STSTEEEERIRINGNG SESELELECTCTIOIONN

1919 -- HYDHYDRAURAULICLIC COCONTRNTROLSOLS ANDAND TRATRANSMNSMISSISSIONION CUCUT-OT-OFF FF 

2020 -- FUFUNCNCTITIONON FIFILELESS

2121 -- HEHEAATETERR COCONTNTROROLL

2222 -- AIRAIR COCONDNDITIITIONONINGING COCONTRNTROLSOLS (AI(AIRR COCONDINDITIOTIONINNINGG OPTOPTIONION))

2323 -- RECRECYCYCLINLINGG ININTTAKEAKESS (AI(AIRR COCONDNDITIITIONONININGG OPOPTIOTION)N)

2424 -- WIWINDNDSCSCREREENEN DEDEMIMISTSTERER VEVENTNTSS

2525 -- HEHEAATITINGNG VEVENTNTSS

2626 -- BUBUTTTTONON FOFORR OPOPENENININGG HYHYDRDRAUAULILICC FLFLUIUIDD ANANDD FUFUELEL FIFILLLLERER ACACCECESSSS PPANANELEL

2277 -- DDOOOORR LOLOCCKK

2828 -- LOLOCKCKININGG HAHANDNDLELE FOFORR UPUPPEPERR HAHALFLF-D-DOOOORR2929 -- UNUNLOLOCKCKININGG BUBUTTTTONON FOFORR UPUPPEPERR HAHALFLF DODOOROR

3030 -- HAHANDNDLELE FOFORR REREARAR WIWINDNDOWOW OPOPENENININGG

3131 -- DODOCUCUMEMENTNT HOHOLDLDERER

3232 -- FRFRONONTT LILIGHGHTSTS (N(NOTOT ILILLULUSTSTRARATETED)D)

3333 -- REREARAR LILIGHGHTSTS (N(NOTOT ILILLULUSTSTRARATETED)D)

3434 -- FLFLASASHIHINGNG LILIGHGHTT (N(NOTOT ILILLULUSTSTRARATETED)D)

3535 -- LELEVEVELL ININDIDICACATOTORR

3636 -- ININSISIDEDE REREARAR-V-VIEIEWW MIMIRRRROROR

3737 -- STSTEEEERIRINGNG WHWHEEEELL ADADJUJUSTSTMEMENTNT LELEVEVERR

3838 -- DIDIAGNAGNOSTOSTICIC COCONNNNECTECTOROR

3399 -- TTOOOOLL BBOOXX

NOTE:NOTE: All the terms such as: RIGHT, LEFTAll the terms such as: RIGHT, LEFT, FRONT, FRONT, REAR are meant for an observer seated on driver’s seat and looking in front of, REAR are meant for an observer seated on driver’s seat and looking in front of

him.him.
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1 - DRIVER’S SEAT 1 - DRIVER’S SEAT 

Designed for maximum comfort, this seat can be adjusted as follows.Designed for maximum comfort, this seat can be adjusted as follows.

LONGITUDLONGITUDINALINAL ADJUSTMENADJUSTMENTT

- Pull the locking lever 1 upwards.- Pull the locking lever 1 upwards.

- Slide the seat to the desired position.- Slide the seat to the desired position.

- Release the lever and be sure it returns to the lock position.- Release the lever and be sure it returns to the lock position.

SEASEATT CUSHCUSHIONION ADJUADJUSTMENSTMENTT

The front and the back of The front and the back of the seat cushion can be adjusted separately.the seat cushion can be adjusted separately.

- To adjust the front, push the lever 2 downwards.- To adjust the front, push the lever 2 downwards.

- Release it into one of - Release it into one of the five possible positions.the five possible positions.
- Same procedure to adjust the back by pulling the lever 2 upwards.- Same procedure to adjust the back by pulling the lever 2 upwards.

SEASEATT SUSPESUSPENSIONSIONN ADJUADJUSTMESTMENTNT

- Turn the button 3 and adjust according - Turn the button 3 and adjust according to your weight.to your weight.

ANANGLEGLE ADADJUSJUSTMTMENTENT OFOF THTHEE BABACK-CK-RESRESTT

- Lean the back against the - Lean the back against the back-rest.back-rest.

- Pull the lever 4 and place the back-rest into one of the possible positions.- Pull the lever 4 and place the back-rest into one of the possible positions.

1 - 1 - DELUXE PNEUMATIC DRIVER’S SEAT (OPTION) DELUXE PNEUMATIC DRIVER’S SEAT (OPTION) 

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT, THIS SEAT CAN BE ADJUSTED DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT, THIS SEAT CAN BE ADJUSTED AS FOLLOWS.AS FOLLOWS.

WEIWEIGHGHTT ADADJUSJUSTMETMENTNT (FI(FIG.G. A)A)

It is advised that you adjust the It is advised that you adjust the seat according to your weight when seat according to your weight when sitting.sitting.

- Switch on lift truck ignition.- Switch on lift truck ignition.
- Pull or push lever - Pull or push lever 1 briefly. Adjustment is automatic.1 briefly. Adjustment is automatic.

NOTE:NOTE: To avoid anTo avoid any health problems, it is recommended that the weight should be checkedy health problems, it is recommended that the weight should be checked

and adjusted before starting up the lift truck.and adjusted before starting up the lift truck.

SEASEATT HEIHEIGHGHTT ADADJUSJUSTMETMENTNT (FI(FIG.G. B)B)

When weight adjustment has been carried When weight adjustment has been carried out, you can then modify seat height.out, you can then modify seat height.

- Keep the ignition on in the lift truck.- Keep the ignition on in the lift truck.

- Pull or push lever 1 and adjust the seat height.- Pull or push lever 1 and adjust the seat height.

To avoid causing any damage, do not activate the compressor for over 1 minute.To avoid causing any damage, do not activate the compressor for over 1 minute.

SEASEATT BACBACK-RK-RESTEST ANGANGLELE ADADJUSJUSTMETMENTNT (FI(FIG.G. C)C)

The back-rest angle of the seat The back-rest angle of the seat may be adjusted to suit the individual.may be adjusted to suit the individual.

-- Press the left-hand button while pushing on thPress the left-hand button while pushing on the seat or relaxing pressure on the seat toe seat or relaxing pressure on the seat to

find a comfortable position.find a comfortable position.

SEASEATT DEPDEPTHTH ADADJUSJUSTMETMENTNT (FI(FIG.G. D)D)

The depth of the seat may be The depth of the seat may be adjusted to suit the individual.adjusted to suit the individual.

-- Press the right-hand button while rPress the right-hand button while raising or lowering the seat to aising or lowering the seat to find the desiredfind the desired

position.position.

EXTEXTENENDINDINGG THETHE HEAHEAD-D-RESRESTT (FI(FIG.G. E)E)

-- The height of the back-rest The height of the back-rest can be adjusted by pcan be adjusted by pulling it upwards (the notches will click)ulling it upwards (the notches will click)

up to the stop.up to the stop.

-- The head-rest can The head-rest can be removed by apbe removed by applying sufficient pressure to pull it off the splying sufficient pressure to pull it off the stop.top.

2244

33

11

AA

BB

CC

DDEE
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LUMLUMBARBAR ADJADJUSTUSTMEMENTNT (FI(FIG.G. F)F)

This increases the comfort of the seat and the driver’s freedom of movement.This increases the comfort of the seat and the driver’s freedom of movement.

-- Press the raise and lower sPress the raise and lower switches to adjust the witches to adjust the curcurvature of the seat bacvature of the seat back to yourk to your

requirements.requirements.

ADADJUJUSTSTMEMENTNT OFOF THTHEE ANANGLGLEE OFOF THTHEE BABACKCK-R-RESESTT (F(FIGIG.. G)G)

-- Support the back-rest, pull the lever aSupport the back-rest, pull the lever and position the bacnd position the back-rest to find the k-rest to find the desireddesired

position.position.

If you do not support If you do not support the back-rest when making adjustments, it swings completely forwards.the back-rest when making adjustments, it swings completely forwards.

HOHORIRIZOZONTNTALAL SHOSHOCKCK ABABSORSORBERBER (FI(FIG.G. H)H)

In cerIn certain conditions (e.g. driving with a trailer) it is advised that a tain conditions (e.g. driving with a trailer) it is advised that a horizontal shock absorberhorizontal shock absorber

be used. The driver’s seat is thus better able be used. The driver’s seat is thus better able to absorb jerks in the dirto absorb jerks in the direction of travel.ection of travel.

- Position 1: Horizontal shock absorber fitted.- Position 1: Horizontal shock absorber fitted.

- Position 2: Horizontal shock absorber removed.- Position 2: Horizontal shock absorber removed.

DADAMPIMPINGNG (FI(FIG.G. I)I)

The damping of the seat can be adjusted to suit the nature of the terrain. The comfort ofThe damping of the seat can be adjusted to suit the nature of the terrain. The comfort of

the seat is thus adjustable to suit your the seat is thus adjustable to suit your requirements.requirements.

- Position 1: Soft damping.- Position 1: Soft damping.

- Position 2: Hard damping.- Position 2: Hard damping.

LONLONGIGITUDTUDINAINALL ADJADJUSTUSTMEMENTNT (FI(FIG.G. J)J)

-- Adjust the locking lever until you reach the Adjust the locking lever until you reach the position required. This then locks and the position required. This then locks and the seatseat

will not shift into another position.will not shift into another position.

MAMAINTINTENENANCANCEE (FI(FIG.G. K)K)

Dirt may adversely affect the correct functioning of the seat. For this reason, make sureDirt may adversely affect the correct functioning of the seat. For this reason, make sure

your seat is always clean.your seat is always clean.
- To clean or change the cushions, simply remove them from - To clean or change the cushions, simply remove them from the seat frame.the seat frame.

A rocking head-rest increases the risk of an A rocking head-rest increases the risk of an accident! accident! 

Avoid wetting the cushion fabric when cleaning. Check the resistance of the fabric on aAvoid wetting the cushion fabric when cleaning. Check the resistance of the fabric on a

small hidden area before using small hidden area before using any fabric or plastic cleaner.any fabric or plastic cleaner.

2 - SAFETY BELT 2 - SAFETY BELT 

- Sit correctly on the seat.- Sit correctly on the seat.

- Check that seat belt is not - Check that seat belt is not twisted.twisted.

- Place the seat belt at hip level.- Place the seat belt at hip level.

- Attach the seat belt and - Attach the seat belt and check that it locks.check that it locks.

- Adjust the seat belt to - Adjust the seat belt to your body shape without squeezing your hip and your body shape without squeezing your hip and without over-slack.without over-slack.

In no event should the lift In no event should the lift truck be used if the seat truck be used if the seat belt is defective (fixing, locking, cuts, tears, etc.). Repair or replace the seat belt immediately.belt is defective (fixing, locking, cuts, tears, etc.). Repair or replace the seat belt immediately.

GG

KK

HH

I I JJ

F F 
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3 - CONTROL AND SIGNAL LIGHTS PANEL 3 - CONTROL AND SIGNAL LIGHTS PANEL 

A permanently lit or flashing warning lamp, with A permanently lit or flashing warning lamp, with the engine running, is the sign of the engine running, is the sign of an operating fault. The lighting of some lamps may be an operating fault. The lighting of some lamps may be accompanied accompanied 

by an audible signal. Do not by an audible signal. Do not ignore this warning, consult your dealer without delay.ignore this warning, consult your dealer without delay.

If one of the warning lamps comes on while If one of the warning lamps comes on while the lift truck is the lift truck is in motion, stop the lift trin motion, stop the lift truck under the safest possible conditions.uck under the safest possible conditions.

In order to comprehend the diagnostic and find cause of the malfunction, refer to In order to comprehend the diagnostic and find cause of the malfunction, refer to chapter: 3 - MAINTENANCE: SERVICING SCHEDULE.chapter: 3 - MAINTENANCE: SERVICING SCHEDULE.

When activating the electrical system of the lift truck, all the red and orange lamps and the panel’s buzzer must light to indicateWhen activating the electrical system of the lift truck, all the red and orange lamps and the panel’s buzzer must light to indicate

their good working order. If one of the red lamps or the buzzer does not function, carry out the necessary repairs.their good working order. If one of the red lamps or the buzzer does not function, carry out the necessary repairs.

AA -- I.I.C.C. ENENGIGINENE WWAATETERR TETEMPMPERERAATUTURERE

TemTemperature perature zonezone

A1 - Blue zone (0° - 50°) Use the lift truck with moderation, wait for temperature to increase before normal operation.A1 - Blue zone (0° - 50°) Use the lift truck with moderation, wait for temperature to increase before normal operation.

A2 - Green zone (50° - 100°) Use lift truck normally.A2 - Green zone (50° - 100°) Use lift truck normally.

A3 - White/red zone (100° - 105°) Use lift truck with moderation, monitor the temperature.A3 - White/red zone (100° - 105°) Use lift truck with moderation, monitor the temperature.

A4 - Red zone (105° - 120°) Stop the lift truck, look for the cause of overheating.A4 - Red zone (105° - 120°) Stop the lift truck, look for the cause of overheating.

NOTE: Red indicator light “F” comes on NOTE: Red indicator light “F” comes on between zone A3 and A4.between zone A3 and A4.

BB -- REREDD I.I.C.C. ENENGIGINENE FFAUAULLTT ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

If the lamp comes on or flashes, when If the lamp comes on or flashes, when the lift truck ithe lift truck is running, stop the I.C. engine s running, stop the I.C. engine immediately and consult your dealer.immediately and consult your dealer.

CC -- ORORANANGEGE I.I.C.C. ENENGIGINENE FFAUAULLTT ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

If the lamp comes on or flashes while the lift truck is in operation, a diagnostic fault has been detected. The lift truck will operateIf the lamp comes on or flashes while the lift truck is in operation, a diagnostic fault has been detected. The lift truck will operate

in reduced mode. Consult your dealer without in reduced mode. Consult your dealer without delay.delay.

DD -- ORORANANGEGE I.I.C.C. ENENGIGINENE PRPREHEHEAEATITINGNG ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

Preheating is necessary. When the lift truck is switched on, the lamp comes on for 2 seconds and off as soon as preheating isPreheating is necessary. When the lift truck is switched on, the lamp comes on for 2 seconds and off as soon as preheating is

ended. Start the lift truck’s I.C. engine.ended. Start the lift truck’s I.C. engine.

EE -- REREDD I.I.C.C. ENENGIGINENE OIOILL PRPRESESSUSURERE ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

If the lamp and the buzzer come on when the lift truck is running, stop the I.C. engine immediately and look for the cause (see oilIf the lamp and the buzzer come on when the lift truck is running, stop the I.C. engine immediately and look for the cause (see oil

level in I.C. engine crankcase).level in I.C. engine crankcase).

FF -- REREDD I.I.C.C. ENENGIGINENE WWAATETERR TETEMPMPERERAATUTURERE ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

If the lamp and the buzzer come on when the lift truck is running, stop the I.C. engine immediately and investigate the coolingIf the lamp and the buzzer come on when the lift truck is running, stop the I.C. engine immediately and investigate the cooling

circuit for the cause of the circuit for the cause of the malfunction.malfunction.

GG -- REREDD GEGEARAR BOBOXX OIOILL PRPRESESSUSURERE ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

This lamp and buzzer come on when there is an abnormal drop in gear box pressure, in forward gear. Stop the lift truck and lookThis lamp and buzzer come on when there is an abnormal drop in gear box pressure, in forward gear. Stop the lift truck and look

for the cause (e.g., Low oil level for the cause (e.g., Low oil level in the transmission, internal leak in the transmission, internal leak in the transmission, etc.).in the transmission, etc.).

NOTE:NOTE: The signal light operates in forwarThe signal light operates in forward travel conditions onlyd travel conditions only, the signal should not be taken into account when the I.C, the signal should not be taken into account when the I.C. engine. engine

is running at idle or is stopped.is running at idle or is stopped.

HH -- REREDD AIAIRR FIFILLTETERR CLCLOGOGGEGEDD ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

The lamp and the buzzer come on when the air filter cartridge is clogged up. Stop the lift truck and carrThe lamp and the buzzer come on when the air filter cartridge is clogged up. Stop the lift truck and carr y out the necessary repairsy out the necessary repairs

(see cleaning and r(see cleaning and replacement requirements in eplacement requirements in chapter: 3 - MAINTEchapter: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILNANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).TERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

II -- REREDD TRTRANSANSMISMISSIOSIONN OILOIL TEMTEMPERPERAATUTURERE ININDIDICACATORTOR LIGLIGHTHT

The lamp and the buzzer come on when the gear box oil temperature is abnormally high. Stop the lift truck and look for the causeThe lamp and the buzzer come on when the gear box oil temperature is abnormally high. Stop the lift truck and look for the cause

of this overheating.of this overheating.

AA
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JJ -- REREDD BABATTTTERERYY CHCHARARGEGE ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

If the lamps G -G - H - I - J - N and the buzzer come on, when the lift truck is running, stop the I.C. engine immediately and checkIf the lamps G -G - H - I - J - N and the buzzer come on, when the lift truck is running, stop the I.C. engine immediately and check

the electrical circuit as well as the alternator belt.the electrical circuit as well as the alternator belt.

KK -- REREDD PPARARKIKINGNG BRBRAKAKEE ININDIDICACATOTORR LILIGHGHTT

This lamp comes on when the parking brake is applied.This lamp comes on when the parking brake is applied.

LL -- GRGREEEENN DIDIRERECTCTIOIONN ININDIDICACATOTORR LALAMPMP

MM -- BBLULUEE MMAIAINN BBEAEAMM LALAMMPP

NN -- REREDD BRBRAKAKININGNGNGG OIOILL LELEVEVELL LALAMPMP

If the lamp and the buzzer come on, when the lift If the lamp and the buzzer come on, when the lift truck is rtruck is running, stop the I.C. engine immediately and check the braking oil unning, stop the I.C. engine immediately and check the braking oil level.level.
In the event of an abnorIn the event of an abnormal dropping of the lmal dropping of the level, consult your dealer.evel, consult your dealer.

OO -- HHOOUURR MMEETETERR

PP -- FFUUEELL LLEEVVEELL

4 - LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM 4 - LONGITUDINAL STABILITY ALARM 

This device warns the operator that the lift truck is approaching the limit of longitudinal stability. However, lateral stability canThis device warns the operator that the lift truck is approaching the limit of longitudinal stability. However, lateral stability can

reduce the load chart in the upper part, and this reduction is not detected by the longitudinal stability alarm.reduce the load chart in the upper part, and this reduction is not detected by the longitudinal stability alarm.

The operator must respect the lift truck’s load chart.The operator must respect the lift truck’s load chart.

OPERATIONOPERATION

When the lift truck is switched on a control test is automatically carried out.When the lift truck is switched on a control test is automatically carried out.

-- Correct operation: All leds and the sound alarm function Correct operation: All leds and the sound alarm function continuously for 2 secondscontinuously for 2 seconds..

- Faulty operation: All leds and the sound alarm function intermittently (stop the lift truck and consult your dealer, never attempt a- Faulty operation: All leds and the sound alarm function intermittently (stop the lift truck and consult your dealer, never attempt a

repair yourself).repair yourself).

AA -- VIVISUSUALAL ALALARARMM

A1 - 4 green leds: There is a large reserve of longitudinal stability.A1 - 4 green leds: There is a large reserve of longitudinal stability.

A2 - 2 yellow leds: The lift truck is approaching the limit of longitudinal stability,A2 - 2 yellow leds: The lift truck is approaching the limit of longitudinal stability,

move carefully.move carefully.

A3 - 1 red led: The lift truck is very near at the limit of longitudinal stability. TheA3 - 1 red led: The lift truck is very near at the limit of longitudinal stability. The

alarm sounds simultaneously with a slow intermittent sound. Movealarm sounds simultaneously with a slow intermittent sound. Move

very carefully.very carefully.

A4 - 1 red led: The lift truck is at the authorized limit of longitudinal stability. TheA4 - 1 red led: The lift truck is at the authorized limit of longitudinal stability. The

alarm sounds simultaneously with a speed intermittent sound. Onlyalarm sounds simultaneously with a speed intermittent sound. Only

make de-aggravating hydraulic movements in the following order;make de-aggravating hydraulic movements in the following order;

retract and raise the jib.retract and raise the jib.

BB -- SOSOUUNNDD AALALARRMM

Used to switch off the sound alarm when using the lift truck with loading and earUsed to switch off the sound alarm when using the lift truck with loading and ear th movingth moving

buckets. When it is switched off, the red led B1 indicates that the sound alarm has beenbuckets. When it is switched off, the red led B1 indicates that the sound alarm has been
cut off and only the visual alarm is working. Under other operating conditions, the soundcut off and only the visual alarm is working. Under other operating conditions, the sound

alarm must be switched on.alarm must be switched on.

CC -- TETESSTT SWSWITITCCHH

Press the switch to verify at any time that the longitudinal stability alarm is working.Press the switch to verify at any time that the longitudinal stability alarm is working.

NOTE:NOTE: This test does not This test does not verify that the alarm is correctly set; verify that the alarm is correctly set; this must be checthis must be checked atked at

every periodic service.every periodic service.

-- Correct operation: All leds and the sound alarm function continuCorrect operation: All leds and the sound alarm function continuously.ously.

-- Faulty operation: All leds and the Faulty operation: All leds and the sound alarm function intermittently (stop the lift trucksound alarm function intermittently (stop the lift truck

and consult your dealer, never attempt a repair yourself).and consult your dealer, never attempt a repair yourself).

DD -- STSTRARAININ GAGAUGUGEE

Disassembly or adjustment of the strain gauge is prohibited, this must only Disassembly or adjustment of the strain gauge is prohibited, this must only be done by specially trained be done by specially trained 

personnel, consult your dealer.personnel, consult your dealer.

DD
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5 - SWITCHES 5 - SWITCHES 

NOTE:NOTE: The location of The location of the switches may the switches may varvary depending on y depending on the options.the options.

AA -- HEHEAATETERR BLBLOWOWERER

This two speed switch allows warm or cold air to pass through the heatingThis two speed switch allows warm or cold air to pass through the heating

ventilators.ventilators.

BB -- WWARARNININGNG LILIGHGHTSTS

This switch enables the L.H. and R.H. Indicators to be switched onThis switch enables the L.H. and R.H. Indicators to be switched on

simultaneously, with the ignition off. The signal light indicates that thesimultaneously, with the ignition off. The signal light indicates that the

switch is being used.switch is being used.

CC -- OOPPTITIOONN ELELEECCTRTROOVVALALVEVE OONN JIJIBB HHEEADAD ++ AATTTTACACHHMMEENNTT HHYDYDRRAAUULILICC

LOCKLOCKINGING DEVIDEVICECE

See: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE See: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE OPTIONSOPTIONS

DD -- FRFRONONTT WIWINDNDSCSCREREENEN WIWIPEPERR ANANDD WIWINDNDSCSCREREENEN WWASASHEHERR

This switch, when set to the “intermediate” position, the windscreen wiper to This switch, when set to the “intermediate” position, the windscreen wiper to be operated and the “down” position and simultaneouslybe operated and the “down” position and simultaneously

pressed, the windscreen-washer to be operated.pressed, the windscreen-washer to be operated.

EE -- REREARAR WIWINDNDSCSCREREENEN WIWIPEPERR ++ OPOPTITIONONALAL ROROOFOF WIWINDNDSCSCREREENEN WIWIPEPERR

FF -- FLFLASASHIHINGNG LILIGHGHTT

GG -- OPOPTITIONON WOWORKRKININGG HEHEADAD LILIGHGHTT

HH -- OPOPTIOTIONN CUCUTTITTINGNG OFFOFF “SI“SIMPLMPLE”E” andand “AG“AGGRGRAAVVAATINTING”G” HYDHYDRARAULIULICC MOMOVEMVEMENTENTSS

See: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE See: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE OPTIONSOPTIONS

II -- PPARARKIKINGNG BRBRAKAKEE

-- Lower the button 1 and press the bottom of the switch to connect the parking brake. The signal lamp shows it is being used.Lower the button 1 and press the bottom of the switch to connect the parking brake. The signal lamp shows it is being used.

- Press the top of the - Press the top of the switch to disconnect the parking brake.switch to disconnect the parking brake.

JJ -- TRATRANSMNSMISSISSIONION CUCUT-OT-OFF FF 

The switch sets transmission cuThe switch sets transmission cut-off to the sert-off to the service brake pedalvice brake pedal

or the forward/reverse selector.or the forward/reverse selector.

Position A: Indicator light on, transmission cut-off to servicePosition A: Indicator light on, transmission cut-off to service

brake pedal effected.brake pedal effected.

Position B: Indicator light off, transmission cut-off to forward/Position B: Indicator light off, transmission cut-off to forward/

reverse selector effected.reverse selector effected.

NOTE:NOTE: In all cases In all cases transmission cut-off can be transmission cut-off can be effected usingeffected using

the gear lever.the gear lever.

USE OF TRANSMISSION CUT-OFF USE OF TRANSMISSION CUT-OFF 

Transmission cut-off to brake pedal (position A).Transmission cut-off to brake pedal (position A).

• When loading.• When loading.

Transmission cut-off to forward/reverse selector (position B).Transmission cut-off to forward/reverse selector (position B).

• When driving.• When driving.

•• For inching and continuous For inching and continuous stopping and starting (delicate handling). In order to optimise stopping and starting (delicate handling). In order to optimise hydraulic movements, cut hydraulic movements, cut off transmissionoff transmission

to the forward/reverse selector.to the forward/reverse selector.

• Starting up on a slope.• Starting up on a slope.

KK -- OPOPTITIONON WOWORKRKININGG TTAIAILL LILIGHGHTT

LL -- OPOPTITIONON SESELFLF-C-CLELEANANININGG FFANAN

See: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF ELECTRIC AND See: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF ELECTRIC AND HYDRAULIC OPTIONS.HYDRAULIC OPTIONS.

MM -- OPOPTITIONON JIJIBB SUSUSPSPENENSISIONON

See: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF ELECTRIC AND See: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF ELECTRIC AND HYDRAULIC OPTIONS.HYDRAULIC OPTIONS.

       N       N
      °      °
       2       2
      7      7
       2       2
      0      0
       4       4
      0      0

BB
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6 - LIGHTR 6 - LIGHTR SWITCH, HORN AND SWITCH, HORN AND INDICAINDICATOR SWITCH TOR SWITCH 

The switch controls the visual and sound alarms.The switch controls the visual and sound alarms.

A - All lights are off, the direction indicators do not flash.A - All lights are off, the direction indicators do not flash.

B - The right hand direction indicators flash.B - The right hand direction indicators flash.

C - The left hand dirC - The left hand direction indicators flash.ection indicators flash.

D - The sidelights and the rear lights are on.D - The sidelights and the rear lights are on.

E - The dipped headlights and the rear lights are on.E - The dipped headlights and the rear lights are on.

F - The main beam headlights and the rear lights are on.F - The main beam headlights and the rear lights are on.

G - Headlight signal.G - Headlight signal.

Pressing the switch sounds the horn.Pressing the switch sounds the horn.

NOTE: The positions D - E - F - G can be carried out without the ignition being on.NOTE: The positions D - E - F - G can be carried out without the ignition being on.

7 - IGNITION SWITCH 7 - IGNITION SWITCH 

The key switch has five positions:The key switch has five positions:

P - Ignition off, parking position.P - Ignition off, parking position.

O - Ignition switched off and I.C. engine stopped.O - Ignition switched off and I.C. engine stopped.

I - Ignition and pre-heating.I - Ignition and pre-heating.

II - Not used.II - Not used.

III - The I.C. engine starts, return to position I as soon as the key is released.III - The I.C. engine starts, return to position I as soon as the key is released.

8 - BRAKING OIL TANK, FUSES AND RELAY ACCESS PANEL 8 - BRAKING OIL TANK, FUSES AND RELAY ACCESS PANEL 

9 - BRAKING OIL TANK 9 - BRAKING OIL TANK 

See: 3 - MAINTENANCE: B - See: 3 - MAINTENANCE: B - EVERY 50 HOURS SERVICE.EVERY 50 HOURS SERVICE.
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10 - FUSES AND RELAYS IN THE CAB 10 - FUSES AND RELAYS IN THE CAB 

A sticker on the protective lid gives you a rapid view of how to use theA sticker on the protective lid gives you a rapid view of how to use the

components of the panel components of the panel described below.described below.

Always replace a faulty Always replace a faulty fuse with another of equivalent rating. Never use fuse with another of equivalent rating. Never use a fuse a fuse 

that has been repaired.that has been repaired.

F1 - OPTION Pneumatic seat (10A).F1 - OPTION Pneumatic seat (10A).

F2 - Wheel alignment (5A).F2 - Wheel alignment (5A).

F3 - Sound alarm (10A).F3 - Sound alarm (10A).

- Stop switch (10A).- Stop switch (10A).

F4 - OPTION Jib head light (10A).F4 - OPTION Jib head light (10A).

- OPTIONAL Jib head electrovalve (10A).- OPTIONAL Jib head electrovalve (10A).
-- OPTION ElecOPTION Electrovalvtrovalve on jib head +e on jib head + attacattachment hydhment hydraulic lockraulic locking device (10ing device (10A).A).

- OPTION Electrical jib provision (10A).- OPTION Electrical jib provision (10A).

- OPTION Anti-theft device provision (10A).- OPTION Anti-theft device provision (10A).

- OPTION Anti-theft system (10A).- OPTION Anti-theft system (10A).

- OPTION Anti-start system (10A).- OPTION Anti-start system (10A).

- OPTION Self-cleaning fan (10A).- OPTION Self-cleaning fan (10A).

- OPTION Jib suspension (10A).- OPTION Jib suspension (10A).

F5 - Left indicators (7,5A).F5 - Left indicators (7,5A).

F6 - Right sidelight (7,5A).F6 - Right sidelight (7,5A).

- Fuel gauge lighting (7,5A).- Fuel gauge lighting (7,5A).

- Engine water temperature lighting module (7,5A).- Engine water temperature lighting module (7,5A).

- Hour meter lighting (7,5A).- Hour meter lighting (7,5A).

- OPTIONAL Number plate lighting (7,5A).- OPTIONAL Number plate lighting (7,5A).

F7 - Left sidelights (7,5A).F7 - Left sidelights (7,5A).

F8 - Revolving light (7,5A).F8 - Revolving light (7,5A).

F9 - OPTION Working tail light (15A).F9 - OPTION Working tail light (15A).

F10 - OPTION Front working head light (15A).F10 - OPTION Front working head light (15A).F11 - Insulation of the compensation cylinders (7,5A).F11 - Insulation of the compensation cylinders (7,5A).

- OPTION Air conditioning (7,5A).- OPTION Air conditioning (7,5A).

F12 - Parking brake (7,5A).F12 - Parking brake (7,5A).

- Tilt corrector safety (7,5A).- Tilt corrector safety (7,5A). MLMLTT 949400 LL -1-12020 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3

- OPTION Jib suspension (7,5A).- OPTION Jib suspension (7,5A).

F13 - Forward/reverse selector (15A).F13 - Forward/reverse selector (15A).

- Transmission cut-off (15A).- Transmission cut-off (15A).

- Reverse lights (15A).- Reverse lights (15A).

- OPTION Reverse buzzer alarm (15A).- OPTION Reverse buzzer alarm (15A).

F14 - Longitudinal stability alarm (10A).F14 - Longitudinal stability alarm (10A).

-- OPTION Cutting OPTION Cutting off “simple” hydraulic off “simple” hydraulic movements (10A).movements (10A).

-- ModuleModules +s + OPTION CutOPTION Cutting off “aggravating off “aggravating” hydrting” hydraulic moveaulic movements (10ments (10A).A).

-- Modules +Modules + OPTION Cutting OPTION Cutting off “aggravating” hydraoff “aggravating” hydraulic movements ulic movements + Forced + Forced operation (10A).operation (10A).

F15 - Signal lamp panel (5A).F15 - Signal lamp panel (5A).

- Fuel gauge (5A).- Fuel gauge (5A).

- Hour meter (5A).- Hour meter (5A).

F16 - Indicator power supply (10A).F16 - Indicator power supply (10A).

F17 - Front windscreen wiper F17 - Front windscreen wiper and windscreen washer (10A).and windscreen washer (10A).

F18 - Main beam (15A).F18 - Main beam (15A).

- Main beam lamp (15A).- Main beam lamp (15A).

F19 - Right indicators (7,5A).F19 - Right indicators (7,5A).

F20 - Low beam (15A).F20 - Low beam (15A).

F21 - Hazard warning lights power supply (15A).F21 - Hazard warning lights power supply (15A).

- Roof light (15A).- Roof light (15A).

- OPTIONAL (+)permanent (15A).- OPTIONAL (+)permanent (15A).

F22 - Light switch power supply, horn and indicators (25A).F22 - Light switch power supply, horn and indicators (25A).

F23 - Rear windscreen wiper (7,5A).F23 - Rear windscreen wiper (7,5A).

- OPTION Roof windscreen wiper (7,5A).- OPTION Roof windscreen wiper (7,5A).

F24 - Heating (15A).F24 - Heating (15A).

F25 - Starter (20A).F25 - Starter (20A).

F30 - Electroproportional hydraulic control modules (3A).F30 - Electroproportional hydraulic control modules (3A).

- Modules +- Modules + OPTION ForcOPTION Forced operated operation (5A).ion (5A).

F31 - Diagnostic socket (1A).F31 - Diagnostic socket (1A).

F35 - Diagnostic socket (5A).F35 - Diagnostic socket (5A).

F31F31

OPT.OPT.

OOPPTT.  .  OOPPTT.  .  OOPPTT..OPT.OPT.
  STOP  STOP

15A15A7.5A7.5A25A25A15A15A15A15A7.5A7.5A15A15A10A10A10A10A5A5A

10A10A15A15A7.5Amax.7.5Amax.10Amax.10Amax.15A15A15A15A7.5A7.5A7.5A7.5A7.5A7.5A7.5A7.5A5 A  5 A  1 01 0A  1 0A  1 0A m aA m ax .x .15Amax.15Amax.

           3           3
           A           A

           2           2
           0           0
           A           A

        L        L
        S        S
        U        U

KK4  4  KK7  7  KK6  6  KK3  K3  K00

K1K1K2K2F24F24F23F23F22F22F21F21F20F20F19F19F18F18F17F17F16F16F15F15

K5K5F14F14F13F13F12F12F11F11F10F10F9F9F8F8F7F7F6F6F5F5F4F4F3F3F2F2F1F1

N°244091N°244091

        F        F
        3        3
        0        0

        F        F
        2        2
        5        5

  

F25F25
F30F30

K11K11

F35F35

K17K17
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K0 - Transmission cut-off relay.K0 - Transmission cut-off relay.

K1 - Transmission cut-off relay.K1 - Transmission cut-off relay.

K2 - Forward gear relay.K2 - Forward gear relay.

K3 - Reverse gear K3 - Reverse gear relay.relay.

K4 - Safety system starK4 - Safety system starting switch relay.ting switch relay.

K5 - Gear box oil K5 - Gear box oil pressure relay.pressure relay.

K6 - Flashing unit.K6 - Flashing unit.

K7 - Buzzer.K7 - Buzzer.

K9 - OPTION Relay cutting off “simple” hydraulic movements.K9 - OPTION Relay cutting off “simple” hydraulic movements.

K11 - Electroproportional hydraulic control power cut-off relay.K11 - Electroproportional hydraulic control power cut-off relay.

K12 - OPTION Jib K12 - OPTION Jib suspension relay.suspension relay.

K13 - OPTION Jib K13 - OPTION Jib head electrovalve relay.head electrovalve relay.

-- OPTION Jib OPTION Jib head electrovalve relay head electrovalve relay ++ attachment hydraulic locking attachment hydraulic locking device.device.
K15 - OPTION K15 - OPTION Overload safety.Overload safety.

K17K17 -- “Aggra“Aggravatinvating” hydraug” hydraulic movemenlic movements cut-off relayts cut-off relay..

-- OPTION “Aggravating” hydraulic OPTION “Aggravating” hydraulic movements cut-off relay + forced movements cut-off relay + forced operation.operation.

-- OPTIONOPTION Forced operation relay.Forced operation relay.

K18 - Hand brake indicator liK18 - Hand brake indicator light relay.ght relay.

K19 - Jib suspension cut-ofK19 - Jib suspension cut-of f relay.f relay.

K20 - Oil cooler rK20 - Oil cooler relay.elay.

K21 - Oil pressure K21 - Oil pressure indicator relay.indicator relay.

11 - FUSES AND RELAYS UNDER THE ENGINE HOOD 11 - FUSES AND RELAYS UNDER THE ENGINE HOOD 

Remove casing 1 and cover 2 for Remove casing 1 and cover 2 for access to fuses and relays.access to fuses and relays.

Always replace a faulty fuse with another of equivalent rating. Never Always replace a faulty fuse with another of equivalent rating. Never use a fuse that has been repaired.use a fuse that has been repaired.

F32 - I.C engine electronic control unit (30A).F32 - I.C engine electronic control unit (30A).

F40 - Lift truck electrical equipment (40A).F40 - Lift truck electrical equipment (40A).

F41 - Lift truck electrical equipment (40A).F41 - Lift truck electrical equipment (40A).

F42 - Preheating I.C. engine (80A).F42 - Preheating I.C. engine (80A).

F43 - Alternator (80A).F43 - Alternator (80A).

F44 - OPTION Diesel decongealant (15A).F44 - OPTION Diesel decongealant (15A).

K10 - Preheating I.C. engine rK10 - Preheating I.C. engine relay.elay.

K14 - OPTION Diesel decongealant.K14 - OPTION Diesel decongealant.

22

11

K13K13

K9K9

K9K9

K12K12

K12K12

K10K10

F43F43
F41F41

F44F44

F40F40

K14K14 F32F32

F42F42
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12 - WINDSCREEN WASHER TANK 12 - WINDSCREEN WASHER TANK 

See: 3 - MAINTENANCE: B - See: 3 - MAINTENANCE: B - EVERY 50 HOURS SERVICE.EVERY 50 HOURS SERVICE.

13 - ROOF LIGHT 13 - ROOF LIGHT 

14 - ACCELERATOR PEDAL 14 - ACCELERATOR PEDAL 

15 - SERVICE BRAKE PEDAL 15 - SERVICE BRAKE PEDAL AND TRANSMISSION CUT-OFF AND TRANSMISSION CUT-OFF 

The pedal acts on the front and rThe pedal acts on the front and rear wheels by a power assisted hydraulic brake system, and allows the lear wheels by a power assisted hydraulic brake system, and allows the lift truck to be slowed ift truck to be slowed downdown

and stopped. Depending on the position of the transmission cut-off switch, it and stopped. Depending on the position of the transmission cut-off switch, it enables the transmission to be cut off enables the transmission to be cut off during the freeduring the free

travel (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: 5 - SWITCHES).travel (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: 5 - SWITCHES).

16 - GEAR LEVER AND 16 - GEAR LEVER AND TRANSMISSION CUT-OFF TRANSMISSION CUT-OFF 

In order to change speeds, it is necessary to cut the transmission by pressing the buttonIn order to change speeds, it is necessary to cut the transmission by pressing the button

1 on the lever.1 on the lever.

1st gear: To the right, forwards.1st gear: To the right, forwards.

2nd gear: To the right, backwards.2nd gear: To the right, backwards.

3rd gear: To the left, forwards.3rd gear: To the left, forwards.

4th gear: To the left, backwards.4th gear: To the left, backwards.

Using the gears on the gearboxUsing the gears on the gearbox

-- On these lift trucks with a On these lift trucks with a torque converter, it is not netorque converter, it is not necessary to automatically start upcessary to automatically start up
in 1st speed and progress up the gears.in 1st speed and progress up the gears.

The choice of transmission gear ratio should be made carefully according to the The choice of transmission gear ratio should be made carefully according to the nature of the work being nature of the work being 

carried out. A poor choice may result in the extremely rapid rise of the transmission oil temperature carried out. A poor choice may result in the extremely rapid rise of the transmission oil temperature 

through excessive slipping of the converter, which could lead to through excessive slipping of the converter, which could lead to serious damage to the transmission (it serious damage to the transmission (it 

is essential to stop and change the working conditions if the transmission oil temperature indicator light comes on). This is essential to stop and change the working conditions if the transmission oil temperature indicator light comes on). This poor choice may also result in poor choice may also result in 

a reduction in the lift truck’s pera reduction in the lift truck’s per formance in forward gearformance in forward gear. When the forward force increases, the forward speed in the r . When the forward force increases, the forward speed in the r gear (for example, in 3rd gear) gear (for example, in 3rd gear) 

may be lower than the forward may be lower than the forward speed that could be obtained with the r-1 speed that could be obtained with the r-1 gear (in 2nd instead of 3rd).gear (in 2nd instead of 3rd).

In general, we would advise you to use the following gears according to the nature of the work being carried out.In general, we would advise you to use the following gears according to the nature of the work being carried out.

•• On the road: Set off in 3rd gear and go up to 4th On the road: Set off in 3rd gear and go up to 4th if the conditions and statif the conditions and state of the road permit it. In hilly areas, set e of the road permit it. In hilly areas, set off in 2ndoff in 2nd

gear and go up to 3rd if the conditions and state of the road permit it.gear and go up to 3rd if the conditions and state of the road permit it.

• With a trailer on the road: Set off in 2nd gear and switch to 3rd if the conditions and state of the road permit it.• With a trailer on the road: Set off in 2nd gear and switch to 3rd if the conditions and state of the road permit it.

• Handling: 3rd gear.• Handling: 3rd gear.

2nd gear in restricted spaces.2nd gear in restricted spaces.

• Earth moving: 1st gear.• Earth moving: 1st gear.

• Loading (reclaiming with • Loading (reclaiming with bucket, manure fork, etc.): 2nd gear.bucket, manure fork, etc.): 2nd gear.

33
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17 - FORWARD/NEUTRAL/REVERSE GEAR SELECTION 17 - FORWARD/NEUTRAL/REVERSE GEAR SELECTION 

FORWARD: Push the knob forward (position A).FORWARD: Push the knob forward (position A).

REVERSE: Pull the knob backwards (position B).REVERSE: Pull the knob backwards (position B).

NEUTRAL: The knob must be in the intermediate position to starNEUTRAL: The knob must be in the intermediate position to star t the lift truck (position C).t the lift truck (position C).

When operating this control, the lift truck should be travelling at slow speed and notWhen operating this control, the lift truck should be travelling at slow speed and not

accelerating.accelerating.

NOTE:NOTE: The reverse lights indicatThe reverse lights indicate that the e that the lift truck is running in reverse lift truck is running in reverse motion. Anmotion. An

OPTIONAL audible reversing alarm can also be fitted.OPTIONAL audible reversing alarm can also be fitted.

SASAFEFETYTY FOFORR MOMOVIVINGNG THTHEE LILIFTFT TRTRUCUCKK
Authorization to move the lift truck is controlled by an electronic unit. The operator mustAuthorization to move the lift truck is controlled by an electronic unit. The operator must

observe the following sequence to move the truck forwards or backwards:observe the following sequence to move the truck forwards or backwards:

1 - sit down correctly in the driver’s seat,1 - sit down correctly in the driver’s seat,

2 - release the parking brake,2 - release the parking brake,

3 - engage forward or reverse movement.3 - engage forward or reverse movement.

To stop the lift truck, he must observe the following sequence:To stop the lift truck, he must observe the following sequence:

1 - set the forward/reverse selector to neutral.1 - set the forward/reverse selector to neutral.

2 - engage the parking brake,2 - engage the parking brake,

3 - get out of the lift truck.3 - get out of the lift truck.

If these sequences are not obserIf these sequences are not observed (e.g.: leaving the driver’s seat without setting the parking brake), a buzzer sounds. You mustved (e.g.: leaving the driver’s seat without setting the parking brake), a buzzer sounds. You must

then return the selector to then return the selector to the neutral position and repeat the the neutral position and repeat the sequence.sequence.

18 - STEERING SELECTION 18 - STEERING SELECTION 

Before selecting one of the three possible steering positions, bring the 4 wheels intoBefore selecting one of the three possible steering positions, bring the 4 wheels into

alignment, i.e., in the straight ahead position.alignment, i.e., in the straight ahead position.

AA -- GRGREEEENN WHWHEEEELL ALALIGIGNMNMENENTT LALAMPMPSS

These lamps come on to indicate the alignment of the wheels in relation to the lift truck.These lamps come on to indicate the alignment of the wheels in relation to the lift truck.

Lamp A1 for the front wheels and lamp A2 for the rear wheels.Lamp A1 for the front wheels and lamp A2 for the rear wheels.

Before selecting one of the three possible steering positions, bring all 4 wheels into alignment with Before selecting one of the three possible steering positions, bring all 4 wheels into alignment with 

regards to the lift regards to the lift truck axle. Never change the steering mode whilst driving.truck axle. Never change the steering mode whilst driving.

BB -- STSTEEEERIRINGNG SESELELECTCTIOIONN LELEVEVERR

B1 - Front drive wheels (highway traffic).B1 - Front drive wheels (highway traffic).

B2 - Front and rear drive wheels in opposite direction (short steering lock).B2 - Front and rear drive wheels in opposite direction (short steering lock).

B3 - Front and rear drive wheels in the same direction (crab steering).B3 - Front and rear drive wheels in the same direction (crab steering).

CC -- SWSWITITCHCH FOFORR ALALIGIGNMNMENENTT OFOF THTHEE WHWHEEEELSLS

This switch enables the use or not of the device for aligThis switch enables the use or not of the device for alignment of the wheels. The indicatornment of the wheels. The indicator

light indicates its use.light indicates its use.

COCONTNTROROLL FOFORR ALALIGIGNMNMENENTT OFOF THTHEE WHWHEEEELSLS

- Connect the switch (signal light - Connect the switch (signal light ON).ON).

- Shift the steering selection lever B into position B2 (short steering lock).- Shift the steering selection lever B into position B2 (short steering lock).

- Turn the steering wheel and bring the rear wheels into alignment until lamp A2 lights up.- Turn the steering wheel and bring the rear wheels into alignment until lamp A2 lights up.

- Shift the steering selection lever B into position B1 (highway traffic).- Shift the steering selection lever B into position B1 (highway traffic).

-- Turn the steering wheel anTurn the steering wheel and bring the front wheels into alignment until lamp d bring the front wheels into alignment until lamp A1 lightsA1 lights

up.up.

Before driving on roads, it is necessary to check the alignment of the rear Before driving on roads, it is necessary to check the alignment of the rear wheels and to drive in front wheel steer. The control of the alignment of the wheels and to drive in front wheel steer. The control of the alignment of the 

rear wheels must be regularly done with the rear wheels must be regularly done with the help of the green lamps, while driving help of the green lamps, while driving the lift truck. In case of the lift truck. In case of anomalies, consult your dealeranomalies, consult your dealer..
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19 - HYDRAULIC CONTROLS AND TRANSMISSION CUT-OFF 19 - HYDRAULIC CONTROLS AND TRANSMISSION CUT-OFF 

Do not attempt to alter Do not attempt to alter the hydraulic system pressure by interfering with the hydraulic system pressure by interfering with the pressure regulating valve. In the the pressure regulating valve. In the event of suspected malfunction, contact event of suspected malfunction, contact 

your dealer. ANY ALTERATION MAY RENDER THE WARRANTY NULL AND VOID.your dealer. ANY ALTERATION MAY RENDER THE WARRANTY NULL AND VOID.

Use the hydraulic controls carefully without jerking, to avoid accidents caused by shaking the lift Use the hydraulic controls carefully without jerking, to avoid accidents caused by shaking the lift truck.truck.

NOTE: If necessarNOTE: If necessary use the steering to reset y use the steering to reset the hydraulic control steering accumulator.the hydraulic control steering accumulator.

MLMLTT 848455 -1-12020 LSLSUU SéSérierie 3-3-E3E3

A - Lifting and tilting control lever.A - Lifting and tilting control lever.

B - Telescoping control button.B - Telescoping control button.

C - Attachment control button.C - Attachment control button.

D - Attachment control button.D - Attachment control button.

LILIFTFTININGG THTHEE LOLOADAD

- The lever A backwards when lifting.- The lever A backwards when lifting.

- The lever A forwards when lowering.- The lever A forwards when lowering.

TILTILTT OFOF CARCARRIARIAGEGE

- The lever A to the left for reverse tilt.- The lever A to the left for reverse tilt.

- The lever A to the right for forward tilt.- The lever A to the right for forward tilt.

TELESCOPINGTELESCOPING

- Button B forwards for extending.- Button B forwards for extending.

- Button B backwards for retracting.- Button B backwards for retracting.

ATTACHMENTATTACHMENT

- The button C forwards or backwards.- The button C forwards or backwards.

OPOPTIOTIONN JIBJIB HEAHEADD ELEELECTRCTROVOVALALVEVE

-- Button D (see: 2 Button D (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF OPTIONS).AND USE OF OPTIONS).

NOTE:NOTE: When driving on the road, it is highly recommended that you cut-off all the hydraulic movements (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION:When driving on the road, it is highly recommended that you cut-off all the hydraulic movements (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION:

55 - SWIT- SWITCHECHES).S).

MLMLTT 949400 LL 121200 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3

A - Lifting and tilting control lever.A - Lifting and tilting control lever.

B - Telescoping control button.B - Telescoping control button.

C - Attachment control button.C - Attachment control button.

D - Attachment control button.D - Attachment control button.

E - Tilting corrector control button.E - Tilting corrector control button.

LILIFTFTININGG THTHEE LOLOADAD

- The lever A backwards when lifting.- The lever A backwards when lifting.

- The lever A forwards when lowering.- The lever A forwards when lowering.

TILTILTT OFOF CARCARRIARIAGEGE

- The lever A to the left for reverse tilt.- The lever A to the left for reverse tilt.

- The lever A to the right for forward tilt.- The lever A to the right for forward tilt.
TELESCOPINGTELESCOPING

- Button B forwards for extending.- Button B forwards for extending.

- Button B backwards for retracting.- Button B backwards for retracting.

ATTACHMENTATTACHMENT

- The button C forwards or backwards.- The button C forwards or backwards.

OPOPTIOTIONN JIBJIB HEAHEADD ELEELECTRCTROVOVALALVEVE

-- Button D (see: 2 Button D (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION - DESCRIPTION: DESCRIPTION AND USE OF OPTIONS).AND USE OF OPTIONS).

TILTILTINGTING CORRECCORRECTORTOR

-- Button E to the to the Button E to the to the left to tilt the lift truck to the left.left to tilt the lift truck to the left.

-- Button E to Button E to the right to the right to tilt the lift truck to tilt the lift truck to the right.the right.

NOTE:NOTE: Tilt can be corrected up to the carriage articulation axle height of 3m50 from the ground, with the jib retracted.Tilt can be corrected up to the carriage articulation axle height of 3m50 from the ground, with the jib retracted.

NOTE:NOTE: When driving on the road, it is highly recommended that you cut-off all the hydraulic movements (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION:When driving on the road, it is highly recommended that you cut-off all the hydraulic movements (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION:

55 - SWIT- SWITCHECHES).S).

20 - FUNCTION FILES 20 - FUNCTION FILES 

These files contain the description of the hydraulic controls and the load charts for the attachments used on the lift truck.These files contain the description of the hydraulic controls and the load charts for the attachments used on the lift truck.
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21 - HEATER CONTROL 21 - HEATER CONTROL 

AA -- HEHEAATITINGNG FFANAN COCONTNTROROLL

This 2-speed control regulates warm or cold air through the heating ventilators.This 2-speed control regulates warm or cold air through the heating ventilators.

In position 0, the fan is off.In position 0, the fan is off.

In position 1, the fan is set In position 1, the fan is set to minimum speed.to minimum speed.

In position 2, the fan is set In position 2, the fan is set to maximum speed.to maximum speed.

BB -- HEAHEATINTINGG TEMTEMPERPERAATURTUREE COCONTRNTROLOL

Allows the temperature inside the cab Allows the temperature inside the cab to be adjusted.to be adjusted.

In position 1, the valve is In position 1, the valve is closed, the fan delivers fresh air.closed, the fan delivers fresh air.

In position 2, the valve is In position 2, the valve is fully open, the fan delivers warfully open, the fan delivers warm air.m air.

The intermediate positions allow the temperature to be adjusted.The intermediate positions allow the temperature to be adjusted.

22 - AIR CONDITIONING CONTROLS (OPTION AIR 22 - AIR CONDITIONING CONTROLS (OPTION AIR CONDITIONING) CONDITIONING) 
The air conditioning only comes on when the forklift truck The air conditioning only comes on when the forklift truck has been started up. When using your air has been started up. When using your air 

conditioning, you must work with conditioning, you must work with the doors and windows closed.the doors and windows closed.

In winter: So as to ensure correct operation and complete efficiency In winter: So as to ensure correct operation and complete efficiency of the air conditioning unit, start of the air conditioning unit, start 

up the compressor once a week, if only up the compressor once a week, if only for a short for a short spell, so as to lubricate the internal seals.spell, so as to lubricate the internal seals.

In cold weather: Warm the I.C. In cold weather: Warm the I.C. engine before switching on the engine before switching on the compressorcompressor, so as , so as to allow the to allow the coolant coolant 

that has collected in the liquid state at that has collected in the liquid state at the lowest point of the compressor circuit to turn the lowest point of the compressor circuit to turn into gas into gas 

under the effect of the heat given under the effect of the heat given off by the off by the I.C. engine, as the compressor is liable to be I.C. engine, as the compressor is liable to be damaged by damaged by 

coolant in the liquid state.coolant in the liquid state.

If your air conditioning does not seem to be working properly, have it examined by your dealer (see: 3 If your air conditioning does not seem to be working properly, have it examined by your dealer (see: 3 

- MAINTENANCE: F - EVERY 2000 HOURS OF SERVICE). Never try to repair any possible problems by - MAINTENANCE: F - EVERY 2000 HOURS OF SERVICE). Never try to repair any possible problems by 

yourself.yourself.

CC -- COCONDNDITIITIONONEDED AIRAIR TEMTEMPERPERAATURTUREE COCONTRNTROLOL

Allows the temperature inside the cab Allows the temperature inside the cab to be adjusted.to be adjusted.

In position 0, the air-conditioning system is switched off.In position 0, the air-conditioning system is switched off.

In position 1, the air-conditioning system runs on minimum.In position 1, the air-conditioning system runs on minimum.

In position 2, the air-conditioning system runs on maximum.In position 2, the air-conditioning system runs on maximum.

The intermediate positions allow the temperature to be adjusted.The intermediate positions allow the temperature to be adjusted.

NOTE:NOTE: Possible losses oPossible losses of water under the lift truck are due to condensf water under the lift truck are due to condensate discharges causedate discharges caused

by the drying effect of the installation, especially with high outside temperaturesby the drying effect of the installation, especially with high outside temperatures

and high relative humidity.and high relative humidity.

For the air conditioning to perform properly, the air intakes must not be blocked byFor the air conditioning to perform properly, the air intakes must not be blocked by

frost, snow or leaves.frost, snow or leaves.

When the facility is running, at least one of the cab air grilles must be open so asWhen the facility is running, at least one of the cab air grilles must be open so as

to avoid any risk of frto avoid any risk of freezing to the evaporator.eezing to the evaporator.

COCONDNDITIITIONONEDED AIRAIR MOMODEDE

The controls must be adjusted in the following way:The controls must be adjusted in the following way:

A - At the required position 1 or 2.A - At the required position 1 or 2.

B - At the position 1 B - At the position 1 (heater valve closed).(heater valve closed).

C - At the required temperature.C - At the required temperature.

DEMDEMISTINISTINGG MODMODEE

The controls must be adjusted in the following way:The controls must be adjusted in the following way:

A - At the required position 1 or 2.A - At the required position 1 or 2.

B - At the required temperature.B - At the required temperature.

C - At the required temperature.C - At the required temperature.
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23 - RECYCLING 23 - RECYCLING INTINTAKES (AIR CONDITIONING AKES (AIR CONDITIONING OPTION) OPTION) 

24 - WINDSCREEN DEMISTER VENTS 24 - WINDSCREEN DEMISTER VENTS 

For optimum effectiveness, close the heating ventilators.For optimum effectiveness, close the heating ventilators.

25 - HEATING VENTS 25 - HEATING VENTS 

These heating vents enable the air to be directed to the interior of the cabin and onto the side windows.These heating vents enable the air to be directed to the interior of the cabin and onto the side windows.

26 - BUTTON FOR OPENING 26 - BUTTON FOR OPENING HYDRAULIC FLUID AND FUEL FILLER ACCESS PANEL HYDRAULIC FLUID AND FUEL FILLER ACCESS PANEL 

- Push the button to open the - Push the button to open the access panel.access panel.

- Push the panel to close it.- Push the panel to close it.

27 - DOOR LOCK 27 - DOOR LOCK 

Two keys are provided with the lift truck to enable the cabin to be locked.Two keys are provided with the lift truck to enable the cabin to be locked.

28 - LOCKING HANDLE FOR UPPE28 - LOCKING HANDLE FOR UPPER HALF-DOOR R HALF-DOOR 

29 - UNLOCKING BUTTON FOR UPPER HALF DOOR 29 - UNLOCKING BUTTON FOR UPPER HALF DOOR 

30 - HANDLE FOR REAR WINDOW OPENING 30 - HANDLE FOR REAR WINDOW OPENING 

EMEREMERGENCGENCYY EXITEXIT

Use the rear window as an emerUse the rear window as an emergency exit, if it is gency exit, if it is impossible to leave the cab by the impossible to leave the cab by the door.door.

31 - DOCUMENT HOLDER 31 - DOCUMENT HOLDER 

Ensure that the operator’s manual is in Ensure that the operator’s manual is in its place in the document holder.its place in the document holder.

32 - FRONT LIGHTS 32 - FRONT LIGHTS 

A - Left front indicator.A - Left front indicator.

B - Left front dipped headlight.B - Left front dipped headlight.

CC - Left f- Left front mairont main beam.n beam.

D - Left front sidelight.D - Left front sidelight.

E - Right front indicator.E - Right front indicator.

F - Right front dipped headlight.F - Right front dipped headlight.

G - Right front main beam.G - Right front main beam.

H - Right front sidelight.H - Right front sidelight.
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33 - REAR LIGHTS 33 - REAR LIGHTS 

A - Left rear iA - Left rear indicator.ndicator.

B - Left rear stoplight.B - Left rear stoplight.

C - Left tail light.C - Left tail light.

D - Left rear reverse light.D - Left rear reverse light.

E - Left rear fog light. (OPTION)E - Left rear fog light. (OPTION)

F - Right rear fog light. (OPTION)F - Right rear fog light. (OPTION)

G - Right rear reverse light.G - Right rear reverse light.

H - Right tail light.H - Right tail light.

I - Right rear stoplight.I - Right rear stoplight.

J - Right rear J - Right rear indicator.indicator.

34 - REVOLVING LIGHT 34 - REVOLVING LIGHT 

The revolving light is The revolving light is dismountable to make it possible, for example, to reduce dismountable to make it possible, for example, to reduce the bulkinessthe bulkiness

of the lift truck or to avoid being stolen.of the lift truck or to avoid being stolen.

- Loosen nut 1 and remove the revolving light.- Loosen nut 1 and remove the revolving light.

- Protect mounting 2 with cap 3.- Protect mounting 2 with cap 3.

35 - LEVEL INDICATORS 35 - LEVEL INDICATORS 
AA -- SPSPIIRRITIT LELEVEVELL

Enables the operator to check that the lift truck isEnables the operator to check that the lift truck is

in the horizontal position.in the horizontal position.

BB -- TITILLTT ININDIDICACATOTORR

MLMLTT 949400 LL 121200 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3

When the two marks are aligned, the chassis isWhen the two marks are aligned, the chassis is

parallel with the front axle.parallel with the front axle.

36 - INSIDE REAR-VIEW MIRROR 36 - INSIDE REAR-VIEW MIRROR 

37 - STEERING WHEEL ADJUSTMENT LEVER 37 - STEERING WHEEL ADJUSTMENT LEVER 

This handle enables the angle and This handle enables the angle and height of the steering wheel to height of the steering wheel to be adjusted.be adjusted.

- Turn handle 1 towards A - Turn handle 1 towards A to loosen and adjust steering wheel.to loosen and adjust steering wheel.

- Turn handle 1 towards B to lock steering wheel in the position required.- Turn handle 1 towards B to lock steering wheel in the position required.

38 - DIAGNOSTIC SOCKET 38 - DIAGNOSTIC SOCKET 

AA

MLMLTT 848455 121200 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3

AA

MLMLTT 949400 LL 121200 LSLSUU SéSéririee 3-3-E3E3

JJIIHHGGF F EEDDCCBBAA
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39 - TOOL BOX 39 - TOOL BOX 
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TOWING PIN AND HOOK TOWING PIN AND HOOK 

Located at the rear of the lift truck, this device is used to attach a trailer. Its capacity is limited for each lift truck by theLocated at the rear of the lift truck, this device is used to attach a trailer. Its capacity is limited for each lift truck by the

authorised gross vehicle weight, tractive effort and maximum vertical force on the coupling point. This information is given on theauthorised gross vehicle weight, tractive effort and maximum vertical force on the coupling point. This information is given on the

manufacturer’s plate fixed to each lift trmanufacturer’s plate fixed to each lift truck (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: IDENTIFICATION OF THE LIFT TRUCK).uck (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: IDENTIFICATION OF THE LIFT TRUCK).

-- To use a trailerTo use a trailer, see current regulations in your countr, see current regulations in your country (maximum running speed, braking, maximum weight of trailer, etc.).y (maximum running speed, braking, maximum weight of trailer, etc.).

-- Verify the trailer’s Verify the trailer’s condition before using it (tyre condition and pressures, electrical connection, hydraulic hose, brake system…condition before using it (tyre condition and pressures, electrical connection, hydraulic hose, brake system…).).

Do not tow a trailer or attachment which is not in perDo not tow a trailer or attachment which is not in per fect working orderfect working order. Using a trailer in poor condition may affect the . Using a trailer in poor condition may affect the lift truck’s steering and braking,lift truck’s steering and braking,

and hence safety.and hence safety.

If a third party If a third party helps in coupling or uncoupling the trailerhelps in coupling or uncoupling the trailer, this person must be permanently visible to the driver and wait until the li, this person must be permanently visible to the driver and wait until the li ft truck has stopped,ft truck has stopped,

the handbrake is on and the I.C. engine is the handbrake is on and the I.C. engine is switched off before performing the operation.switched off before performing the operation.

NOTE:NOTE: There is an OPTIONAL rear-view mirror which allows the lift truck to be approached more closely to There is an OPTIONAL rear-view mirror which allows the lift truck to be approached more closely to the trailer ring.the trailer ring.

A - TOWING A - TOWING PINROCHE (STANDARD) PINROCHE (STANDARD) 

COCOUPUPLINLINGG ANDAND UNUNCOCOUPLUPLININGG THETHE TRATRAILEILERR

-- To couple the trailerTo couple the trailer, position the lift truck as close as possible to the trailer ring., position the lift truck as close as possible to the trailer ring.

- Put the handbrake on and switch off the I.C. engine.- Put the handbrake on and switch off the I.C. engine.

-- Remove the clip 1, lift the tRemove the clip 1, lift the trailer pin 2 and place or remove the trrailer pin 2 and place or remove the trailer ring.ailer ring.

Be careful not to get Be careful not to get your fingers caught or crushed during this operation.your fingers caught or crushed during this operation.

Do not forget to put clip 1 back in place.Do not forget to put clip 1 back in place.

When uncoupling, make sure that the When uncoupling, make sure that the trailer is supported trailer is supported independentlyindependently..

B - REAR B - REAR ELECTRIC SOCKET (STANDAELECTRIC SOCKET (STANDARD) RD) 

Enables power supply connection for a trailer (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: TOWING PIN ANDEnables power supply connection for a trailer (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: TOWING PIN AND

HOOK) or signalling bar.HOOK) or signalling bar.

A - Left rear iA - Left rear indicator.ndicator.

C - Earth.C - Earth.

D - Right rear iD - Right rear indicator.ndicator.

E - Right tail light.E - Right tail light.

F - Rear stoplight.F - Rear stoplight.

G - Left tail light.G - Left tail light.

C - ADJUSTABLE PROJECTING HOOK (OPTION) C - ADJUSTABLE PROJECTING HOOK (OPTION) 

COCOUPUPLINLINGG ANDAND UNUNCOCOUPLUPLININGG THETHE TRATRAILEILERR

-- To couple the trailerTo couple the trailer, position the lift truck as close as possible to the trailer ring., position the lift truck as close as possible to the trailer ring.

- Put the handbrake on and switch off the I.C. engine.- Put the handbrake on and switch off the I.C. engine.

- Set the coupling fitting 1 according to the height of the trailer ring.- Set the coupling fitting 1 according to the height of the trailer ring.

Do not forget to put rods and clip back in place.Do not forget to put rods and clip back in place.

-- Remove the clip 2, lift the tRemove the clip 2, lift the trailer pin 3 and place or remove the trrailer pin 3 and place or remove the trailer ring.ailer ring.

Be careful not to get Be careful not to get your fingers caught or crushed during this operation.your fingers caught or crushed during this operation.

Do not forget to put clip 2 back in place.Do not forget to put clip 2 back in place.

When uncoupling, make sure that the When uncoupling, make sure that the trailer is supported trailer is supported independentlyindependently..
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D - ADJUSTABLE PROJECTING HOOK (OPTION) D - ADJUSTABLE PROJECTING HOOK (OPTION) 

COCOUPUPLINLINGG ANDAND UNUNCOCOUPLUPLININGG THETHE TRATRAILEILERR

-- To couple the trailerTo couple the trailer, position the lift truck as close as possible to the trailer ring., position the lift truck as close as possible to the trailer ring.

- Put the handbrake on and switch off the I.C. engine.- Put the handbrake on and switch off the I.C. engine.

ON THE FIXED PINON THE FIXED PIN

- Remove pin 1, remove rod 2 and raise latch 3.- Remove pin 1, remove rod 2 and raise latch 3.

- Insert or remove the trailer ring, lower latch 3 and refit rod 2.- Insert or remove the trailer ring, lower latch 3 and refit rod 2.

Be careful not to get Be careful not to get your fingers caught or crushed during this operation.your fingers caught or crushed during this operation.

Do not forget to put clip 1 back in place.Do not forget to put clip 1 back in place.

When uncoupling, make sure that the When uncoupling, make sure that the trailer is supported trailer is supported independentlyindependently..

ON THE COUPLING LADDERON THE COUPLING LADDER
- Set the coupling fitting 4 according to the height of the trailer ring.- Set the coupling fitting 4 according to the height of the trailer ring.

Do not forget to put rods and clip back in place.Do not forget to put rods and clip back in place.

- Remove the clip 5, lift the trailer pin 6 and place or remove the trailer ring.- Remove the clip 5, lift the trailer pin 6 and place or remove the trailer ring.

Be careful not to get Be careful not to get your fingers caught or crushed during this operation.your fingers caught or crushed during this operation.

Do not forget to put clip 5 back in place.Do not forget to put clip 5 back in place.

When uncoupling, make sure that the When uncoupling, make sure that the trailer is supported trailer is supported independentlyindependently..

E - HYDRAULIC TRAILER HOOK (OPTION) E - HYDRAULIC TRAILER HOOK (OPTION) 

NOTE:NOTE: The rear-view mirror OPTION is mandatory with the hydrThe rear-view mirror OPTION is mandatory with the hydraulic trailer tow hook.aulic trailer tow hook.

-- Raise the hydraulic tow hook to release the hook lock 1 by pulling the lever on distributorRaise the hydraulic tow hook to release the hook lock 1 by pulling the lever on distributor

2 backwards.2 backwards.

-- Pull the knob 3, retain this position and Pull the knob 3, retain this position and push lever 2 forwards to lower the tow hook.push lever 2 forwards to lower the tow hook.

- Release knob 3.- Release knob 3.

- Couple or uncouple the trailer.- Couple or uncouple the trailer.

When uncoupling, make sure that When uncoupling, make sure that the trailer is the trailer is supported independentlysupported independently..

-- Raise the trailer hook by pulling the lever on distributor 2 backwards anRaise the trailer hook by pulling the lever on distributor 2 backwards and then lower thed then lower the

hook to verify that the lock pin is in proper contact with hook 1 lock.hook to verify that the lock pin is in proper contact with hook 1 lock.

Never use the tow hook to Never use the tow hook to raise the rear of the lift raise the rear of the lift truck (when changing the rear wheel for example).truck (when changing the rear wheel for example).

F - CONNECTING THE BRAKE F - CONNECTING THE BRAKE SYSTEM (OPTION) SYSTEM (OPTION) 

- Connect the brake hose to the provided brake unit 1 on the lift truck.- Connect the brake hose to the provided brake unit 1 on the lift truck.

-- Make sure the trailer brakes are working properly and teMake sure the trailer brakes are working properly and test the effects of braking beforest the effects of braking before

taking the trailer onto the taking the trailer onto the public highway.public highway.
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DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE OPTIONS DESCRIPTION AND USE OF THE OPTIONS 

1 - BATTERY CUT-OFF 1 - BATTERY CUT-OFF 

2 - REVERSE BUZZER ALARM 2 - REVERSE BUZZER ALARM 

3 - NUMBER PLATE 3 - NUMBER PLATE 

4 - NUMBER PLATE LIGHTING 4 - NUMBER PLATE LIGHTING 

5 - PREHEATING ELEMENT 5 - PREHEATING ELEMENT 

Enables the engine to be kept warm during prolonged periods of stoppage and thusEnables the engine to be kept warm during prolonged periods of stoppage and thus

improves engine starting.improves engine starting.

Supply characteristics of preheating system:Supply characteristics of preheating system:

• Rated range of power: 220-240V; • Rated range of power: 220-240V; 50-60Hz50-60Hz

• Current consumed: 4,5A• Current consumed: 4,5A

• Equipment in class 1• Equipment in class 1

• Equipment connectable only on feeder circuit TT or TN• Equipment connectable only on feeder circuit TT or TN

• Category of insulation 2• Category of insulation 2

Environmental conditions for use:Environmental conditions for use:

• Maximum ambient temperature for using preheating: +25° C• Maximum ambient temperature for using preheating: +25° C

• Pollution level 2• Pollution level 2

Conditions for connection and use of preheating:Conditions for connection and use of preheating:

- The preheating system should - The preheating system should not be used for an extnot be used for an external ambient temperature higher than +ernal ambient temperature higher than + 25° C.25° C.

- It is essential that the - It is essential that the power supply to the preheating system is:power supply to the preheating system is:

•• Effected with a cable that conforms to the installation standards in fEffected with a cable that conforms to the installation standards in force and contains a protective earth conductor.orce and contains a protective earth conductor.

• Contains an appropriate sectioning system.• Contains an appropriate sectioning system.

•• Incorporates an appIncorporates an appropriate safety system ropriate safety system against short circuits (fuses or circuit breaker) and against short circuits (fuses or circuit breaker) and a differential circuit breakera differential circuit breaker

with 30mA sensitivity.with 30mA sensitivity.

-- Only connect to and disconnecOnly connect to and disconnect from the power supply while the t from the power supply while the unit is off and the I.C. engine is stopped.unit is off and the I.C. engine is stopped.
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6 - MODCOD ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM 6 - MODCOD ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM 

OPERATIONOPERATION

- Switch on the lift truck: the red indicator 1 will flash.- Switch on the lift truck: the red indicator 1 will flash.

- Enter your user code followed by “V” to validate: the green indicator 2 will come on.- Enter your user code followed by “V” to validate: the green indicator 2 will come on.

-- Start the lift truck within the next Start the lift truck within the next 60 seconds; 60 seconds; otherotherwise the anti-thefwise the anti-theft system will t system will bebe

reactivated and the red indicator will flash.reactivated and the red indicator will flash.

NOTE:NOTE:

-- If you make a mistake when enIf you make a mistake when entering the code, press key “A” tering the code, press key “A” to cancel and re-enter theto cancel and re-enter the

code in full.code in full.

-- If you wait more than 5 seconds If you wait more than 5 seconds between key presses or do between key presses or do not complete entering thenot complete entering the

code, the anti-theft system will be reactivated and the red indicator will flash.code, the anti-theft system will be reactivated and the red indicator will flash.

7 - FINTRONIC ANTI-START SYSTEM 7 - FINTRONIC ANTI-START SYSTEM 

OPERATIONOPERATION

-- Switch on the lift truck and set the black key A next to the antenSwitch on the lift truck and set the black key A next to the antenna B (maximum 80 mm).na B (maximum 80 mm).

-- Wait a few seWait a few seconds for red LED C to go conds for red LED C to go out before starting the lift truck.out before starting the lift truck.

NOTE:NOTE: YYou can restart the lift trou can restart the lift truck within 20 seconds of stopping it: aftuck within 20 seconds of stopping it: after this time, theer this time, the

anti-start system reacts and LED C flashes red.anti-start system reacts and LED C flashes red.

8 - CLEANFIX SELF-CLEANING FAN 8 - CLEANFIX SELF-CLEANING FAN 

This system, operated by switch 1, cleans the radiator core and the grille of the engineThis system, operated by switch 1, cleans the radiator core and the grille of the engine

cover by reversing the air flow.cover by reversing the air flow.

When in use, beware of the risk of When in use, beware of the risk of projection into the eyes.projection into the eyes.

Position A: Position A: The indicator light is on, the fan operates in The indicator light is on, the fan operates in self-cleaning mode for a fewself-cleaning mode for a few

seconds once every 3 minutes.seconds once every 3 minutes.

Position B: The indicator light is off, the fan is in normal operating mode.Position B: The indicator light is off, the fan is in normal operating mode.
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9 - ELECTRICAL JIB PROVISION 9 - ELECTRICAL JIB PROVISION 

Enables an electrical function to be Enables an electrical function to be used at the head of the jib.used at the head of the jib.

OPERATIONOPERATION

-- Hold button 1 dHold button 1 down and move buown and move button 2 forwards or backwards.tton 2 forwards or backwards.

NOTE:NOTE: Switch 3 enables the function controlled by buttoSwitch 3 enables the function controlled by button 1 to be locked. Indicator 4 lightsn 1 to be locked. Indicator 4 lights

up to show when it is in use.up to show when it is in use.

10 - EXTERIOR DRAIN-BACK 10 - EXTERIOR DRAIN-BACK 

Enables connection of an attachment for which drain-back iEnables connection of an attachment for which drain-back is required.s required.

11 - HYDRAULIC ATTACHMENT LOCKING 11 - HYDRAULIC ATTACHMENT LOCKING 

Enables attachment locking to be controlled on the carriage and the use of a hydraulicEnables attachment locking to be controlled on the carriage and the use of a hydraulic

attachment on the same hydraulic circuit attachment on the same hydraulic circuit (see: 4 - OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS FOR USE WITH(see: 4 - OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS FOR USE WITH

THE RANGTHE RANGE: PICKE: PICKINGING UPUP THETHE ATATTTACHACHMENMENTS)TS)..
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12 - JIB HEAD ELECTROVALVE 12 - JIB HEAD ELECTROVALVE 

Enables use of two hydraulic functions on the Enables use of two hydraulic functions on the attachment circuit.attachment circuit.

To make connection of the rapid connectors easierTo make connection of the rapid connectors easier, decompress the hydraulic circuit , decompress the hydraulic circuit by pressing button by pressing button 

1 on the electrovalve.1 on the electrovalve.

OPERATIONOPERATION

- With button 1 not - With button 1 not engaged, button 2 controls a hydraulic function.engaged, button 2 controls a hydraulic function.

- Hold button 1 down, button - Hold button 1 down, button 2 controls another hydraulic function.2 controls another hydraulic function.

NOTE:NOTE: Switch 3 enables the hydraulic fuSwitch 3 enables the hydraulic function controlled by button 1 to be locked. nction controlled by button 1 to be locked. IndicatorIndicator

4 lights up to show when it is in use.4 lights up to show when it is in use.

13 - JIB HEAD ELECTROVALVE + HYDRAULIC ATTACHMENT LOCKING 13 - JIB HEAD ELECTROVALVE + HYDRAULIC ATTACHMENT LOCKING 

The addition of these two options enables the combining of several hydraulic functions.The addition of these two options enables the combining of several hydraulic functions.

OPERATIONOPERATION

-- Button 1 not Button 1 not engaged, button engaged, button 2 controls a hydr2 controls a hydraulic function.aulic function.

-- Hold button 1 dHold button 1 down, button 2 own, button 2 controls another hydraucontrols another hydraulic function.lic function.

NOTE:NOTE: Switch 3 enables the hydraulic fuSwitch 3 enables the hydraulic function controlled by button 1 to be locked. nction controlled by button 1 to be locked. IndicatorIndicator

4 lights up to show when it is in use.4 lights up to show when it is in use.
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14 - CUTTING OFF “SIMPLE” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS 14 - CUTTING OFF “SIMPLE” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS 

The function which cuts hydraulic movements is used to automatically stop dangerousThe function which cuts hydraulic movements is used to automatically stop dangerous

movement of the jib when you are close to movement of the jib when you are close to the limit of longitudinal stability. However, lateralthe limit of longitudinal stability. However, lateral

stability can reduce the load chart in its upper part and this reduction is not detected bystability can reduce the load chart in its upper part and this reduction is not detected by

the longitudinal stability alarm.the longitudinal stability alarm.

The operator must respect the lift truck’s load chart.The operator must respect the lift truck’s load chart.

All attachments with a suspended load (winch, crane jib, crane jib with All attachments with a suspended load (winch, crane jib, crane jib with winch, hook, etc.) MUST be used winch, hook, etc.) MUST be used 

with a lift truck with a lift truck equipped with a working hydraulic movement cut-out device.equipped with a working hydraulic movement cut-out device.

OPERATIONOPERATION

Switch A allows you to cut off “SIMPLE” hydraulic movements or not. The cutting-off ofSwitch A allows you to cut off “SIMPLE” hydraulic movements or not. The cutting-off of

“SIMPLE” hydraulic movements is automatically enabled when the lift truck is started-up.“SIMPLE” hydraulic movements is automatically enabled when the lift truck is started-up.

WITH CUT-PUT OF “SIMPLE” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS: VISUAL INDICATOR A1 OFF:WITH CUT-PUT OF “SIMPLE” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS: VISUAL INDICATOR A1 OFF:

-- Led B4 indicates that the lift truck has reached the authorized limit of longitudinal stability and all hydraulic movements areLed B4 indicates that the lift truck has reached the authorized limit of longitudinal stability and all hydraulic movements are

neutralized.neutralized.

- The sound alarm goes off at the same time.- The sound alarm goes off at the same time.

- To restart hydraulic movement, proceed as follows:- To restart hydraulic movement, proceed as follows:

-- Press the bottom of switch A, visual indicator A1 comes on and indicates that the hydraulic movement cut-out is disabled.Press the bottom of switch A, visual indicator A1 comes on and indicates that the hydraulic movement cut-out is disabled.

- Only perform de-aggravating hydraulic movements in the following order: jib retracted and raised.- Only perform de-aggravating hydraulic movements in the following order: jib retracted and raised.

-- Re-enable the hydraulic movement cRe-enable the hydraulic movement cut-out by pressing the top of ut-out by pressing the top of switch A, visual indicator A1 will go out.switch A, visual indicator A1 will go out.

NOTE: When the jib is NOTE: When the jib is retracted, the function for switching ofretracted, the function for switching of f “SIMPLE” hydraulic movements is disconnected.f “SIMPLE” hydraulic movements is disconnected.

WITHOUT CUTTING-OUT “SIMPLE” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS: VISUAL INDICATOR A1 ON:WITHOUT CUTTING-OUT “SIMPLE” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS: VISUAL INDICATOR A1 ON:

- To allow the use of loading or earth moving buckets, for example.- To allow the use of loading or earth moving buckets, for example.

-- In this case, the user is only informed by the longitudinal stability alarm system B (see: In this case, the user is only informed by the longitudinal stability alarm system B (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: 4 - LONGITUDINAL2 - DESCRIPTION: 4 - LONGITUDINAL

STABILITY ALARM SYSTEM).STABILITY ALARM SYSTEM).

15 - CUTTING OFF “AGGRAVATING” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS 15 - CUTTING OFF “AGGRAVATING” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS 

The function which cuts hydraulic movements is used to automatically stop dangerousThe function which cuts hydraulic movements is used to automatically stop dangerous

movement of the jib when you are close to movement of the jib when you are close to the limit of longitudinal stability. However, lateralthe limit of longitudinal stability. However, lateral

stability can reduce the load chart in its upper part and this reduction is not detected bystability can reduce the load chart in its upper part and this reduction is not detected by

the longitudinal stability alarm.the longitudinal stability alarm.

The operator must respect the lift truck’s load chart.The operator must respect the lift truck’s load chart.

All attachments with a suspended load (winch, crane jib, crane jib with All attachments with a suspended load (winch, crane jib, crane jib with winch, hook, etc.) MUST be used winch, hook, etc.) MUST be used 

with a lift truck with a lift truck equipped with a working hydraulic movement cut-out device.equipped with a working hydraulic movement cut-out device.

OPERATIONOPERATION

Switch A allows you to Switch A allows you to cut-off “AGGRAVAcut-off “AGGRAVATING” hydraulic movements or not. The cutting-ofTING” hydraulic movements or not. The cutting-of ff
of “AGGRAVATING” hydraulic movements is automatically enabled when the lift truck isof “AGGRAVATING” hydraulic movements is automatically enabled when the lift truck is

started-up.started-up.

WITH CUT-OUT OF WITH CUT-OUT OF “AGGRA“AGGRAVAVATING” HYDRAULIC MOVETING” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS: VISUAL INDICATOR A1 MENTS: VISUAL INDICATOR A1 OFF:OFF:

-- Led B4 indicates that the Led B4 indicates that the lift truck has reached the authorized limit of lift truck has reached the authorized limit of longitudinal stability and all aggravating hydraulic movementlongitudinal stability and all aggravating hydraulic movementss

are neutralized.are neutralized.

- The sound alarm goes off at the same time.- The sound alarm goes off at the same time.

-- To To restart hydraulic movements, only perform de-aggravating hydraulic movements in the restart hydraulic movements, only perform de-aggravating hydraulic movements in the following order: jib retracted following order: jib retracted andand

raised.raised.

NOTE:NOTE: When the jib is retracted, the function for switching off “AGGRAVWhen the jib is retracted, the function for switching off “AGGRAVATING” hydraulic movements is discATING” hydraulic movements is disconnected.onnected.

WITHOUT CUTTING-OUT “AGGRAVAWITHOUT CUTTING-OUT “AGGRAVATING” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS: TING” HYDRAULIC MOVEMENTS: VISUAL INDICATOR A1 ON:VISUAL INDICATOR A1 ON:

-- To aTo allow the use of loading or earth moving buckets, for example.llow the use of loading or earth moving buckets, for example.

-- In this case, the user is only informed by the longitudinal stability alarm system B (see: In this case, the user is only informed by the longitudinal stability alarm system B (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: 4 - LONGITUDINAL2 - DESCRIPTION: 4 - LONGITUDINAL

STABILITY ALARM SYSTEM).STABILITY ALARM SYSTEM).
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16 - SINGLE OR DUAL EFFECT REAR HYDRAULIC CONTROL PREDISPOSITION 16 - SINGLE OR DUAL EFFECT REAR HYDRAULIC CONTROL PREDISPOSITION 

Enables the use of a hydraulic rear hook or of a trailer with hydraulic tipping.Enables the use of a hydraulic rear hook or of a trailer with hydraulic tipping.

-- Single or double effect rear hydraulic control functions Single or double effect rear hydraulic control functions with hydraulic control of thewith hydraulic control of the

additional attachment (see chapter: 2 - DESCRIPTION: 20 - HYDRAULIC CONTROLS)additional attachment (see chapter: 2 - DESCRIPTION: 20 - HYDRAULIC CONTROLS)

according to the position of tap 1.according to the position of tap 1.

- Position A: Hydraulic control of the additional attachment at the front of the lift- Position A: Hydraulic control of the additional attachment at the front of the lift

truck.truck.

- Position B: Hydraulic control of the additional attachment at the rear of the lift- Position B: Hydraulic control of the additional attachment at the rear of the lift

truck.truck.

17 - ATTACHMENT HYDRAULIC CONTROL FORCED OPERATION 17 - ATTACHMENT HYDRAULIC CONTROL FORCED OPERATION 

This OPTION must only be used with an attachment requiring continuous hydraulic movement of type: This OPTION must only be used with an attachment requiring continuous hydraulic movement of type: 

brush, supply bucket, mixer, spray… It is strictly forbidden in brush, supply bucket, mixer, spray… It is strictly forbidden in handling operations and at all handling operations and at all other events other events 

(winch, crane jib, crane jib with winch, hook, etc.).(winch, crane jib, crane jib with winch, hook, etc.).

COCONTINTINUNUOUOUSS HYDHYDRARAULIULICC MOMOVEMVEMENTENT OFOF THETHE AATTTTACACHMHMENTENT

- Make sure th- Make sure the potentiometer C e potentiometer C is set to is set to 00 %.%.

-- Switch button A to the front or the back (Switch button A to the front or the back (depending on the type of attachment)depending on the type of attachment), press button, press button

B and release button A. The red indicator 1, flashes to indicate that it is in operation.B and release button A. The red indicator 1, flashes to indicate that it is in operation.

- Set the required flowrate - Set the required flowrate using potentiometer C.using potentiometer C.

-- To sTo stop continuous hydraulic movement of top continuous hydraulic movement of the attachment, move switch A forwards orthe attachment, move switch A forwards or

backwards or press button B. Indicator 1 backwards or press button B. Indicator 1 goes out.goes out.

- Set pot- Set potentiomentiometer C to 0eter C to 0 %.%.

Never leave the driver’s cab without resetting the potentiometer C to 0 %. Before starNever leave the driver’s cab without resetting the potentiometer C to 0 %. Before starting the lift truck,ting the lift truck,

make sure the potentiometer is set to 0 make sure the potentiometer is set to 0 %.%.

NOTE:NOTE: If the operator leaves the driver’s If the operator leaves the driver’s cab, the continuous hydraulic movement willcab, the continuous hydraulic movement will

automatically stop and must be restarted.automatically stop and must be restarted.

18 - JIB SUSPENSION 18 - JIB SUSPENSION 

The jib is suspended to reduce shaking of the lift truck on rough ground (e.g. moving strawThe jib is suspended to reduce shaking of the lift truck on rough ground (e.g. moving straw

in a field).in a field).

OPERATIONOPERATION

-- Set the forks or attaSet the forks or attachment on the ground and relieve the front wheels chment on the ground and relieve the front wheels a few centimetresa few centimetres

only.only.

-- Press switch 1 set to position A, the visual indicator comPress switch 1 set to position A, the visual indicator comes on indicating that jib suspensiones on indicating that jib suspension

is activated.is activated.

-- Press switch 1 set to position B, thPress switch 1 set to position B, the visual indicator goes out indicating that jib suspense visual indicator goes out indicating that jib suspensionion

is deactivated.is deactivated.

Jib suspension is active to a lifting height of 3m00 from the axis of articulation of the carriage with Jib suspension is active to a lifting height of 3m00 from the axis of articulation of the carriage with 

respect to the ground with the jib retracted. When you move beyond this height or make another respect to the ground with the jib retracted. When you move beyond this height or make another 

hydraulic movement (tilting, telescoping, attachment), jib suspension is momentarily deactivated and hydraulic movement (tilting, telescoping, attachment), jib suspension is momentarily deactivated and 

the visual indicator of switch 1 goes out.the visual indicator of switch 1 goes out.

- When the I.C. engine is off, jib suspension is automatically deactivated.- When the I.C. engine is off, jib suspension is automatically deactivated.

11

BB

AA

11

AA

BB

AA
BB

11
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   3 3 - - MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE 
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3 - 4 3 - 4 

3 - 5 3 - 5 

3 - 6 3 - 6 

3 - 8 3 - 8 

3 - 10 3 - 10 

3 - 14 3 - 14 

3 - 20 3 - 20 

3 - 24 3 - 24 

3 - 28 3 - 28 

3 - 34 3 - 34 

3 - 36 3 - 36 

TABLE OF CONTENTS TABLE OF CONTENTS 

ORIGINAL MANITOU SPARE PARTS AND EQUIPMENT ORIGINAL MANITOU SPARE PARTS AND EQUIPMENT 

FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS 

LUBRICANTS AND FUEL LUBRICANTS AND FUEL 

SERVICING SCHEDULE SERVICING SCHEDULE 

A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE 

B - EVERY 50 HOURS SERVICE B - EVERY 50 HOURS SERVICE 

C - EVERY 250 HOURS SERVICE C - EVERY 250 HOURS SERVICE 

D - EVERY 500 HOURS SERVICE D - EVERY 500 HOURS SERVICE 

E - EVERY 1000 HOURS SERVICE E - EVERY 1000 HOURS SERVICE 

F - EVERY 2000 HOURS OF F - EVERY 2000 HOURS OF SERVICE SERVICE 

G - OCCASIONAL MAINTENANCE G - OCCASIONAL MAINTENANCE 
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MANITOU ORIGINAL MANITOU ORIGINAL SPSPARE PARTS AND EQUIPMENT ARE PARTS AND EQUIPMENT 

OUR LIFT TRUCKS MUST BE OUR LIFT TRUCKS MUST BE SERVICED USING ORIGINAL MANITOU PARTS.SERVICED USING ORIGINAL MANITOU PARTS.

IF YOU USE PARTS WHICH ARE NOT ORIGINAL MANITOU IF YOU USE PARTS WHICH ARE NOT ORIGINAL MANITOU PARTSPARTS,,

YOU RISKYOU RISK - Legally - to be held responsible in the event of an accident.- Legally - to be held responsible in the event of an accident.

   - - TecTechnically hnically - - to to generate generate operating operating failure failure or or shorten shorten the the life life of of the the lift lift truck.truck.

THE USE OF COUNTERFEIT PARTS OR COMPONENTS THE USE OF COUNTERFEIT PARTS OR COMPONENTS NOT APPROVED BY THE NOT APPROVED BY THE MANUFACTURER,MANUFACTURER,

MEANS YOU LOSE THE BENEFIT OF THE CONTRACTUAL GUARANTEE.MEANS YOU LOSE THE BENEFIT OF THE CONTRACTUAL GUARANTEE.

BY USING ORIGINAL BY USING ORIGINAL MANITOU PARTS FOR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS,MANITOU PARTS FOR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS,

YOU BENEFIT YOU BENEFIT    Through Through its its network, network, MANITOU MANITOU provides provides the the user user withwith

EXPERTISE EXPERTISE 

   - - Know-how Know-how and and competence.competence.

   - - The The guarantee guarantee of of high-quality high-quality work.work.

   - - Original Original replacement replacement components.components.

   - - Help Help with with preventive preventive maintenance.maintenance.

   - - Efficient Efficient help help with with diagnosis.diagnosis.

   - - Improvements Improvements due due to to experience experience feedback.feedback.

   - - Operator Operator training.training.

   -- Only Only the the MANITOU MANITOU network network has has detailed detailed knowledge knowledge of of the the design design of of the the lift lift truck truck and and therefore therefore the the bestbest

technical ability to provide maintenance.technical ability to provide maintenance.

ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT PARTS ARE DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MANITOU AND ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT PARTS ARE DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY MANITOU AND ITS DEALER NETWORK.ITS DEALER NETWORK.

the dealer network list is the dealer network list is available on manitou web site available on manitou web site www.mawww.manitou.comnitou.com
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FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS 

TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

GEAR BOX OIL FILTERGEAR BOX OIL FILTER

Part number: 561749Part number: 561749

Change: 500 HChange: 500 H

HYDRAULICHYDRAULIC

HYDRAULIC RETURN OIL HYDRAULIC RETURN OIL FILFILTER CARTRIDGETER CARTRIDGE

Part number: 221174 (Qty: 2)Part number: 221174 (Qty: 2)

Change: 500 HChange: 500 H

SUCTION STRAINER FOR HYDRAULIC OIL SUCTION STRAINER FOR HYDRAULIC OIL TANK TANK 

Part number: 257603Part number: 257603

Clean: 1000 HClean: 1000 H

FILTER CAP FOR HYDRAULIC OIL TANK FILTER CAP FOR HYDRAULIC OIL TANK 
Part number: 62415Part number: 62415

Change: 1000 HChange: 1000 H

DISTRIBUTOR CONTROL HEAD DISTRIBUTOR CONTROL HEAD FILFILTERTER
Part number: 254780Part number: 254780

Change: 1000 HChange: 1000 H

CABCAB

CAB VENTILATION FILCAB VENTILATION FILTER (OPTION AIR CONDITIONINGTER (OPTION AIR CONDITIONING))

Part number: 552552Part number: 552552

Clean: 50 HClean: 50 H

Change: 250 HChange: 250 H

I.C. ENGINEI.C. ENGINE

I.C. ENGINE OIL I.C. ENGINE OIL FILFILTERTER

Part number: 476954Part number: 476954

Change: 500 HChange: 500 H

ALTERNATOR BELTALTERNATOR BELT

Part number: 244288Part number: 244288

DRY AIR FILTER CARTRIDGEDRY AIR FILTER CARTRIDGE

Part number: 563416Part number: 563416

Clean: 50 H*Clean: 50 H*

Change: 500 H*Change: 500 H*

FAN BELTFAN BELT

Part number: 257524Part number: 257524

SAFETY DRY AIR SAFETY DRY AIR FILFILTER CARTRIDGETER CARTRIDGE

Part number: 563415Part number: 563415

Change: 1000 H*Change: 1000 H*

COMPRESSOR BELTCOMPRESSOR BELT

(OPTION AIR CONDITIONING)(OPTION AIR CONDITIONING)

Part number: 244237Part number: 244237

FUEL FILTERFUEL FILTER

Part number: 747351Part number: 747351

Change: 500 HChange: 500 H

CYCLONIC PRE-FILTERCYCLONIC PRE-FILTER

Part number: 224713Part number: 224713

Clean: 10 HClean: 10 H

FUEL PRE-FILTERFUEL PRE-FILTER

Part number: 747462Part number: 747462

Change: 500 HChange: 500 H

AUTOMAAUTOMATIC TIC VACUUMVACUUM-CLEANING PRE--CLEANING PRE-FILTER (OPTION)FILTER (OPTION)

Part number: 226611Part number: 226611

AUTOMAAUTOMATIC TIC VACUUMVACUUM-CLEANING PRE--CLEANING PRE-FILTER (OPTION)FILTER (OPTION)

Part number: 223510Part number: 223510

*:*: This periodicity is given for information only (seeThis periodicity is given for information only (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: SERVICING SC: 3 - MAINTENANCE: SERVICING SCHEDULE) for cleaning and changing.HEDULE) for cleaning and changing.
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I.C. ENGINEI.C. ENGINE

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD CCAAPPAACCIITTYY RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

I.C. ENGINEI.C. ENGINE 11 Liters11 Liters
MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

API CH4API CH4

5 l5 l

20 l20 l

55 l55 l

209 l209 l

1000 l1000 l

661706661706

582357582357

582358582358

582359582359

490205490205

COOLING CIRCUITCOOLING CIRCUIT 18,5 Liters18,5 Liters

Cooling liquidCooling liquid

(protection - 30°)(protection - 30°)

2 l2 l

5 l5 l

20 l20 l

473076473076

470077470077

470078470078

Cooling liquidCooling liquid

(protection - 25°)(protection - 25°)

2 l2 l
5 l5 l

20 l20 l

554002554002
554003554003

554004554004

FUEL TANK FUEL TANK  135 Liters135 Liters Diesel fuel (*)Diesel fuel (*)

LUBRICANTS AND FUEL LUBRICANTS AND FUEL 

USE THE RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS AND FUEL: USE THE RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS AND FUEL: 

- For topping up, oils may - For topping up, oils may not be miscible.not be miscible.

- For oil - For oil changes, MANITOU oils are perfectly appropriate.changes, MANITOU oils are perfectly appropriate.

DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS OF OILSDIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS OF OILS

If a serIf a service or maintenance contract has been orvice or maintenance contract has been organized with the dealer, a diagnostic analysis of engine, transmission and axle ganized with the dealer, a diagnostic analysis of engine, transmission and axle oilsoils

may be requested depending on the rate may be requested depending on the rate of use.of use.

(*) RECOMMENDED FUEL SPECIFICATION:(*) RECOMMENDED FUEL SPECIFICATION:

Use a high-quality fuel to obtain optimal performance of the I.C. engine.Use a high-quality fuel to obtain optimal performance of the I.C. engine.

• N590 diesel fuel type - • N590 diesel fuel type - Auto/C0/C1/C2/CAuto/C0/C1/C2/C3/C43/C4

• BS2869 Class A2• BS2869 Class A2

• ASTM D975-91 Class 2-2DA, US DF1, US • ASTM D975-91 Class 2-2DA, US DF1, US DF2, US DFADF2, US DFA

• JIS K2204 (1992) Grades 1, 2, 3 • JIS K2204 (1992) Grades 1, 2, 3 and Special Grade 3.and Special Grade 3.

TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD CCAAPPAACCIITTYY RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

GEAR BOXGEAR BOX 15,1 Liters15,1 Liters
MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

Automatic transmissionAutomatic transmission

1 l1 l

20 l20 l

55 l55 l

209 l209 l

1000 l1000 l

6214862148

546332546332

546217546217

546195546195

720148720148

ANGLE GEAR BOXANGLE GEAR BOX 2,2 Liters2,2 Liters

MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

SAE80W90SAE80W90

Mechanical transmissionMechanical transmission

1 l1 l

20 l20 l

55 l55 l

209 l209 l

1000 l1000 l

6214862148

546332546332

546217546217

546195546195

720148720148

TRANSMISSION UNIVERSAL JOINTTRANSMISSION UNIVERSAL JOINT
MANITOU GreaseMANITOU Grease

BLUE multi-purposeBLUE multi-purpose

400 g400 g

1 kg1 kg

5 kg5 kg

20 kg20 kg

50 kg50 kg

161589161589

720683720683

554974554974

499233499233

489670489670

JIBJIB

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

JIB PADSJIB PADS
MANITOU GreaseMANITOU Grease

BLACK multi-purposeBLACK multi-purpose

400 g400 g

1 kg1 kg

5 kg5 kg

545996545996

161590161590

499235499235

GREASING OF THE JIBGREASING OF THE JIB
MANITOU GreaseMANITOU Grease

BLUE multi-purposeBLUE multi-purpose

400 g400 g

1 kg1 kg

5 kg5 kg

20 kg20 kg

50 kg50 kg

161589161589

720683720683

554974554974

499233499233

489670489670

HYDRAULICHYDRAULIC

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD CCAAPPAACCIITTYY RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

HYDRAULIC OIL TANK HYDRAULIC OIL TANK  131 Liters131 Liters
MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

H d a li ISO VG 46H d a li ISO VG 46

5 l5 l

20 l20 l

55 l55 l

545500545500

582297582297

546108546108
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Hydraulic ISO VG 46Hydraulic ISO VG 46 55 l55 l

209 l209 l

546108546108

546109546109

  

CABCAB

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

CAB DOORCAB DOOR
MANITOU GreaseMANITOU Grease

BLACK multi-purposeBLACK multi-purpose

400 g400 g

1 kg1 kg

5 kg5 kg

545996545996

161590161590

499235499235

WWIINNDDSSCCRREEEEN  N  WWAASSHHEER  R  TTAANNKK WWiinnddssccrreeeen  n  wwaasshheer  r  fflluuiidd 1 l1 l5 l5 l 490402490402486424486424

CHASSISCHASSIS

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

TILTING CORRECTORTILTING CORRECTOR

MLT 940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3MLT 940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3

MANITOU GreaseMANITOU Grease

BLUE multi-purposeBLUE multi-purpose

400 g400 g

1 kg1 kg

5 kg5 kg

20 kg20 kg

50 kg50 kg

161589161589

720683720683

554974554974

499233499233

489670489670

BRAKEBRAKE

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

BRAKE CIRCUITBRAKE CIRCUIT
MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

Mineral brake fluidMineral brake fluid
11ll 449900440088

REAR AXLEREAR AXLE

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD CCAAPPAACCIITTYY RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

RREEAAR  R  AAXXLLEEDDIIFFFFEERREENNTTIIAALL 77,,3  3  LLiitteerrss
MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

Special immersed brakesSpecial immersed brakes

5 l5 l

20 l20 l

209 l209 l

1000 l1000 l

545976545976

582391582391

546222546222

720149720149

FRFRONTONT/R/REAR EAR REREDUDUCICING NG GEAGEARDRDIFIFFEFERERENTNTIAIALL 1,1,8 L8 Liteiterr

MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

SAE80W90SAE80W90

Mechanical transmissionMechanical transmission

2 l2 l

5 l5 l

20 l20 l

55 l55 l

209 l209 l

499237499237

720184720184

546330546330

546221546221

546220546220

REAR WHEELS REDUCERS PIVOTSREAR WHEELS REDUCERS PIVOTS

REAR AXLE REAR AXLE OSCILLATIONOSCILLATION

MANITOU GreaseMANITOU Grease

BLACK multi-purposeBLACK multi-purpose

400 g400 g
1 kg1 kg

5 kg5 kg

545996545996
161590161590

499235499235

FRONT AXLEFRONT AXLE

OORRGGAANNS  S  TTO  O  BBE  E  LLUUBBRRIICCAATTEEDD CCAAPPAACCIITTYY RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONN PPAACCKKAAGGIINNGG PPAARRT  T  NNUUMMBBEERR

FFRROONNT  T  AAXXLLE  E  DDIIFFFFEERREENNTTIIAALL 66,,7  7  LLiitteerrss
MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

Special immersed brakesSpecial immersed brakes

5 l5 l

20 l20 l

209 l209 l

1000 l1000 l

545976545976

582391582391

546222546222

720149720149

FFRROONNT  T  WWHHEEEELLS  S  RREEDDUUCCEERRSS 11,,8  8  LLiitteerr

MANITOU OilMANITOU Oil

SAE80W90SAE80W90

Mechanical transmissionMechanical transmission

2 l2 l

5 l5 l

20 l20 l

55 l55 l

209 l209 l

499237499237

720184720184

546330546330

546221546221

546220546220

FRONT WHEELS REDUCERS PIVOTSFRONT WHEELS REDUCERS PIVOTS

FRONT AXLE OSCILLATIONFRONT AXLE OSCILLATION
MLT 940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3MLT 940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3

Graisse MANITOUGraisse MANITOU

Multi-usage NOIREMulti-usage NOIRE

400 g400 g

1 kg1 kg
5 kg5 kg

545996545996

161590161590
499235499235
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SERVICING SCHEDULE SERVICING SCHEDULE 

(*): Every 10 hours during the first 50 hours, then once at 250 hours.(*): Every 10 hours during the first 50 hours, then once at 250 hours.

(**): Consult your (**): Consult your dealer.dealer.

A = ADJUST, C = CHECK, G = GREASE, N = CLEAN,P = A = ADJUST, C = CHECK, G = GREASE, N = CLEAN,P = BLEED,BLEED,

R = REPLACE, V = DRAINR = REPLACE, V = DRAIN
  PAGE  PAGE

AFTER THEAFTER THE

FIRST 50FIRST 50

HOURSHOURS

DAILY ORDAILY OR

EVERYEVERY

1010

HOURSHOURS

5050

HOURSHOURS

250250

HOURSHOURS

1 YEAR1 YEAR

OR 500OR 500

HOURSHOURS

1 YEAR1 YEAR

OROR

10001000

HOURSHOURS

2 YEARS2 YEARS

OR 2000OR 2000

HOURSHOURS

40004000

HOURSHOURS

          O          O
          C          C
          C          C
          A          A
          S          S
          I          I          O          O
          N          N
          A          A
          L          L
          L          L
          Y          Y

I.C. ENGINEI.C. ENGINE

I.C. engine oil levelI.C. engine oil level    33--110  0  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<Cooling liquid levelCooling liquid level    33--110  0  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Fuel levelFuel level    33--110  0  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Fuel pre-filterFuel pre-filter    33--111  1  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Cyclonic pre-filterCyclonic pre-filter    33--111  1  N  N  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Dry Dry air filter cartridgeair filter cartridge    33--1144//225  5  N  N  <<<<<  <  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Radiator coresRadiator cores    33--114  4  N  N  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Condenser core (OPTION Air conditioning)Condenser core (OPTION Air conditioning)    33--114  4  CC//N  N  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Fan belt tensionFan belt tension    33--220  0  A  A  CC//A  A  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Alternator/crankshaft belt tensionAlternator/crankshaft belt tension    33--222  2  A  A  CC//A  A  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Compressor belt tension (OPTION Air conditioning)Compressor belt tension (OPTION Air conditioning)    33--221  1  A  A  CC//A  A  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
I.C. engine oilI.C. engine oil    33--224  4  V  V  V  V  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
I.C. engine oil filterI.C. engine oil filter    33--224  4  R  R  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Fuel pre-filterFuel pre-filter    33--225  5  R  R  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Fuel filterFuel filter    33--225  5  R  R  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Fuel tankFuel tank    33--228  8  N  N  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Safety dry air filter cartridgeSafety dry air filter cartridge    33--228  8  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
I.C. engine silent blocksI.C. engine silent blocks    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
I.C. engine ratesI.C. engine rates    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<

Valves clearancesValves clearances    CC***  *  CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Cooling liquidCooling liquid    33--332  2  V  V  <<<<<<
RadiatorRadiator    CC***  *  <<<<<<
Water pump and the thermostatWater pump and the thermostat    CC***  *  <<<<<<
Alternator and the starter motorAlternator and the starter motor    CC***  *  <<<<<<
Turbo compressorTurbo compressor    CC***  *  <<<<<<
Fuel circuitFuel circuit    33--336  6  PP

TRANSMISSIONTRANSMISSION

Gear box oil levelGear box oil level    33--111  1  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Transmission universal jointTransmission universal joint    33--115  5  G  G  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  GG//CC****
Angle gear box oil levelAngle gear box oil level    33--221  1  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Gear box oil filterGear box oil filter    33--226  6  R  R  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Gear box oilGear box oil    33--229  9  V  V  V  V  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Gear box sump strainerGear box sump strainer    33--229  9  N  N  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Angle gear box oilAngle gear box oil    33--229  9  V  V  V  V  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Silentblocks in the gear boxSilentblocks in the gear box    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Gear box controlsGear box controls    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Gear box pressuresGear box pressures    CC***  *  <<<<<<
Converter pressureConverter pressure    CC***  *  <<<<<<

TYRESTYRES

Tyres pressureTyres pressure    33--111  1  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Wheel nuts torqueWheel nuts torque    33--114  4  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Condition of wheels and tyresCondition of wheels and tyres    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
WheelWheel    33--334  4  RR

JIBJIB

Jib padsJib pads    33--112  2  GG*  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
JibJib    33--116  6  G  G  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Jib pads wearJib pads wear    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Condition of jib unitCondition of jib unit    CC***  *  <<<<<<
Bearings and articulation ringsBearings and articulation rings    CC***  *  <<<<<<

HYDRAULICHYDRAULIC

Hydraulic oil levelHydraulic oil level    33--117  7  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
hydraulic return oil filter cartridgehydraulic return oil filter cartridge    33--226  6  R  R  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Hydraulic oilHydraulic oil    33--330  0  V  V  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Suction strainer for hydraulic oil tankSuction strainer for hydraulic oil tank    33--330  0  N  N  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Filter cap for hydraulic oil tankFilter cap for hydraulic oil tank    33--330  0  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<

Distributor control head filterDistributor control head filter    33--330  0  R  R  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Speeds of hydraulic movementsSpeeds of hydraulic movements    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Hydraulic pump tubular filterHydraulic pump tubular filter    NN***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Condition of hoses and flexible pipesCondition of hoses and flexible pipes    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Condition of cylinders (leakage, shafts)Condition of cylinders (leakage, shafts)    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Hydraulic circuit pressuresHydraulic circuit pressures    CC***  *  <<<<<<
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yy
Hydraulic circuit outputsHydraulic circuit outputs    CC***  *  <<<<<<
Hydraulic oil tankHydraulic oil tank    NN***  *  <<<<<<

  

A = ADJUST, C = CHECK, G = GREASE, N = CLEAN,P = BLEED,A = ADJUST, C = CHECK, G = GREASE, N = CLEAN,P = BLEED,

R = REPLACE, V = DRAINR = REPLACE, V = DRAIN
  PAGE  PAGE
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          Y          Y

BRAKEBRAKE

Brake oil levelBrake oil level    33--117  7  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Brake oilBrake oil    VV***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Brake systemBrake system    PP***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Brake system pressureBrake system pressure    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
BrakeBrake    AA***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Manually unblocking the parking brakeManually unblocking the parking brake    33--334  4  XXXXXX

STEERINGSTEERING

SteeringSteering    CC***  *  <<<<<<
Steering swivel jointsSteering swivel joints    C**C**

CABCAB

Windscreen washer liquid levelWindscreen washer liquid level    33--117  7  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Cab doorCab door    33--118  8  G  G  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Air conditioning filter (OPTION air conditioning)Air conditioning filter (OPTION air conditioning)    33--1188//222  2  N  N  R  <R  <<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Seat beltSeat belt    33--331  1  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Condition of the rear view mirrorsCondition of the rear view mirrors    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
StructureStructure    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Air conditioning (OPTION)Air conditioning (OPTION)    33--333  3  NN//C  C  <<<<<<

ELECTRICITYELECTRICITY

Longitudinal stability alarm deviceLongitudinal stability alarm device    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Condition of wiring harness and cablesCondition of wiring harness and cables    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Lights and signalsLights and signals    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Warning indicatorsWarning indicators    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Front headlightsFront headlights    33--334  4  AA

FRONT AXLEFRONT AXLE

Front wheels reducers pivotsFront wheels reducers pivots    33--118  8  G  G  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  GG//CC****
Front axle oscillationFront axle oscillation    33--118  8  G  G  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  GG//CC****
Front axle differential oil levelFront axle differential oil level    33--222  2  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Front wheels reducers oil levelFront wheels reducers oil level    33--222  2  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Front axle differential oilFront axle differential oil    33--227  7  V  V  V  V  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Front wheels reducers oilFront wheels reducers oil    33--331  1  V  V  V  V  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Wear of front axle brake discsWear of front axle brake discs    C**C**
Front wheels reducers universal jointFront wheels reducers universal joint    C**C**
Front wheels reducers clearanceFront wheels reducers clearance    C**C**

REAR AXLEREAR AXLE

Rear wheels reducers pivotsRear wheels reducers pivots    33--118  8  G  G  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  GG//CC****
Rear axle oscillationRear axle oscillation    33--119  9  G  G  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  GG//CC****
Rear axle differential oil levelRear axle differential oil level    33--222  2  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Rear wheels reducers oil levelRear wheels reducers oil level    33--222  2  C  C  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Rear axle differential oilRear axle differential oil    33--227  7  V  V  V  V  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Rear wheels reducers oilRear wheels reducers oil    33--331  1  V  V  V  V  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Wearing of rear axle brake discsWearing of rear axle brake discs    C**C**
Rear wheels reducers universal jointRear wheels reducers universal joint    C**C**
Rear wheels reducers clearanceRear wheels reducers clearance    C**C**

CHASSISCHASSIS

Tilting correctorTilting corrector    33--119  9  G  G  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
StructureStructure    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Bearings and articulation ringsBearings and articulation rings    CC***  *  <<<<<<

ATTACHMENTSATTACHMENTS

Forks wearForks wear    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Attachment carriageAttachment carriage    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<
Condition of attachmentsCondition of attachments    CC***  *  <<<<<  <  <<<<<<

LIFT TRUCKLIFT TRUCK

Tow the lift truckTow the lift truck    33--335  5  XXXXXX
Sling the lift truckSling the lift truck    33--335  5  XXXXXX
Transport the lift truck on a platformTransport the lift truck on a platform    33--336  6  XXXXXX
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A - DAILA - DAILY OR EVERY 10 Y OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE HOURS SERVICE 

A1 - I.C. ENGINE OIL LEVEL A1 - I.C. ENGINE OIL LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, and let the oil drain intoPlace the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, and let the oil drain into

the sump.the sump.

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

- Remove the dipstick 1 (fig. A1).- Remove the dipstick 1 (fig. A1).

- Clean the dipstick and check the correct level between the two notches.- Clean the dipstick and check the correct level between the two notches.
-- If necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MIf necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by tAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by the filler port 2he filler port 2

(fig. A1).(fig. A1).

-- Check visually that there is no leakage Check visually that there is no leakage or seepage of oil in the I.or seepage of oil in the I.C. engine.C. engine.

A2 - COOLING LIQUID LEVEL A2 - COOLING LIQUID LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, and allow the I.C. enginePlace the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, and allow the I.C. engine

to cool.to cool.

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

- Check the correct level in the middle of gauge 1 (fig. A2).- Check the correct level in the middle of gauge 1 (fig. A2).

-- If necessary, add cooling liquid (see: If necessary, add cooling liquid (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL).FUEL).

- Slowly turn the - Slowly turn the cap of the radiator 2 (fig. A2) cap of the radiator 2 (fig. A2) up to the safety stop.up to the safety stop.

- Allow the pressure and the steam to escape.- Allow the pressure and the steam to escape.

- Press down and turn the cap so as to release it.- Press down and turn the cap so as to release it.
-- Add cooling liquid via filler port 3 (fig. A2) up to the middle of gauge 1 (Add cooling liquid via filler port 3 (fig. A2) up to the middle of gauge 1 (fig. A2).fig. A2).

-- Lubricate slightly the filler necLubricate slightly the filler neck in order to facilitate thk in order to facilitate the setting and the e setting and the removal of theremoval of the

radiator cap.radiator cap.

- Check visually that there is no leakage in the radiator and pipes.- Check visually that there is no leakage in the radiator and pipes.

To avoid any risk of spraying or burning, wait until the To avoid any risk of spraying or burning, wait until the I.C. engine has cooled down before removing the cooling circuit filler I.C. engine has cooled down before removing the cooling circuit filler plug. If the cooling liquid is plug. If the cooling liquid is 

very hot, add only hot cooling liquid (80°C). In an emergency, you can use water as a cooling liquid, then change the cooling circuit liquid as soon as very hot, add only hot cooling liquid (80°C). In an emergency, you can use water as a cooling liquid, then change the cooling circuit liquid as soon as 

possible (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: F1 - possible (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: F1 - COOLING LIQUID).COOLING LIQUID).

A3 - FUEL LEVEL A3 - FUEL LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Keep the fuel tank full, to reduce as much as possible any condensation due to theKeep the fuel tank full, to reduce as much as possible any condensation due to the

atmospheric conditions.atmospheric conditions.

- Open the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.- Open the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.
- Remove cap 1 (fig. A3).- Remove cap 1 (fig. A3).

-- Fill the fuel tank with clean fuFill the fuel tank with clean fuel (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUel (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL), BRICANTS AND FUEL), filteredfiltered

through a strainer or a clean, lint free cloth, through filler port 2 (fig. A3).through a strainer or a clean, lint free cloth, through filler port 2 (fig. A3).

- Put back the cap 1 - Put back the cap 1 (fig. A3) and close the fuel filler (fig. A3) and close the fuel filler access panel.access panel.

- Check visually that there is no leakage in the tank and pipes.- Check visually that there is no leakage in the tank and pipes.

Never smoke or approach with a flame during filling operations or when the tank is open. Never refill Never smoke or approach with a flame during filling operations or when the tank is open. Never refill 

while I.C. engine is running.while I.C. engine is running.

The fuel tank is degassed via the filler The fuel tank is degassed via the filler plug. When changing it, always use an original part, plug. When changing it, always use an original part, with degassing hole.with degassing hole.

A1A1

11

22

A3A3

11

22

A2A2
22

11

33
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A5A5

11
22

A6A6

22

11

A4A4

11

22

33

A4 - FUEL PRE-FILTER A4 - FUEL PRE-FILTER 
CHECK CHECK 

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

- Check for the presence of water in the pre-filter bowl 1 (fig. A4) and empty it out if necessary.- Check for the presence of water in the pre-filter bowl 1 (fig. A4) and empty it out if necessary.

-- Place a receptacle under the drain plug 2 (fig. A4) and loosen Place a receptacle under the drain plug 2 (fig. A4) and loosen it in two to three threadit in two to three thread

turns.turns.

- Allow the diesel fuel to flow out until it is free from impurities and water.- Allow the diesel fuel to flow out until it is free from impurities and water.

- Tighten the drain plug.- Tighten the drain plug.

-- Pressurise the circuit with Pressurise the circuit with the hand pump the hand pump 3 (fig A4)3 (fig A4)

A5 - CYCLONIC PREFILTER A5 - CYCLONIC PREFILTER 
CLEAN CLEAN 

The cleaning interval is given as a guide, however the pre-filter must be emptied as soonThe cleaning interval is given as a guide, however the pre-filter must be emptied as soon

as impurities reach the MAXI level on the tank.as impurities reach the MAXI level on the tank.

- Loosen nut 1 (fig. A5), r- Loosen nut 1 (fig. A5), remove cover 2 (fig. A5) and empty emove cover 2 (fig. A5) and empty the tank.the tank.

- Clean the pre-filter unit with a clean dry cloth and reassemble the unit.- Clean the pre-filter unit with a clean dry cloth and reassemble the unit.

When cleaning, take care not to let iWhen cleaning, take care not to let impurities into the dry air mpurities into the dry air filterfilter..

A6 - GEAR BOX OIL LEVEL A6 - GEAR BOX OIL LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Park the lift truck on level grPark the lift truck on level ground with the jib raised, the I.C. engine cold and stopped. Carround with the jib raised, the I.C. engine cold and stopped. Carryy

out the control within 5 out the control within 5 minutes of the I.C. engine being stopped.minutes of the I.C. engine being stopped.

- Remove the plastic cap 1 - Remove the plastic cap 1 (fig. A6).(fig. A6).

- Remove the dipstick 2 (fig. A6).- Remove the dipstick 2 (fig. A6).

- Wipe the dipstick and check the correct level between the two MIN and MAX. marks.- Wipe the dipstick and check the correct level between the two MIN and MAX. marks.

- If necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: E3 - GEAR BOX OIL).- If necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: E3 - GEAR BOX OIL).

-- Check visually that there is no leakage Check visually that there is no leakage or seepage of oil in the tranor seepage of oil in the transmission.smission.

A7 - TYRES PRESSURE AND WHEEL NUTS TORQUE A7 - TYRES PRESSURE AND WHEEL NUTS TORQUE 
CHECK CHECK 

- Check the condition of the tyres, - Check the condition of the tyres, to detect cuts, protuberances, wear, etc.to detect cuts, protuberances, wear, etc.

-- Check the torque load of the whCheck the torque load of the wheel nuts. Non compliance with this inseel nuts. Non compliance with this instruction can cause damage and rupture to the wheel boltstruction can cause damage and rupture to the wheel bolts

and distortion to the wheels.and distortion to the wheels.

Wheel nuts tightening torqueWheel nuts tightening torque

   • • Front Front tyres: tyres: 630 630 N.m N.m ± ± 15%15%

   • • Rear Rear tyres: tyres: 630 630 N.m N.m ± ± 15%15%

- Check and adjust the tyre pr- Check and adjust the tyre pressures if necessaressures if necessary (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: FRONT AND REAR TYRES).y (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: FRONT AND REAR TYRES).

Check that the air hose is correctly connected to the tyre valve before inflating and keep all persons at a distance during inflation. Respect the Check that the air hose is correctly connected to the tyre valve before inflating and keep all persons at a distance during inflation. Respect the 

recommended tyre pressures given.recommended tyre pressures given.

NOTE: There is an OPTIONAL wheel toolkit.NOTE: There is an OPTIONAL wheel toolkit.
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A8A8A8 - JIB PADS A8 - JIB PADS 
CLEAN - GREASE CLEAN - GREASE 

To be carried out every 10 hours during the first 50 hours service, then once at 250To be carried out every 10 hours during the first 50 hours service, then once at 250

hours.hours.

- Extend the jib completely.- Extend the jib completely.

-- With a brush, apply a coat of grease (With a brush, apply a coat of grease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICsee: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) onANTS AND FUEL) on

the 4 sides of the telescope(s) (fig. A8).the 4 sides of the telescope(s) (fig. A8).

- Telescope the jib several times in order to spread - Telescope the jib several times in order to spread the coat of grease evenly.the coat of grease evenly.

- Remove the surplus of grease.- Remove the surplus of grease.

If the lift truck is used in If the lift truck is used in an abrasive environment (dust, sand, coal.) use lubricating varnisan abrasive environment (dust, sand, coal.) use lubricating varnish (MANITOU h (MANITOU 
reference: 483536). Please consult reference: 483536). Please consult your dealer.your dealer.
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B2/1B2/1

11

B2/2B2/2

B3B3

B - EVERY 50 HOURS SERVICE B - EVERY 50 HOURS SERVICE 
Carry out the operations described previously as well as Carry out the operations described previously as well as the following operations.the following operations.

B1 - DRY AIR FILTER CARTRIDGE B1 - DRY AIR FILTER CARTRIDGE 
CHECK - CLEAN CHECK - CLEAN 

In case of use in a heavily dust laden In case of use in a heavily dust laden atmosphere, there are pre-filtration caratmosphere, there are pre-filtration car tridges (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERtridges (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGESS CARTRIDGES

AND BELAND BELTS). Also, the checking and cleaning periodicity TS). Also, the checking and cleaning periodicity of the carof the cartridge must be reduced.tridge must be reduced.

If the clogging indicator light comes on, this operation must be carried out as quickly as possible (1 hour maximum). The carIf the clogging indicator light comes on, this operation must be carried out as quickly as possible (1 hour maximum). The cartridge must not be cleaned tridge must not be cleaned 

more than seven times, after which the cartridge more than seven times, after which the cartridge must be changed. Never use the lift truck without an must be changed. Never use the lift truck without an air filter or with a air filter or with a damaged air filter.damaged air filter.

- For the disassembly and reassembly of the - For the disassembly and reassembly of the cartridge, cartridge, see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: D3 - see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: D3 - DRY AIR FILDRY AIR FILTER CARTRIDGE.TER CARTRIDGE.

-- Clean the filter cartridge using a compressed air jet (max. pressure 3 bar) directed from the top to the bottom and from the insideClean the filter cartridge using a compressed air jet (max. pressure 3 bar) directed from the top to the bottom and from the inside

towards the outside at a minimum distance of 30 mm from the cartridge wall.towards the outside at a minimum distance of 30 mm from the cartridge wall.

- Cleaning is completed when there is no more dust on the cartridge.- Cleaning is completed when there is no more dust on the cartridge.

Respect the safety distance of 30 mm between the air jet and the cartridge to avoid tearing or making a hole in the cartridge. The cartridge must Respect the safety distance of 30 mm between the air jet and the cartridge to avoid tearing or making a hole in the cartridge. The cartridge must 

not be blown anywhere near the air filter box. Never clean the cartridge by tapping it against a hard surface. Your eyes must be protected during this not be blown anywhere near the air filter box. Never clean the cartridge by tapping it against a hard surface. Your eyes must be protected during this 

intervention.intervention.

-- Clean the cartridge seal surfaces with a damp, clean lint-free cloth Clean the cartridge seal surfaces with a damp, clean lint-free cloth and grease with a sand grease with a silicone lubricant (MANITOU reference:ilicone lubricant (MANITOU reference:

479292).479292).

- Check visually the outer condition of - Check visually the outer condition of the air filter and its the air filter and its mounts. Verify the condition of the hoses and their mounts also.mounts. Verify the condition of the hoses and their mounts also.

Never clean the dry air Never clean the dry air filter cartridge by washing it in filter cartridge by washing it in liquid. Do not clean by any liquid. Do not clean by any means the safety cartridge located inside the filter cartridge, change means the safety cartridge located inside the filter cartridge, change 

it for a new one if it is clogged or damaged.it for a new one if it is clogged or damaged.

B2 - RADIATOR CORES B2 - RADIATOR CORES 
CLEAN CLEAN 

In a polluting atmosphere, clean the radiator cores every day. Do not use a water jet or high-pressure In a polluting atmosphere, clean the radiator cores every day. Do not use a water jet or high-pressure 

steam as this could damage the radiator fins.steam as this could damage the radiator fins.

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

- If necessar- If necessary, clean the suction grid on the engine hood.y, clean the suction grid on the engine hood.

- Using a soft cloth, clean the radiator cores in order to remove as much dirt as possible.- Using a soft cloth, clean the radiator cores in order to remove as much dirt as possible.

-- Undo the screw 1 (fig. BUndo the screw 1 (fig. B2/1) of the fuel radiator 2/1) of the fuel radiator and pivot for easier cleaning.and pivot for easier cleaning.

-- Clean the cores using a compressed air jet aimed in the sClean the cores using a compressed air jet aimed in the same direction as the cooling airame direction as the cooling air

flow (fig. B2/1).flow (fig. B2/1).

-- Clean with Clean with the fan the fan running for best running for best results.results.

NOTE: An OPTIONAL straw defector and NOTE: An OPTIONAL straw defector and self-cleaning fan can also be fitted.self-cleaning fan can also be fitted.

B3 - CONDENSER CORE (OPTION AIR CONDITIONING) B3 - CONDENSER CORE (OPTION AIR CONDITIONING) 
CHECK - CLEAN CHECK - CLEAN 

In a polluting atmosphere, clean the radiator core every day. Do not use a water jet or high-pressure In a polluting atmosphere, clean the radiator core every day. Do not use a water jet or high-pressure 

steam as this steam as this could damage the condenser fins.could damage the condenser fins.

-- Visually check whether the condenseVisually check whether the condenser (fig. B3) is clean ar (fig. B3) is clean and clean it if necessary.nd clean it if necessary.

-- Clean the condenser usClean the condenser using a compressed air jet aimed in ing a compressed air jet aimed in the same direction as the airthe same direction as the air

flow.flow.

NOTE:NOTE: So as to So as to enhance the cleanenhance the cleaning, carring, carry out this oy out this operation with the fperation with the fans running.ans running.
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B4/1B4/1

11

11

22

33    33

33

B4/3B4/3

B4/2B4/2

22    22

B4 - TRANSMISSION UNIVERSAL JOINT B4 - TRANSMISSION UNIVERSAL JOINT 
GREASE GREASE 

Clean and lubricate the following points with grClean and lubricate the following points with grease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTSease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS

AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.

1 - Lubricators of the universal joint I.C. engine/Angle gear box (2 lubricators) (fig.1 - Lubricators of the universal joint I.C. engine/Angle gear box (2 lubricators) (fig.

B4/1).B4/1).

2 - Lubricators of the universal joint 2 - Lubricators of the universal joint Gear box/Front axle (3 lubricators) (fig. B4/2).Gear box/Front axle (3 lubricators) (fig. B4/2).

3 - Lubricators of the universal joint 3 - Lubricators of the universal joint Gear box/Rear axle (3 lubricators) (fig. B4/3).Gear box/Rear axle (3 lubricators) (fig. B4/3).
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B5/2B5/2

22
   22

55

B5/5B5/5

55

55

B5/4B5/4

44

B5/3B5/3

33

B5/6B5/6

66

B5/7B5/7

77

B5/8B5/8

88

B5/9B5/9

99

1111

B5/1B5/1B5 - JIB B5 - JIB 
GREASE GREASE 

To be carried out weekly, if the lift truck has been operated for less than 50 hours duringTo be carried out weekly, if the lift truck has been operated for less than 50 hours during

the week.the week.

In the event of prolonged use in In the event of prolonged use in an extremely dusty or oxidising atmosphere, reduce this interval an extremely dusty or oxidising atmosphere, reduce this interval to 10 to 10 

working hours or every day.working hours or every day.

Clean and lubricate the following points with grClean and lubricate the following points with grease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTSease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS

AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.

1 - Lubricators of the jib 1 - Lubricators of the jib axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/1).axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/1).

2 - Lubricators of the car2 - Lubricators of the carriage axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/2).riage axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/2).

3 - Lubricator of the tilt 3 - Lubricator of the tilt cylinder foot axle (1 lubricator) (fig. B5/3).cylinder foot axle (1 lubricator) (fig. B5/3).

4 - Lubricator of the tilt 4 - Lubricator of the tilt cylinder head axle (1 lubricator) (fig. B5/4).cylinder head axle (1 lubricator) (fig. B5/4).

5 - Lubricators of the carriage connecting rod axle (3 lubricators) (fig. B5/2 and5 - Lubricators of the carriage connecting rod axle (3 lubricators) (fig. B5/2 and

B5/5).B5/5).

6 - Lubricators of the lifting 6 - Lubricators of the lifting cylinder foot axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/6).cylinder foot axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/6).

7 - Lubricators of the lifting 7 - Lubricators of the lifting cylinder head axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/7).cylinder head axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/7).

8 - Lubricators of the compensation cylinder foot axl8 - Lubricators of the compensation cylinder foot axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/8).e (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/8).

9 - Lubricators of the compensation cylinder head 9 - Lubricators of the compensation cylinder head axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/9).axle (2 lubricators) (fig. B5/9).
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B6 - HYDRAULIC OIL LEVEL B6 - HYDRAULIC OIL LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, and the jib retracted andPlace the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, and the jib retracted and

lowered as far as possible.lowered as far as possible.

- Refer to gauge 1 (fig. B6).- Refer to gauge 1 (fig. B6).

- The oil level is correct when it is at the level of the red point.- The oil level is correct when it is at the level of the red point.

- If necessar- If necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL).y, add oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL).

- Open the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.- Open the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.

- Remove cap 2 (fig. B6).- Remove cap 2 (fig. B6).

- Add oil through filler port 3 (fig. B6).- Add oil through filler port 3 (fig. B6).

Use a clean funnel and clean the Use a clean funnel and clean the underside of the oil drum before filling.underside of the oil drum before filling.

- Put the cap back and close the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.- Put the cap back and close the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.

- Check visually that there is no leakage in the tank and pipes.- Check visually that there is no leakage in the tank and pipes.

Always maintain the oil level at maximum as cooling depends on the oil flowing through the tank.Always maintain the oil level at maximum as cooling depends on the oil flowing through the tank.

B7 - BRAKE OIL LEVEL B7 - BRAKE OIL LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Place the lift truck on level ground.Place the lift truck on level ground.

-- Loosen screw 1 (fig. B7/Loosen screw 1 (fig. B7/1) and remove the braking oil tank acces1) and remove the braking oil tank access panel 2 (fig. B7/1)s panel 2 (fig. B7/1)..

- The level is correct when it is at the MAXI level on the tank.- The level is correct when it is at the MAXI level on the tank.

-- If necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MIf necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by tAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by the filler port 3he filler port 3

(fig. B7/2).(fig. B7/2).
- Check visually that there is no leakage in the tank and pipes.- Check visually that there is no leakage in the tank and pipes.

If the braking oil If the braking oil level is level is abnormally low, consult your dealerabnormally low, consult your dealer..

B8 - WINDSCREEN WASHER LIQUID LEVEL B8 - WINDSCREEN WASHER LIQUID LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

- Remove the filler cap 1 - Remove the filler cap 1 (fig. B8).(fig. B8).

- Check visually the level.- Check visually the level.

-- If necessary add windscreen washer liquid (see: If necessary add windscreen washer liquid (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRIC3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS ANDANTS AND

FUEL) by filler port 2 (fig. B8).FUEL) by filler port 2 (fig. B8).

B7/1B7/1

11

11

22

B7/2B7/2

33

B8B8

11

22

B6B6

11

22

33
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B9 - CAB DOOR B9 - CAB DOOR 
GREASE GREASE 

Clean and lubricate the points 1 Clean and lubricate the points 1 (4 lubricators) (fig. B9) with grease (see: 3 (4 lubricators) (fig. B9) with grease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:- MAINTENANCE:

LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grLUBRICANTS AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.ease.

B10 - AIR B10 - AIR CONDITIONING FILCONDITIONING FILTER (OPTION AIR TER (OPTION AIR CONDITIONING) CONDITIONING) 
CLEAN CLEAN 

- Lift up protective casing - Lift up protective casing 1 (fig. B10).1 (fig. B10).

- Lift out cabin air conditioning filter 2 (fig. B10).- Lift out cabin air conditioning filter 2 (fig. B10).

- Clean the filter with a compressed air jet.- Clean the filter with a compressed air jet.

-- Check its condition and change if necessCheck its condition and change if necessarary (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILy (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGESTERS CARTRIDGES

AND BELTS).AND BELTS).

- Refit the filter and protective - Refit the filter and protective casing.casing.

B11 - FRONT AND REAR WHEEL REDUCER PIVOTS B11 - FRONT AND REAR WHEEL REDUCER PIVOTS 
GREASE GREASE 

Clean and lubricate the points 1 Clean and lubricate the points 1 (8 lubricators) (fig. B11) with grease (see: 3 (8 lubricators) (fig. B11) with grease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:- MAINTENANCE:

LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grLUBRICANTS AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.ease.

B12 - FRONT AXLE OSCILLATION B12 - FRONT AXLE OSCILLATION 
GREASE GREASE 

MLT 940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3MLT 940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3

Clean and lubricate the points 1 Clean and lubricate the points 1 (2 lubricators) (fig. B12) with grease (see: 3 (2 lubricators) (fig. B12) with grease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:- MAINTENANCE:

LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grLUBRICANTS AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.ease.
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B14/1B14/1
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B14/2B14/2
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B13 - REAR AXLE OSCILLATION B13 - REAR AXLE OSCILLATION 
GREASE GREASE 

Clean and lubricate the points 1 Clean and lubricate the points 1 (2 lubricators) (fig. B13) with grease (see: 3 (2 lubricators) (fig. B13) with grease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:- MAINTENANCE:

LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grLUBRICANTS AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.ease.

B14 - TILTING CORRECTOR B14 - TILTING CORRECTOR 
GREASE GREASE 

MLT 940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3MLT 940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3

Clean and lubricate the following points with grClean and lubricate the following points with grease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTSease (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS

AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.AND FUEL) and remove the surplus of grease.

1 - Lubricator of the tilti1 - Lubricator of the tilting corrector cylinder foot axlng corrector cylinder foot axle (1 lubricator) (fig. B14/1).e (1 lubricator) (fig. B14/1).

2 - Lubricator of the tilting corrector cylinder head axle (1 lubricator) (fig. B14/2).2 - Lubricator of the tilting corrector cylinder head axle (1 lubricator) (fig. B14/2).
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C1/2C1/2
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11
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C - EVERY 250 HOURS SERVICE C - EVERY 250 HOURS SERVICE 
Carry out the operations described previously as well as Carry out the operations described previously as well as the following operations.the following operations.

C1 - FAN BELT TENSION C1 - FAN BELT TENSION 
CHECK – ADJUST CHECK – ADJUST 

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

-- Check the belt for signs of Check the belt for signs of wear and cracks and change if wear and cracks and change if necessary (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:necessary (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:

FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

- Loosen screw 1 (fig. C1/1) on the - Loosen screw 1 (fig. C1/1) on the tension pulley.tension pulley.
- Loosen lock nut 2 - Loosen lock nut 2 (fig. C1/1 and C1/2) and screw 3 (fig. C1/1 and (fig. C1/1 and C1/2) and screw 3 (fig. C1/1 and C1/2).C1/2).

-- Tighten the screw 2 (fig. C1/Tighten the screw 2 (fig. C1/1 and C1/2) until the belt 1 and C1/2) until the belt is as close as possis as close as possible to theible to the

groove of the pulley 4 groove of the pulley 4 (fig. C1/1).(fig. C1/1).

-- Make a mark on the head of screw 3 (fig. C1/1 and C1/2) aMake a mark on the head of screw 3 (fig. C1/1 and C1/2) and tighten, turning it 5nd tighten, turning it 5

times.times.

- Tighten the lock nut - Tighten the lock nut 2 (fig. C1/1 and C1/2).2 (fig. C1/1 and C1/2).

- Retighten screw 1 (fig. C1/1) on the - Retighten screw 1 (fig. C1/1) on the tension pulley.tension pulley.

When changing the fanbelt, tighten screw 3 (fig. C1/1 When changing the fanbelt, tighten screw 3 (fig. C1/1 and C1/2) by one and C1/2) by one and a half turns, having allowed and a half turns, having allowed 

the I.C. engine to idle for 30 the I.C. engine to idle for 30 minutes.minutes.

C2 - ALTERNATOR/CRANKSHAFT BELT TENSION C2 - ALTERNATOR/CRANKSHAFT BELT TENSION 
CHECK – ADJUST CHECK – ADJUST 

For this operation, we advise you to use the MANITOU tension meter (fig. C2/1) referenceFor this operation, we advise you to use the MANITOU tension meter (fig. C2/1) reference

167418.167418.

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

- Unscrew the fastening screws 1 (fig. - Unscrew the fastening screws 1 (fig. C2/2).C2/2).

- Lay down the protective guard 2 (fig. C2/2).- Lay down the protective guard 2 (fig. C2/2).

-- Check the belt for signs of Check the belt for signs of wear and cracks and change if wear and cracks and change if necessary (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:necessary (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:

FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

- Check the belt tension between the - Check the belt tension between the pulleys of the crankshaft and of the alterpulleys of the crankshaft and of the alternator.nator.

NEW BELT:NEW BELT:

-- At a pressure of 15 N ± At a pressure of 15 N ± 0,4 on strap 3 (fig. C2/3)0,4 on strap 3 (fig. C2/3), the displaceme, the displacement must be about 3,7 mm.nt must be about 3,7 mm.

BELT AFTER 20 HOURS OF OPERATION:BELT AFTER 20 HOURS OF OPERATION:

-- At a pressure of 13 N ± At a pressure of 13 N ± 0,4 on strap 3 (fig. C2/3)0,4 on strap 3 (fig. C2/3), the displaceme, the displacement must be about 3,7 mm.nt must be about 3,7 mm.

- Carry out adjustments if necessary.- Carry out adjustments if necessary.

- Untighten screws 4 (fig. C2/3) by two to three thread turns.- Untighten screws 4 (fig. C2/3) by two to three thread turns.

- Swivel the alternator assembly so as to obtain the belt tension required.- Swivel the alternator assembly so as to obtain the belt tension required.

- Retighten screws 4 (fig. C2/3) (tightening torque - Retighten screws 4 (fig. C2/3) (tightening torque 22 N.m).22 N.m).

- Put the protective guard back 2 (fig. C2/2).- Put the protective guard back 2 (fig. C2/2).

If the alternator belt has to be If the alternator belt has to be changed, check the tension again after the first 20 hours of operation.changed, check the tension again after the first 20 hours of operation.
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C3 - COMPRESSOR BELT TENSION (OPTION AIR CONDITIONING) C3 - COMPRESSOR BELT TENSION (OPTION AIR CONDITIONING) 
CHECK - ADJUST CHECK - ADJUST 

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

- Unscrew the fastening screws 1 (fig. - Unscrew the fastening screws 1 (fig. C3/1).C3/1).

- Lay down the protective guard 2 (fig. C3/1).- Lay down the protective guard 2 (fig. C3/1).

-- Check the belt for signs of Check the belt for signs of wear and cracks and change if wear and cracks and change if necessary (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:necessary (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:

FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

- Check the belt tension between the - Check the belt tension between the pulleys of the crankshaft and of the compressor.pulleys of the crankshaft and of the compressor.

- Under a normal pressure exer- Under a normal pressure exer ted with the thumb (45 N), the belt should move approximatelyted with the thumb (45 N), the belt should move approximately

10 mm.10 mm.

- Carry out adjustments if necessary.- Carry out adjustments if necessary.

- Untighten screws 3 (fig. C3/2) with two to three thread turns.- Untighten screws 3 (fig. C3/2) with two to three thread turns.

- Swivel the compressor assembly so as to - Swivel the compressor assembly so as to obtain the belt tension requirobtain the belt tension required.ed.

- Retighten screws 3 (fig. C3/2).- Retighten screws 3 (fig. C3/2).

- Put the protective guard back 2 (fig. C3/1).- Put the protective guard back 2 (fig. C3/1).

If the compressor belt has to be changed, check the tension again after the first If the compressor belt has to be changed, check the tension again after the first 20 hours of operation.20 hours of operation.

C4 - ANGLE GEAR BOX LEVEL C4 - ANGLE GEAR BOX LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Park the lift truck on level ground with the jib raised and the I.C. engine stopped.Park the lift truck on level ground with the jib raised and the I.C. engine stopped.

- Remove the plastic cap 1 - Remove the plastic cap 1 (fig. C4).(fig. C4).

- Remove level plug 2 - Remove level plug 2 (fig. C4).(fig. C4).

- Wipe the dipstick and check the correct level between the MINI and MAX. marks.- Wipe the dipstick and check the correct level between the MINI and MAX. marks.

-- If necessary, add oil by the filler port If necessary, add oil by the filler port 3 (fig. C4) (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANT AND3 (fig. C4) (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANT AND

FUELFUEL).).
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C5 - AIR C5 - AIR CONDITONING FILCONDITONING FILTER (OPTION AIR TER (OPTION AIR CONDITIONING) CONDITIONING) 
CHANGE CHANGE 

- Lift up protective casing - Lift up protective casing 1 (fig. C5).1 (fig. C5).

-- Lift out the air conditioning filter 2 (fig. C5) and fit new replacement fLift out the air conditioning filter 2 (fig. C5) and fit new replacement filter (see: 3 -ilter (see: 3 -

MAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).MAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

- Refit the protective casing.- Refit the protective casing.

C6 - FRONT AND REAR C6 - FRONT AND REAR AXLE DIFFERENTIAL OIL LEVEL AXLE DIFFERENTIAL OIL LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped.Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped.

- Remove level plug 1 (fig. C6). The oil should be flush with the edge of the hole.- Remove level plug 1 (fig. C6). The oil should be flush with the edge of the hole.

-- If necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MIf necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by tAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by the filler port 2he filler port 2

(fig. C6).(fig. C6).

- Replace and tighten the level plug 1 (fig. C6) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m).- Replace and tighten the level plug 1 (fig. C6) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m).

C7 - FRONT AND REAR WHEELS REDUCERS OIL LEVEL C7 - FRONT AND REAR WHEELS REDUCERS OIL LEVEL 
CHECK CHECK 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped.Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped.

- Check the level on - Check the level on each front wheel reducer.each front wheel reducer.

- Place level plug 1 (fig. C7) in the horizontal position.- Place level plug 1 (fig. C7) in the horizontal position.

- Remove the level plug, the oil should be flush with the edge of the hole.- Remove the level plug, the oil should be flush with the edge of the hole.

-- If necessary, add oil (see: If necessary, add oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by the same hole.AND FUEL) by the same hole.

- Replace and tighten the level plug 1 (fig. C7) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m).- Replace and tighten the level plug 1 (fig. C7) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m).

- Repeat this operation on each rear - Repeat this operation on each rear wheel reducer.wheel reducer.
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D - EVERY 500 HOURS SERVICE D - EVERY 500 HOURS SERVICE 
Carry out the operations described previously as well as Carry out the operations described previously as well as the following operations.the following operations.

D1 - I.C. ENGINE OIL D1 - I.C. ENGINE OIL 
DRAIN DRAIN 

D2 - I.C. ENGINE OIL FILTER D2 - I.C. ENGINE OIL FILTER 
CHANGE CHANGE 

Place the lift truck on level ground, let the I.C. engine run at idle for a few minutes, thenPlace the lift truck on level ground, let the I.C. engine run at idle for a few minutes, then

stop the I.C. engine.stop the I.C. engine.

DRAINING THE OILDRAINING THE OIL

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

- Remove access panel 1 (fig. D1/1).- Remove access panel 1 (fig. D1/1).

-- Place a container under drain plug 2 Place a container under drain plug 2 (fig. D1/2) and unscrew th(fig. D1/2) and unscrew the plug 3 (fig. D1/3).e plug 3 (fig. D1/3).

- Take drain hose 4 (fig. - Take drain hose 4 (fig. D1/4).D1/4).

-- Place the end of the drain hosPlace the end of the drain hose in the container and screw fully the in the container and screw fully the union on draining porte union on draining port

5 (fig. D1/5).5 (fig. D1/5).

- Remove filler cap 6 (fig. - Remove filler cap 6 (fig. D1/6) in order to ensure D1/6) in order to ensure that the oil is drained that the oil is drained properly.properly.

Dispose of the drain oil in Dispose of the drain oil in an ecological manneran ecological manner..

REPLACEMENT OF THE FILTERREPLACEMENT OF THE FILTER

- Remove I.C. engine oil filter 7 - Remove I.C. engine oil filter 7 (fig. D1/3); discard the filter and the fil(fig. D1/3); discard the filter and the filter seal.ter seal.

- Clean the filter bracket with a clean, lint-free cloth.- Clean the filter bracket with a clean, lint-free cloth.

-- Lightly grease the new oil filter seal and refit the oil filter (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILLightly grease the new oil filter seal and refit the oil filter (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERSTERS

CARTRIDGES AND BELTS) on the filter bracket.CARTRIDGES AND BELTS) on the filter bracket.

Tighten the oil filter by hand pressure only and lock the filter in place by a quarter turn.Tighten the oil filter by hand pressure only and lock the filter in place by a quarter turn.

FILLING UP THE OILFILLING UP THE OIL

- Loosen, clean and put back i- Loosen, clean and put back in place the drain hose 4 n place the drain hose 4 (fig. D1/4).(fig. D1/4).

- Refit and tighten drain plug - Refit and tighten drain plug 3 (fig. D1/3).3 (fig. D1/3).

- Refit access panel 1 (fig. D1/1).- Refit access panel 1 (fig. D1/1).

-- Fill up with oil (see: 3 Fill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) through filler port 8 (fig.AND FUEL) through filler port 8 (fig.

D1/6).D1/6).

- Wait a few minutes to allow - Wait a few minutes to allow the oil to flow into the oil to flow into the sump.the sump.

- Start the I.C. engine and let it run for a few minutes.- Start the I.C. engine and let it run for a few minutes.

- Check for possible leaks at the - Check for possible leaks at the drain plug and the oil drain plug and the oil filter.filter.

-- Stop the I.C. engine, wait a few minutes aStop the I.C. engine, wait a few minutes and check the level between the two notches onnd check the level between the two notches on

dipstick 9 (fig. D1/6).dipstick 9 (fig. D1/6).

- Top up the level if necessar- Top up the level if necessary.y.
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D3 - DRY AIR FILTER CARTRIDGE D3 - DRY AIR FILTER CARTRIDGE 
CHANGE CHANGE 

In case of use in a heavily dust laden atmosphere, there are pre-filtration cartridges, see:In case of use in a heavily dust laden atmosphere, there are pre-filtration cartridges, see:

3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS. Also, the checking and cleaning3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS. Also, the checking and cleaning

periodicity of the cartridge must be reduced (up to 250 hours in a heavily laden dustperiodicity of the cartridge must be reduced (up to 250 hours in a heavily laden dust

atmosphere and with pre-filtration).atmosphere and with pre-filtration).

Change the cartridge in a clean location, with the I.C. engine stopped. Never operate the lift truck with Change the cartridge in a clean location, with the I.C. engine stopped. Never operate the lift truck with 

the air filter removed or damaged.the air filter removed or damaged.

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

- Loosen the bolts and remove - Loosen the bolts and remove cover 1 (fig. D3).cover 1 (fig. D3).

-- Gently remove the cartridge 2 (fig. Gently remove the cartridge 2 (fig. D3), taking care to D3), taking care to avoid spilling the dust.avoid spilling the dust.

- Leave the safety cartridge in place.- Leave the safety cartridge in place.

-- The following parts must be cleaned The following parts must be cleaned with a damp, with a damp, clean lint-free cloth.clean lint-free cloth.

• The inside of the filter • The inside of the filter and cover.and cover.

• The inside of the filter inlet hose.• The inside of the filter inlet hose.

• The gasket surfaces in the filter and in the cover.• The gasket surfaces in the filter and in the cover.

-- Check pipes and connections between Check pipes and connections between the air filter and the I.C. engine and the air filter and the I.C. engine and the connection and state of the the connection and state of the clogging indicator onclogging indicator on

the filter.the filter.

-- Before mounting check the state of the new cartridge (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARBefore mounting check the state of the new cartridge (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTRIDGES AND BELTS).TS).

-- Introduce the cartridge into the filter axis and push it in, pressing the Introduce the cartridge into the filter axis and push it in, pressing the edges and not the middle.edges and not the middle.

- Reassemble the cover, guiding the valve downwards.- Reassemble the cover, guiding the valve downwards.

D4 - FUEL PRE-FILTER D4 - FUEL PRE-FILTER 
CHANGE CHANGE 

- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

-- Carefully clean the outside of the pre-filter and its holderCarefully clean the outside of the pre-filter and its holder, to prevent dust from getting into, to prevent dust from getting into

the system.the system.

-- Place a container under the pre-filter anPlace a container under the pre-filter and drain it using drain plug 1 (fig. d drain it using drain plug 1 (fig. D4).D4).

- Unscrew locking screw 2 (fig. D4).- Unscrew locking screw 2 (fig. D4).

- Remove housing 3 (fig. D4) and discard cartridge 4 (fig. D4) as well as the seals of the cartridge.- Remove housing 3 (fig. D4) and discard cartridge 4 (fig. D4) as well as the seals of the cartridge.

-- Clean the inside of the pre-filter head and Clean the inside of the pre-filter head and the housing, using a brush immersed in cleanthe housing, using a brush immersed in clean

diesel oil.diesel oil.

-- Refit the assembly with a new pre-filter and new seals (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILRefit the assembly with a new pre-filter and new seals (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERSTERS

CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

-- Pressurise the circuit with Pressurise the circuit with the hand pump the hand pump 5 (fig D4).5 (fig D4).
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D5 - FUEL FILTER D5 - FUEL FILTER 
CHANGE CHANGE 

- Open engine hood and lift the battery cover.- Open engine hood and lift the battery cover.

-- Carefully clean the outside of Carefully clean the outside of the filter and its holderthe filter and its holder, to prevent dust from getting into, to prevent dust from getting into

the system.the system.

-- Place a container under the fuPlace a container under the fuel filter 1 (fig. D5/1) and el filter 1 (fig. D5/1) and undo the filterundo the filter..

-- Fill up the new fuel filter (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILFill up the new fuel filter (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERS AND BELTERS AND BELTS) with clean diesel.TS) with clean diesel.

-- Refit the filtRefit the filter onto its holderer onto its holder..

Tighten the fuel filter by hand pressure only and lock the filter in place by a quarter turn.Tighten the fuel filter by hand pressure only and lock the filter in place by a quarter turn.

-- Pressurise the circuit by means of Pressurise the circuit by means of the hand pump 2 (fig. D5/the hand pump 2 (fig. D5/2).2).
- Remove the container from under the - Remove the container from under the filter.filter.

- Start up the I.C. engine and make sure there is no leakage.- Start up the I.C. engine and make sure there is no leakage.

D6 - GEAR BOX OIL FILTER D6 - GEAR BOX OIL FILTER 
CHANGE CHANGE 

- Remove the cover plate 1 - Remove the cover plate 1 (fig. D6/1).(fig. D6/1).

- Unscrew and discard gear box oil filter 2 (fig. D6/2).- Unscrew and discard gear box oil filter 2 (fig. D6/2).

- Carefully clean the filter head with a clean, lint-free cloth.- Carefully clean the filter head with a clean, lint-free cloth.

- Slightly lubricate the new - Slightly lubricate the new seal and fit the seal on seal and fit the seal on the filter.the filter.

-- Fill up the new gear box oil filter (see: 3 - Fill up the new gear box oil filter (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILMAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES ANDTERS CARTRIDGES AND

BELBELTS) with oil TS) with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL).LUBRICANTS AND FUEL).

- Refit the filter, making sure that the seal - Refit the filter, making sure that the seal is correctly positioned and is correctly positioned and tightened.tightened.

Tighten the gear box oil filter by hand pressure only and lock the filter in place by a quarter turn.Tighten the gear box oil filter by hand pressure only and lock the filter in place by a quarter turn.

- Put back the cover plate - Put back the cover plate 1 (fig. D6/1).1 (fig. D6/1).
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D7 - HYDRAULIC D7 - HYDRAULIC RETURN OIL FILTER CARTRIDHGE RETURN OIL FILTER CARTRIDHGE 
CHANGE CHANGE 

Stop the I.C. engine and remove the pressure from the circuits by acting on the hydraulicStop the I.C. engine and remove the pressure from the circuits by acting on the hydraulic

controls.controls.

Thoroughly clean the outside of the filter and its surroundings before any intervention in order to prevent Thoroughly clean the outside of the filter and its surroundings before any intervention in order to prevent 

any risk of polluting the hydraulic circuit.any risk of polluting the hydraulic circuit.

- Remove the shroud 1 (fig. D7/1).- Remove the shroud 1 (fig. D7/1).

- Unscrew the locking screws - Unscrew the locking screws of the cover 2 (fig. D7/2).of the cover 2 (fig. D7/2).

-- Remove the hydraulic return oil filter Remove the hydraulic return oil filter carcartridge 3 (fig. D7/2)tridge 3 (fig. D7/2), and fit new replacement, and fit new replacement

carcartridge (see: 3 - tridge (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERMAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).S CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

- Make sure that the cartridge is correctly positioned and refit cover 2 (fig. D7/2).- Make sure that the cartridge is correctly positioned and refit cover 2 (fig. D7/2).

- Perform the operation on both filters.- Perform the operation on both filters.

- Put back the shroud - Put back the shroud 1 (fig. D7/1).1 (fig. D7/1).

D8 - FRONT AND RTEAR D8 - FRONT AND RTEAR AXLE DIFFERENTIAL OIL AXLE DIFFERENTIAL OIL 
DRAIN DRAIN 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped and the differential oil stillPlace the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped and the differential oil still

warm.warm.

Dispose of the drain oil in Dispose of the drain oil in an ecological manneran ecological manner..

- Place a container under drain - Place a container under drain plugs 1 (fig. D8) and unscrew plugs 1 (fig. D8) and unscrew the plugs.the plugs.

-- Remove level plug 2 (fig. D8) and filler plug 3 (fig. Remove level plug 2 (fig. D8) and filler plug 3 (fig. D8) in order to ensure properD8) in order to ensure proper

emptying.emptying.

-- Refit and tighten drain plugs 1 Refit and tighten drain plugs 1 (fig. D8) (tightening torque 34 to (fig. D8) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m).49 N.m).

-- Fill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBFill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) thRICANTS AND FUEL) through filler port 3 (fig. D8).rough filler port 3 (fig. D8).

- The level is correct when the oil level is flush with the edge of port 2 (fig. D8).- The level is correct when the oil level is flush with the edge of port 2 (fig. D8).

- Check for any possible leaks at - Check for any possible leaks at the drain plugs.the drain plugs.

-- Refit and tighten level cap 2 (fig. D8Refit and tighten level cap 2 (fig. D8) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m) and f) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m) and filler port iller port 3 (fig. D8) (tightenin3 (fig. D8) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m).g torque 34 to 49 N.m).

- Repeat this operation for the rear axle differential.- Repeat this operation for the rear axle differential.
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E - EVERY 1000 HOURS SERVICE E - EVERY 1000 HOURS SERVICE 
Carry out the operations described previously as well as Carry out the operations described previously as well as the following operations.the following operations.

E1 - FUEL TANK E1 - FUEL TANK 
CLEAN CLEAN 

While carrying out these operations, do not smoke or work near a While carrying out these operations, do not smoke or work near a flame.flame.

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped.Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped.

-- Inspect the parts susceptible to Inspect the parts susceptible to leaks in the fuleaks in the fuel circuit and in the el circuit and in the tank.tank.

- In the event of a - In the event of a leak, contact your dealer.leak, contact your dealer.

Never try to carry out a weld or any other operation by yourself, this could provoke an explosion or a Never try to carry out a weld or any other operation by yourself, this could provoke an explosion or a 

fire.fire.

- Place a container under drain plug 1 (fig. E1/1) and unscrew the plug.- Place a container under drain plug 1 (fig. E1/1) and unscrew the plug.

- Open the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.- Open the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.

- Remove cap 2 (fig. E1/2).- Remove cap 2 (fig. E1/2).

-- Let the fuel flow and clean with Let the fuel flow and clean with ten liters of clean fuel by ten liters of clean fuel by filler port 3 (fig. E1/2).filler port 3 (fig. E1/2).

-- Refit and tighten drain plug 1 (Refit and tighten drain plug 1 (fig. E1/1) (tightening torque 29 to fig. E1/1) (tightening torque 29 to 39 N.m).39 N.m).

- Fill the fuel tank with clean diesel filtered through the filler port.- Fill the fuel tank with clean diesel filtered through the filler port.

- Refit the filling cap.- Refit the filling cap.

-- If necessary, bleed the fuel If necessary, bleed the fuel circuit (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: G1 - FUEL circuit (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: G1 - FUEL SYSTEM).SYSTEM).

E2 - SAFETY DRY E2 - SAFETY DRY AIR FILAIR FILTER CARTRIDGE TER CARTRIDGE 
CHANGE CHANGE 

-- For the disassembly and reassembFor the disassembly and reassembly of the cartridge, see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: D3 - DRYly of the cartridge, see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: D3 - DRY

AIR FILTER CARTRIDGE.AIR FILTER CARTRIDGE.

-- Gently remove the dry air filter safGently remove the dry air filter safety cartridge 1 (fig. E2), tety cartridge 1 (fig. E2), taking care to avoid aking care to avoid spillingspilling

the dust.the dust.

- Clean the gasket surface on the filter with a damp, clean lint-free cloth.- Clean the gasket surface on the filter with a damp, clean lint-free cloth.

-- Before mounting check the Before mounting check the state of the nestate of the new safety cartridge (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:w safety cartridge (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE:

FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

-- Introduce the cartridge into the filter axis and Introduce the cartridge into the filter axis and push it in, pressing push it in, pressing the edges and not the edges and not thethe

middle.middle.

NOTE:NOTE: The periodicity for chThe periodicity for changing the safety canging the safety carartridge is given for tridge is given for information only. information only. TheThe

safety cartridge must be changed for every two changes of the air filter cartridge.safety cartridge must be changed for every two changes of the air filter cartridge.

E1/1E1/1

11

E2E2

11

E1/2E1/2

33

22
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E3 - GEAR BOX OIL E3 - GEAR BOX OIL 
DRAIN DRAIN 

E4 - GEAR BOX SUMP STRAINER E4 - GEAR BOX SUMP STRAINER 
CLEAN CLEAN 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, the gear box oil stillPlace the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, the gear box oil still

warm.warm.

DRAINING THE OILDRAINING THE OIL

-- Place a container under drain Place a container under drain plug 1 (fig. E3/1) and under cover plug 1 (fig. E3/1) and under cover 2 (fig. E3/1) and unscrew2 (fig. E3/1) and unscrew

the drain plug.the drain plug.

- Remove cover plate 3 (fig. E3/2).- Remove cover plate 3 (fig. E3/2).
-- Remove dipstick 4 (fig. E3/Remove dipstick 4 (fig. E3/3) and unscrew filler cap 5 (3) and unscrew filler cap 5 (fig. E3/3) in order to ensufig. E3/3) in order to ensure thatre that

the oil is drained prthe oil is drained properly.operly.

Dispose of the drain oil in Dispose of the drain oil in an ecological manneran ecological manner..

CLEANING THE STRAINERCLEANING THE STRAINER

- Remove cover 2 (fig. E3/1) and set - Remove cover 2 (fig. E3/1) and set aside the O-ring joint and aside the O-ring joint and sealing washer.sealing washer.

- Allow the rest - Allow the rest of the oil to drain of the oil to drain away.away.

- Remove and clean the strainer using - Remove and clean the strainer using a compressed air jet.a compressed air jet.

- Clean the magnetic section on the - Clean the magnetic section on the plate.plate.

-- Refit the assembly and Refit the assembly and tighten up plate 2 (fig. E3/1) tighten up plate 2 (fig. E3/1) (tightening torque 18 to 31 N.m).(tightening torque 18 to 31 N.m).

FILLING UP THE OILFILLING UP THE OIL

-- Refit and tighten drain plug 1 (Refit and tighten drain plug 1 (fig. E3/1) (tightening torque 34 to fig. E3/1) (tightening torque 34 to 54 N.m).54 N.m).

-- Fill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICFill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by filler port 5 (fig. E3/3)ANTS AND FUEL) by filler port 5 (fig. E3/3)

and refit the filler cap.and refit the filler cap.

- Start the I.C. engine and let it run for a few minutes.- Start the I.C. engine and let it run for a few minutes.
- Check any possible leaks from the - Check any possible leaks from the drain plug or cover.drain plug or cover.

-- Stop the I.C. engine, aStop the I.C. engine, and within 5 minutes of the I.C. nd within 5 minutes of the I.C. engine being stopped, check on theengine being stopped, check on the

dipstick 4 (fig. E3/3) the correct level between the two MIN and MAX. marks.dipstick 4 (fig. E3/3) the correct level between the two MIN and MAX. marks.

- Top up the level if necessar- Top up the level if necessary.y.

- Refit the shroud 3 (fig. E- Refit the shroud 3 (fig. E3/2).3/2).

E5 - ANGLE GEARBOX OIL E5 - ANGLE GEARBOX OIL 
DRAIN DRAIN 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, the angle gear box oil stillPlace the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped, the angle gear box oil still

warm.warm.

- Place a container under drain plug 1 (fig. E5/1) and unscrew the plug.- Place a container under drain plug 1 (fig. E5/1) and unscrew the plug.

- Remove the plastic cap 2 - Remove the plastic cap 2 (fig. E5/2).(fig. E5/2).

-- Remove dipstick 3 (fig. E5/Remove dipstick 3 (fig. E5/2) and unscrew filler cap 4 (2) and unscrew filler cap 4 (fig. E5/2) in order to ensufig. E5/2) in order to ensure thatre that

the oil is drained prthe oil is drained properly.operly.

Dispose of the drain oil in Dispose of the drain oil in an ecological manneran ecological manner..

-- Refit and tighten drain plug 1 (Refit and tighten drain plug 1 (fig. E5/1) (tightening torque 20 to fig. E5/1) (tightening torque 20 to 29 N.m).29 N.m).

-- Fill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICFill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by filler port 4 (fig. E5/2)ANTS AND FUEL) by filler port 4 (fig. E5/2)

and refit the filler cap.and refit the filler cap.

-- Check the correct level between the MIN and Check the correct level between the MIN and MAX marks on dipstick 3 (fig. MAX marks on dipstick 3 (fig. E5/2).E5/2).

- Check for any possible leaks at - Check for any possible leaks at the drain plug.the drain plug.
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E6 - HYDRAULIC OIL E6 - HYDRAULIC OIL 
DRAIN DRAIN 

E7 - SUCTION E7 - SUCTION STRAINER FOR HYDRAULIC OSTRAINER FOR HYDRAULIC OIL TAIL TANK NK 
CLEAN CLEAN 

E8 - FILTER CAP FOR HYDRAULIC OIL TANK E8 - FILTER CAP FOR HYDRAULIC OIL TANK 
CHANGE CHANGE 

E9 - DISTRIBUTOR E9 - DISTRIBUTOR CONTROL HEAD FILTER CONTROL HEAD FILTER 
CHANGE CHANGE 

Place the lift truck on level Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped and telescope jib retractedground with the I.C. engine stopped and telescope jib retracted

and lowered as far as possible.and lowered as far as possible.
Before any intervention, thoroughly clean the area Before any intervention, thoroughly clean the area surrounding the drain plugs and the suction cover on surrounding the drain plugs and the suction cover on 

the hydraulic tank.the hydraulic tank.

DRAINING THE OILDRAINING THE OIL

- Place a container under drain plug 1 (fig. E6/1) and unscrew the plug.- Place a container under drain plug 1 (fig. E6/1) and unscrew the plug.

- Open the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.- Open the access panel for hydraulic oil filling.

-- Remove filler cap 2 (fig. E6/Remove filler cap 2 (fig. E6/2) in order to ensure that the o2) in order to ensure that the oil is drained properlyil is drained properly..

Dispose of the drain oil in Dispose of the drain oil in an ecological manneran ecological manner..

CLEANING THE STRAINERCLEANING THE STRAINER

- Remove the shroud 3 (fig. E- Remove the shroud 3 (fig. E6/3).6/3).

- Remove the suction cover 4 (fig. E6/4).- Remove the suction cover 4 (fig. E6/4).

-- Remove and clean the strainer using a compressed Remove and clean the strainer using a compressed air jet, check its condition and replaceair jet, check its condition and replace

if necessarif necessary (see: 3 - y (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERMAINTENANCE: FILTERS CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).S CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

-- Refit the strainer and the suction cRefit the strainer and the suction cover 4 (fig. E6/4) making sure the seal is in the correctover 4 (fig. E6/4) making sure the seal is in the correct

position.position.

REPLACING THE DISTRIBUTOR CONTROL HEAD FILTERREPLACING THE DISTRIBUTOR CONTROL HEAD FILTER

- Remove the half clamp 5 - Remove the half clamp 5 (fig. E6/4).(fig. E6/4).

- Undo the two couplings 6 - Undo the two couplings 6 (fig.E6/5) and replace the filter 7 (fig.E6/5) and replace the filter 7 (fig. E6/5).(fig. E6/5).

Be careful to mount the new Be careful to mount the new filter 7 (fig. E6/5) in filter 7 (fig. E6/5) in the same direction as the arrow.the same direction as the arrow.

- Refit the half clamp 5 - Refit the half clamp 5 (fig. E6/4) and the protective cover 3 (fig. E6/4) and the protective cover 3 (fig. E6/3).(fig. E6/3).

FILLING UP THE OILFILLING UP THE OIL

-- Clean and refit drain plugs 1 (fClean and refit drain plugs 1 (fig. E6/1) (tightening torque 29 to 39 ig. E6/1) (tightening torque 29 to 39 N.m).N.m).

-- Fill up with oil (see: Fill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBR3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) bICANTS AND FUEL) by filler port 8 (fig.y filler port 8 (fig.

E6/2).E6/2).

Use a clean container and funnel and clean the underside of the Use a clean container and funnel and clean the underside of the oil drum before filling.oil drum before filling.

-- ObservObserve the oil level on dipstick 9 (fig. E6/2), the the oil level on dipstick 9 (fig. E6/2), the oil level should be at the level of thee oil level should be at the level of the

red point.red point.
- Check for any possible leaks at - Check for any possible leaks at the drain plugs.the drain plugs.

-- Replace filler plug 2 (fig. E6/2) with a new filler plug (seeReplace filler plug 2 (fig. E6/2) with a new filler plug (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FIL: 3 - MAINTENANCE: FILTERSTERS

CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).CARTRIDGES AND BELTS).

HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT DECONTAMINATIONHYDRAULIC CIRCUIT DECONTAMINATION

This should be carried out by your dealer after each oil change.This should be carried out by your dealer after each oil change.

The hydraulic oil used in the circuit must be at least equal in quality to class 8 (accordingThe hydraulic oil used in the circuit must be at least equal in quality to class 8 (according

to NAS 1638). Your dealer will be able to clean the hydraulic circuit using an external unitto NAS 1638). Your dealer will be able to clean the hydraulic circuit using an external unit

and check the quality of the oil and check the quality of the oil in order to ensure the long in order to ensure the long life of hydraulic components andlife of hydraulic components and

particularly of the main pump.particularly of the main pump.
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E10 - SEAT BELT E10 - SEAT BELT 
CHECK CHECK 

Seat belt with two anchoring pointsSeat belt with two anchoring points

- Check the following points:- Check the following points:

• Fixing of the anchoring points • Fixing of the anchoring points on the seat.on the seat.

• Cleanness of the strap and the locking • Cleanness of the strap and the locking mechanism.mechanism.

• Triggering of the locking mechanism.• Triggering of the locking mechanism.

• Condition of the strap (cuts, curled edges).• Condition of the strap (cuts, curled edges).

Reeled seat belt with two anchoring pointsReeled seat belt with two anchoring points

- Check the points listed above together - Check the points listed above together with the following points:with the following points:• The correct winding of the belt.• The correct winding of the belt.

• Condition of the reel guards.• Condition of the reel guards.

• Roller locking mechanism when the strap is given a sharp tug.• Roller locking mechanism when the strap is given a sharp tug.

NOTE: After an accident, replace the seat NOTE: After an accident, replace the seat belt.belt.

In no event should the lift In no event should the lift truck be used if the seat truck be used if the seat belt is defective (fixing, locking, cuts, tears, etc.). Repair or replace the seat belt immediately.belt is defective (fixing, locking, cuts, tears, etc.). Repair or replace the seat belt immediately.

E11 - FRONT AND REAR WHEELS REDUCERS OIL E11 - FRONT AND REAR WHEELS REDUCERS OIL 
DRAIN DRAIN 

Place the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped and the reducers oil stillPlace the lift truck on level ground with the I.C. engine stopped and the reducers oil still

warm.warm.

Dispose of the drain oil in Dispose of the drain oil in an ecological manneran ecological manner..

- Drain and change each front - Drain and change each front wheel reducer.wheel reducer.

- Place drain plug 1 (fig. E11) in position A.- Place drain plug 1 (fig. E11) in position A.

- Place a container under the drain plug and unscrew the plug.- Place a container under the drain plug and unscrew the plug.

- Let the oil drain - Let the oil drain fully.fully.

- Place the drain port in position B, i.e. in a level port.- Place the drain port in position B, i.e. in a level port.

-- Fill up with oil (see: 3 - Fill up with oil (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS AND FUEL) by level port 1 (fig.FUEL) by level port 1 (fig.

E11).E11).

- The level is correct when the oil level is flush with the edge of the hole.- The level is correct when the oil level is flush with the edge of the hole.

- Refit and tighten the drain plug 1 (fig. E11) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m).- Refit and tighten the drain plug 1 (fig. E11) (tightening torque 34 to 49 N.m).

- Repeat this operation on each rear - Repeat this operation on each rear wheel reducer.wheel reducer.

E11E11

AA

BB

11
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F - EVERY 2000 HOURS OF SERVICE F - EVERY 2000 HOURS OF SERVICE 
Carry out the operations described previously as well as Carry out the operations described previously as well as the following operations.the following operations.

F1 - COOLING LIQUID F1 - COOLING LIQUID 
DRAIN DRAIN 

These operations are to be carried out if necessary or every two years at the beginning ofThese operations are to be carried out if necessary or every two years at the beginning of

winter. Place the lift truck on winter. Place the lift truck on level ground with the level ground with the I.C. engine stopped and cold.I.C. engine stopped and cold.

DRAINING THE LIQUIDDRAINING THE LIQUID
- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.- Open the I.C. engine bonnet.

-- Place a container under hose 1 (fig. F1/1) on tPlace a container under hose 1 (fig. F1/1) on the radiator and drain plug 2 (fig. F1/2) ofhe radiator and drain plug 2 (fig. F1/2) of

the engine block. Remove the hose and the engine block. Remove the hose and loosen the drain plug.loosen the drain plug.

- Remove filling plug 3 - Remove filling plug 3 (fig. F1/3) of the radiator.(fig. F1/3) of the radiator.

-- Let the cooling circuit dLet the cooling circuit drain entirely while ensuring rain entirely while ensuring that the ports do not get that the ports do not get clogged.clogged.

-- Check the condition of the hosCheck the condition of the hoses as well as the fastenes as well as the fastening devices and change the hosesing devices and change the hoses

if necessary.if necessary.

- Rinse the circuit with clean water and use a cleaning agent if necessary.- Rinse the circuit with clean water and use a cleaning agent if necessary.

FILLING THE LIQUIDFILLING THE LIQUID

-- Refit and tighten the hose 1 (fig. F1/1) and drain plug 2 (fig. F1/Refit and tighten the hose 1 (fig. F1/1) and drain plug 2 (fig. F1/2) (tightening torque 402) (tightening torque 40

N.m).N.m).

-- Slowly fill up the circuit with cooling liquid (see: Slowly fill up the circuit with cooling liquid (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRIC3 - MAINTENANCE: LUBRICANTS ANDANTS AND

FUEL) to the middle of gauge 5 (fig. F1/3) through filler port 4 (fig. F1/3).FUEL) to the middle of gauge 5 (fig. F1/3) through filler port 4 (fig. F1/3).

- Put back filling plug 3 (fig. F1/3).- Put back filling plug 3 (fig. F1/3).

- Run the I.C. engine at idle - Run the I.C. engine at idle for a few minutes.for a few minutes.

- Check for any possible leaks.- Check for any possible leaks.
- Check the level and refill if necessary.- Check the level and refill if necessary.

The I.C. engine does not contain any corrosion resistor and must be filled during the The I.C. engine does not contain any corrosion resistor and must be filled during the whole year with a whole year with a 

mixture containing 25% of mixture containing 25% of ethylene glycol-based antifreeze.ethylene glycol-based antifreeze.
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F2 - AIR CONDITIONING (OPTION) F2 - AIR CONDITIONING (OPTION) 
CLEANING – INSPECTION CLEANING – INSPECTION 

CLEANING CONDENSER AND EVAPORATOR COILS (*)CLEANING CONDENSER AND EVAPORATOR COILS (*)

CLEANING CONDENSATE TRAY AND RELIEF VALVE (*)CLEANING CONDENSATE TRAY AND RELIEF VALVE (*)

COLLECTING COOLANT TO REPLACE FILTER-DRIER (*)COLLECTING COOLANT TO REPLACE FILTER-DRIER (*)

REFILLING WITH COOLANT AND CHECKING THE THERMOSTATIC CONTROL AND PRESSURE SWITCHES (*)REFILLING WITH COOLANT AND CHECKING THE THERMOSTATIC CONTROL AND PRESSURE SWITCHES (*)

NOTE: When opening the evaporator unit, rNOTE: When opening the evaporator unit, remember to replace the cover seal.emember to replace the cover seal.

(*): (CONSULT YOUR DEALER).(*): (CONSULT YOUR DEALER).

CAUTION: DO NOT CAUTION: DO NOT ATTATTEMPT TO REPAIR ANY PROBLEMS EMPT TO REPAIR ANY PROBLEMS YOURSELFYOURSELF. ALWA. ALWAYS REFER TO YS REFER TO YOUR DEALER WHEN YOUR DEALER WHEN REFILLING CIRCUITS, AS THEY HOLD REFILLING CIRCUITS, AS THEY HOLD THE THE 

CORRECT SPARE PARTS, AS WELL AS HAVING THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND TOOLS.CORRECT SPARE PARTS, AS WELL AS HAVING THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE AND TOOLS.

- Do not open the circuit under any circumstances as this would cause the coolant to be lost.- Do not open the circuit under any circumstances as this would cause the coolant to be lost.

-- The cooling circuit contains a gas which caThe cooling circuit contains a gas which can be dangerous under certain conditions. This gas, coolant R n be dangerous under certain conditions. This gas, coolant R 134a, is colourless,134a, is colourless,

odourless and heavier than air.odourless and heavier than air.

• If this gas is • If this gas is inhaled, take the victim into fresh air, give oxygen or arinhaled, take the victim into fresh air, give oxygen or artificial respiration if necessary and call a tificial respiration if necessary and call a doctordoctor..

• If the gas is • If the gas is in contact with the skin, wash it in contact with the skin, wash it immediately under running water and remove any contaminated garments.immediately under running water and remove any contaminated garments.

• If the gas is • If the gas is in contact with the eyes, rinse them in in contact with the eyes, rinse them in clear water for 15 minutes and call a clear water for 15 minutes and call a doctordoctor..

-- The compressor has an oil level gauge (fThe compressor has an oil level gauge (fig. F2). Never unscrew this gauge big. F2). Never unscrew this gauge because itecause it

would depressurizes the installation. The oil level is only checked when changing the oilwould depressurizes the installation. The oil level is only checked when changing the oil

in the circuit.in the circuit.

F2F2
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G - OCCASIONAL MAINTENANCE G - OCCASIONAL MAINTENANCE 

G1 - WHEEL G1 - WHEEL 
CHANGE CHANGE 

In the event of a In the event of a wheel being changed on the public highway, make sure of the following points: wheel being changed on the public highway, make sure of the following points: 

For this operation, we advise you to use the hydraulic For this operation, we advise you to use the hydraulic jack MANITOU reference 505507 andjack MANITOU reference 505507 and

the safety support MANITOU reference 554772.the safety support MANITOU reference 554772.

- Stop the lift truck, if possible on even and hard ground.- Stop the lift truck, if possible on even and hard ground.
-- To pass on stop of lift truck (see: 1 - OPERATITo pass on stop of lift truck (see: 1 - OPERATING AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: DRIVINGNG AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: DRIVING

INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN).INSTRUCTIONS UNLADEN AND LADEN).

- Put the warning lights on.- Put the warning lights on.

- Immobilise the lift truck in both directions on the axle opposite to the wheel to be changed.- Immobilise the lift truck in both directions on the axle opposite to the wheel to be changed.

-- Unlock the nuts Unlock the nuts of the wheel of the wheel to be changed.to be changed.

-- Place the jack under the flared axle tube, as near as possible to the whePlace the jack under the flared axle tube, as near as possible to the wheel and adjust theel and adjust the

 jack 1 (fig. G1). jack 1 (fig. G1).

-- Lift the wheel until it comes off the ground and put in place Lift the wheel until it comes off the ground and put in place the safety support 2 under the axle (fig. G1).the safety support 2 under the axle (fig. G1).

- Completely unscrew the wheel nuts and - Completely unscrew the wheel nuts and remove them.remove them.

- Free the wheel by reciprocating movements and roll it to the side.- Free the wheel by reciprocating movements and roll it to the side.

- Slip the new wheel on the wheel hub.- Slip the new wheel on the wheel hub.

- Refit the nuts by hand, if necessary grease them.- Refit the nuts by hand, if necessary grease them.

- Remove the safety support and lower the lift truck with the jack.- Remove the safety support and lower the lift truck with the jack.

-- Tighten the wheel nuts with a torque wrench (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE for tighteningTighten the wheel nuts with a torque wrench (see: 3 - MAINTENANCE: A - DAILY OR EVERY 10 HOURS SERVICE for tightening

torque).torque).

G2 - PARKING BRAKE G2 - PARKING BRAKE 
UNBLOCKING UNBLOCKING 

This procedure is to be performed in the event of parking brakeThis procedure is to be performed in the event of parking brake

malfunction.malfunction.

If the lift truck is not on a horizontal grIf the lift truck is not on a horizontal ground, to fix so that it does notound, to fix so that it does not

descend the slope.descend the slope.

Do not tow the lift truck at more than 25 km/h.Do not tow the lift truck at more than 25 km/h.

-- Put the forward/reverse selector and the Put the forward/reverse selector and the gear shift in ngear shift in neutral.eutral.

- Put the warning lights on.- Put the warning lights on.

MANUALLY UNBLOCKING THE PARKING BRAKEMANUALLY UNBLOCKING THE PARKING BRAKE

-- First perforFirst perform this operation on the left-hand m this operation on the left-hand side (fig.G2/1) of the fside (fig.G2/1) of the front axle, then on theront axle, then on the

right-hand side (fig.G2/1).right-hand side (fig.G2/1).

- Unscrew locknuts 1 (fig. G2/2) by - Unscrew locknuts 1 (fig. G2/2) by approximately 8 mm.approximately 8 mm.

-- Alternately tighten the screws 2 (fig. G2/2) Alternately tighten the screws 2 (fig. G2/2) by a 1/4 turn at a time up to a by a 1/4 turn at a time up to a maximum of 1maximum of 1
turn in order to free the brake discs.turn in order to free the brake discs.

-- If the I.C. engine is nIf the I.C. engine is not running there will be no steering or braking assistance. Operot running there will be no steering or braking assistance. Operateate

the steering and pedal slowly avoiding the steering and pedal slowly avoiding sudden jerky movements.sudden jerky movements.

- Once this operation is completed, adjust the - Once this operation is completed, adjust the parking brake.parking brake.

ADJUSTING THE PARKING BRAKEADJUSTING THE PARKING BRAKE

-- First perforFirst perform this operation on the left-hand m this operation on the left-hand side (fig.G2/1) of the fside (fig.G2/1) of the front axle, then on theront axle, then on the

right-hand side (fig.G2/1).right-hand side (fig.G2/1).

- Completely unscrew screws 2 (fig. G2/2) by alternately unscrewing them a 1/4 turn at a time.- Completely unscrew screws 2 (fig. G2/2) by alternately unscrewing them a 1/4 turn at a time.

- Grease the threads with a silicone lubricant (MANITOU reference: 479292).- Grease the threads with a silicone lubricant (MANITOU reference: 479292).

- Retighten the screws 2 (fig. G2/2) to - Retighten the screws 2 (fig. G2/2) to obtain a dimension of 30 obtain a dimension of 30 mm (fig. G2/2).mm (fig. G2/2).

- Lock the locknuts 1 (fig. G2/2) while holding the screw 2 (fig. G2/2) in position.- Lock the locknuts 1 (fig. G2/2) while holding the screw 2 (fig. G2/2) in position.

G2/2G2/2

22
22

11
11

G2/1G2/1

G1G1

11
22
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G3 - FRONT HEADLAMPS G3 - FRONT HEADLAMPS 
ADJUST ADJUST 

RECOMMENDED SETTINGRECOMMENDED SETTING

(as per standard ECE-76/756 76/761 ECE20)(as per standard ECE-76/756 76/761 ECE20)

Set to - 2Set to - 2 % of the dipped beam % of the dipped beam in relation to the horizontal line oin relation to the horizontal line off

the headlamp.the headlamp.

ADJUSTING PROCEDUREADJUSTING PROCEDURE

-- Place the lift Place the lift truck unloaded and truck unloaded and in the transin the transporport position t position andand

perpendicular to a white wall on flat, level ground (fig. G3).perpendicular to a white wall on flat, level ground (fig. G3).

-- Check the tire pressures Check the tire pressures (see: 2 - (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: FRONT DESCRIPTION: FRONT AND REARAND REAR
TIRES).TIRES).

- Put the gearshift lever into neutral.- Put the gearshift lever into neutral.

Calculating the height of the dipped Calculating the height of the dipped beam (h2)beam (h2)

• h1 =• h1 = Height of the Height of the dipped beam in relation dipped beam in relation to the ground.to the ground.

• h2 =• h2 = Height of thHeight of the adjuste adjusted beam.ed beam.

• l =• l = Distance between the Distance between the dipped beam and dipped beam and the white wall.the white wall.

G4 - LIFT TRUCK G4 - LIFT TRUCK 
TOW TOW 

Do not tow the lift truck at more than 25 km/h.Do not tow the lift truck at more than 25 km/h.

-- Put the forward/reverse selector and the Put the forward/reverse selector and the gear shift in ngear shift in neutral.eutral.

- Release the hand brake.- Release the hand brake.

- Put the warning lights on.- Put the warning lights on.

-- If the I.C. engine is not running there will be no steering or braking assistance. If the I.C. engine is not running there will be no steering or braking assistance. Operate the steering and pedal slowly avoidingOperate the steering and pedal slowly avoiding

sudden jerky movements.sudden jerky movements.

G5 - LIFT TRUCK G5 - LIFT TRUCK 
SLING SLING 

-- TTake into account the position of the lift truck centre of gravity for liftingake into account the position of the lift truck centre of gravity for lifting

(fig. G5/1).(fig. G5/1).

A = 1560 mm B A = 1560 mm B = 1210 mm ML= 1210 mm MLTT 845 120 LSU845 120 LSU Série 3-E3Série 3-E3

A = 1510 mm B A = 1510 mm B = 1260 mm ML= 1260 mm MLTT 940 L 120 LSU940 L 120 LSU Série 3-E3Série 3-E3

-- Place the hooks in the fastPlace the hooks in the fastening points provided (fig. G5/2 and G5/ening points provided (fig. G5/2 and G5/3).3).

GG55//2  2  GG55//33

+%+%

-%-%

ll

h1h1

h2h2

-  -  
2     2     

%     %     

h2 = h1 - (l x 2 / 100)h2 = h1 - (l x 2 / 100)

h1h1

G3G3

A A BB

G5/1G5/1
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G6/1G6/1

G6/2G6/2

G6/5G6/5

G6/3G6/3

1 1 11

G6/3G6/3

22

G6 - LIFT TRUCK ON A PLATFORM G6 - LIFT TRUCK ON A PLATFORM 
TRANSPORT TRANSPORT 

Ensure that the safety instructions connected to the platform are respected before the loading of the lift Ensure that the safety instructions connected to the platform are respected before the loading of the lift 

truck and that the driver of the means of transport truck and that the driver of the means of transport is informed about the dimensions and the weight of is informed about the dimensions and the weight of 

the lift truck (see: 2 the lift truck (see: 2 - DESCRIPTION: CHARACTERISTICS).- DESCRIPTION: CHARACTERISTICS).

Ensure that the platform has got dimensions and a load capacity sufficient for transporting the lift truck.Ensure that the platform has got dimensions and a load capacity sufficient for transporting the lift truck.

Check also the pressure on the contact surface allowable for the platform in connection with the lift Check also the pressure on the contact surface allowable for the platform in connection with the lift 

truck.truck.

For lift trucks equipped with a turbo-charged I.C. engine, block off the exhaust outlet to avoid rotation of For lift trucks equipped with a turbo-charged I.C. engine, block off the exhaust outlet to avoid rotation of 

the turbo shaft without lubrication when transporting the vehicle.the turbo shaft without lubrication when transporting the vehicle.

LOAD THE LIFT TRUCKLOAD THE LIFT TRUCK

- Block the wheels of the platform.- Block the wheels of the platform.

-- Fix the loading ramps so thaFix the loading ramps so that you obtain an angle as t you obtain an angle as little as possible to lift the little as possible to lift the lift truck.lift truck.

- Load the lift truck parallel to the platform.- Load the lift truck parallel to the platform.

-- Stop the lift truck (see: 1 - OPERATING AND SAFETY INSTRUCStop the lift truck (see: 1 - OPERATING AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: DRIVING INSTRUCTIONSTIONS: DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS

UNLADEN AND LADEN).UNLADEN AND LADEN).

STOW THE LIFT TRUCKSTOW THE LIFT TRUCK

- Fix the chocks to the platform at the front and at the back of each tyre (fig. G6/1).- Fix the chocks to the platform at the front and at the back of each tyre (fig. G6/1).

-- Fix also the chocks to the Fix also the chocks to the platform in the inside of each tyre (fig. platform in the inside of each tyre (fig. G6/2).G6/2).

-- Secure the lift truck to Secure the lift truck to the platform with sufficiently strong ropes. At the platform with sufficiently strong ropes. At the front of the front of the liftthe lift

truck, attach the ropes to the fastening points 1 (fig. G6/3) and at the rear to the towingtruck, attach the ropes to the fastening points 1 (fig. G6/3) and at the rear to the towing

pin 2 (fig. G6/4).pin 2 (fig. G6/4).

- Tighten the ropes (fig. - Tighten the ropes (fig. G6/5).G6/5).
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   4 4 - - OPTIONAL OPTIONAL 

ATTACHMENTS ATTACHMENTS 

FOR USE WITH FOR USE WITH 

THE RANGE THE RANGE 
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INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION 

- Yo- Your lift truck ur lift truck must be used with interchangeable must be used with interchangeable equipment. These items are called: ATTACHMENTS.equipment. These items are called: ATTACHMENTS.

-- A wide range of attachmentsA wide range of attachments, specially designed and p, specially designed and pererfectly suitable for yfectly suitable for your lift truck is available and guaranteed byour lift truck is available and guaranteed by

MANITOU.MANITOU.

-- The attachments are dThe attachments are delivered with a load chart concerning your lift truck. The operelivered with a load chart concerning your lift truck. The operator’s manual and ator’s manual and the load chart should bethe load chart should be

kept in the places provided in the lift truck. For standard attachments, their use is governed by the instructions contained on thiskept in the places provided in the lift truck. For standard attachments, their use is governed by the instructions contained on this

notice.notice.

-- Some particular uses require the adaptation of the attachment which is nSome particular uses require the adaptation of the attachment which is not provided in the price-listed options. Optional sot provided in the price-listed options. Optional solutionsolutions

exist, consult your dealer.exist, consult your dealer.

All attachments with a suspended load (winch, crane jib, crane jib with winch, hook, etc.) MUST be used with a lift truck equipped with a hydraulic All attachments with a suspended load (winch, crane jib, crane jib with winch, hook, etc.) MUST be used with a lift truck equipped with a hydraulic 

movement cut-out device. In this case, the movement cut-out must be switched on and the movement cut-out device. In this case, the movement cut-out must be switched on and the transverse attitude perfectly horizontal.transverse attitude perfectly horizontal.

Only attachments approved by MANITOU are Only attachments approved by MANITOU are to be used on to be used on our lift trucks (see: 4 our lift trucks (see: 4 - ADAPTABLE A- ADAPTABLE ATTTTACHMENTS IN OPTION ON ACHMENTS IN OPTION ON THE RANGE: TECHNICAL THE RANGE: TECHNICAL 

SPECIFICASPECIFICATIONS OF TIONS OF ATTATTACHMENTS). The manufacturer’s liability will ACHMENTS). The manufacturer’s liability will be denied in be denied in case of modification or case of modification or of attachment adaptation carried out of attachment adaptation carried out without without 

his knowing it.his knowing it.

Depending on their size, certain attachments may, when the jib is lowered and retracted, come into contact with the front tyres and cause damage Depending on their size, certain attachments may, when the jib is lowered and retracted, come into contact with the front tyres and cause damage 

to them, if reverse tilt is activated in the forward tilt direction. TO REMOVE THIS RISK, EXTEND THE TELESCOPE TO A SUFFICIENT EXTENT FOR THE to them, if reverse tilt is activated in the forward tilt direction. TO REMOVE THIS RISK, EXTEND THE TELESCOPE TO A SUFFICIENT EXTENT FOR THE 

PARTICULAR LIFT TRUCK AND ATTACHMENT SO THAT THIS CONTACT IS NOT POSSIBLE.PARTICULAR LIFT TRUCK AND ATTACHMENT SO THAT THIS CONTACT IS NOT POSSIBLE.

Maximum loads are defined by the Maximum loads are defined by the capacity of a lift capacity of a lift truck taking account of the attachment’s mass and centre of gravity. In the event of truck taking account of the attachment’s mass and centre of gravity. In the event of the attachment the attachment 

having less capacity than the lift truck, never having less capacity than the lift truck, never exceed this limit.exceed this limit.
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PICKING UP THE ATTACHMENTS PICKING UP THE ATTACHMENTS 

A - ATTA - ATTACHMENT WITHOUT HYDRAULICS AND ACHMENT WITHOUT HYDRAULICS AND HAND LOCKING DEVICE HAND LOCKING DEVICE 

TAKING UP AN ATTACHMENTTAKING UP AN ATTACHMENT

-- Ensure that the attachment is in a Ensure that the attachment is in a position facilitating the locking to the carriage. If it isposition facilitating the locking to the carriage. If it is

not correctly oriented, take the necessary precautions in order to move it safely.not correctly oriented, take the necessary precautions in order to move it safely.

- Check that the locking pin and the clip are in position in the bracket (fig. A).- Check that the locking pin and the clip are in position in the bracket (fig. A).

-- Place the lift truck with the jib fully lowered in front of and parallel to the Place the lift truck with the jib fully lowered in front of and parallel to the attachment, tiltattachment, tilt

the carriage forwards (fig. B).the carriage forwards (fig. B).

-- Bring the carriage under the locking tube of the attBring the carriage under the locking tube of the attachment, slightly lift the jib, incline theachment, slightly lift the jib, incline the

carriage backwards in order to position the attachment (fig. C).carriage backwards in order to position the attachment (fig. C).

- Lift the attachment off the ground to facilitate locking.- Lift the attachment off the ground to facilitate locking.

HAND LOCKINGHAND LOCKING

-- TTake the locking pin and the ake the locking pin and the clip on the bracket (clip on the bracket (fig. A) and lock the fig. A) and lock the attachment (fig.attachment (fig. D).D).

Do not forget to refit the clip.Do not forget to refit the clip.

HAND RELEASINGHAND RELEASING

-- Proceed in the reverse order of paragraph HAND LOCKProceed in the reverse order of paragraph HAND LOCKING while making sure you put backING while making sure you put back

the locking pin and the clip in the bracket (fig. A).the locking pin and the clip in the bracket (fig. A).

LAYING AN ATTACHMENTLAYING AN ATTACHMENT

-- Proceed in the reverse order of paragraph TAKING UP AN AProceed in the reverse order of paragraph TAKING UP AN ATTACHMENT while making sureTTACHMENT while making sure

you place the attachment flat on the you place the attachment flat on the ground and in closed position.ground and in closed position.

AA

BB

CC

DD
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B B - - AATTTTACHMENACHMENT T WITHWITHOUT OUT HYDRAHYDRAULICS ULICS AND AND HYDRAUHYDRAULIC LIC LOCKILOCKING NG DEVICDEVICE E 

(OPTION) (OPTION) 

TAKING UP AN ATTACHMENTTAKING UP AN ATTACHMENT

-- Ensure that the attachment is in a Ensure that the attachment is in a position facilitating the locking to the carriage. If it isposition facilitating the locking to the carriage. If it is

not correctly oriented, take the necessary precautions in order to move it safely.not correctly oriented, take the necessary precautions in order to move it safely.

- Check that the rods on the locking cylinder are retracted (fig. A).- Check that the rods on the locking cylinder are retracted (fig. A).

-- Place the lift truck with the jib fully lowered in front of and parallel to the Place the lift truck with the jib fully lowered in front of and parallel to the attachment, tiltattachment, tilt

the carriage forwards (fig. B).the carriage forwards (fig. B).

-- Bring the carriage under the locking tube of the attBring the carriage under the locking tube of the attachment, slightly lift the jib, incline theachment, slightly lift the jib, incline the

carriage backwards in order to position the attachment (fig. C).carriage backwards in order to position the attachment (fig. C).

- Lift the attachment off the ground to facilitate locking.- Lift the attachment off the ground to facilitate locking.

HYDRAULIC LOCKINGHYDRAULIC LOCKING

-- Put the valve in position A (fig. D), that is to sPut the valve in position A (fig. D), that is to say, thay, the hydraulic circuit of the attachmente hydraulic circuit of the attachment

locking open.locking open.

-- Switch button 1 (fig. E) of Switch button 1 (fig. E) of the distributor lever forwards to completely lock the attachmentthe distributor lever forwards to completely lock the attachment

on the carriage.on the carriage.

-- Close the valve in position B (fig. D), that is to sayClose the valve in position B (fig. D), that is to say, the hydraulic circuit of the attachment, the hydraulic circuit of the attachment

locking closed.locking closed.

Always close the valve in position B (fig. D) after locking the attachment, in order to avoid accidental Always close the valve in position B (fig. D) after locking the attachment, in order to avoid accidental 

unlocking and to use unlocking and to use the attachment completely safely.the attachment completely safely.

HYDRAULIC RELEASINGHYDRAULIC RELEASING

-- Put the valve in position A (fig. D), that is to sPut the valve in position A (fig. D), that is to say, thay, the hydraulic circuit of the attachmente hydraulic circuit of the attachment

locking open.locking open.

-- Switch button 1 (fig. E) of the distributoSwitch button 1 (fig. E) of the distributor lever backwards to completely release ther lever backwards to completely release theattachment.attachment.

LAYING AN ATTACHMENTLAYING AN ATTACHMENT

-- Proceed in the reverse order of paragraph TAKING UP AN AProceed in the reverse order of paragraph TAKING UP AN ATTACHMENT while making sureTTACHMENT while making sure

you place the attachment flat on the you place the attachment flat on the ground and in closed position.ground and in closed position.

INACTIVATE THE HYDRAULIC RELEASE CONTROLINACTIVATE THE HYDRAULIC RELEASE CONTROL

You can change an attachment without leaving the control post, by cutting the electricityYou can change an attachment without leaving the control post, by cutting the electricity

supply to the hydraulic control.supply to the hydraulic control.

- Leave the valve in position A (fig. D).- Leave the valve in position A (fig. D).

-- Use switch 2 (fig. F) to cut the electricity supply to the hyUse switch 2 (fig. F) to cut the electricity supply to the hydraulic control. The circuit is outdraulic control. The circuit is out

of action when indicator 3 (fig. of action when indicator 3 (fig. F) is on.F) is on.

Always cut the electrical power to the Always cut the electrical power to the circuit using switch 2 (fig. F) circuit using switch 2 (fig. F) after each change of attachment to after each change of attachment to 

avoid involuntary release avoid involuntary release and use the attachment in and use the attachment in complete safetycomplete safety..
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C - HYDRAULIC C - HYDRAULIC AATTTTACHMENT AND HAND ACHMENT AND HAND LOCKING DEVICE LOCKING DEVICE 

TAKING UP AN ATTACHMENTTAKING UP AN ATTACHMENT

-- Ensure that the attachment is in a Ensure that the attachment is in a position facilitating the locking to the carriage. If it isposition facilitating the locking to the carriage. If it is

not correctly oriented, take the necessary precautions in order to move it safely.not correctly oriented, take the necessary precautions in order to move it safely.

- Check that the locking pin and the clip are in position in the bracket (fig. A).- Check that the locking pin and the clip are in position in the bracket (fig. A).

-- Place the lift truck with the jib fully lowered in front of and parallel to the Place the lift truck with the jib fully lowered in front of and parallel to the attachment, tiltattachment, tilt

the carriage forwards (fig. B).the carriage forwards (fig. B).

-- Bring the carriage under the locking tube of the attBring the carriage under the locking tube of the attachment, slightly lift the jib, incline theachment, slightly lift the jib, incline the

carriage backwards in order to position the attachment (fig. C).carriage backwards in order to position the attachment (fig. C).

- Lift the attachment off the ground to facilitate locking.- Lift the attachment off the ground to facilitate locking.

MANUAL LOCKING AND CONNECTION OF THE ATTACHMENTMANUAL LOCKING AND CONNECTION OF THE ATTACHMENT

-- TTake the locking pin and the clip on the bracket (fig. A) and locake the locking pin and the clip on the bracket (fig. A) and lock the attachment (fig. D).k the attachment (fig. D).

Do not forget to refit the clip.Do not forget to refit the clip.

- Stop the I.C. engine and keep the ignition on the lift truck.- Stop the I.C. engine and keep the ignition on the lift truck.

-- Remove the pressure of the hydraulic circuit by operating switch 1 (fig. E) oRemove the pressure of the hydraulic circuit by operating switch 1 (fig. E) on the distributorn the distributor

lever backwards and forwards 4 or 5 times.lever backwards and forwards 4 or 5 times.

-- Connect the rapid connectors Connect the rapid connectors according to the logic of the attachaccording to the logic of the attachment’s hydraulicment’s hydraulic

movements.movements.

Make sure that the rapid Make sure that the rapid connectors are clean and protect the holes which are connectors are clean and protect the holes which are not used, with the caps not used, with the caps 

provided.provided.

HAND RELEASING AND DISCONNECTING THE ATTACHMENTHAND RELEASING AND DISCONNECTING THE ATTACHMENT

-- Proceed in the opposite order to that described in MANUProceed in the opposite order to that described in MANUAL LOCKING AND CONNECTIONAL LOCKING AND CONNECTION

OF THE ATTACHMENT while making sure you put the locking pin back into the bracket (fig. A).OF THE ATTACHMENT while making sure you put the locking pin back into the bracket (fig. A).

LAYING AN ATTACHMENTLAYING AN ATTACHMENT

-- Proceed in the reverse order of paragraph TAKING UP AN AProceed in the reverse order of paragraph TAKING UP AN ATTACHMENT while making sureTTACHMENT while making sure

you place the attachment flat on the you place the attachment flat on the ground and in closed position.ground and in closed position.
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D - D - HYDRAULIC ATTHYDRAULIC ATTACHMENT AND ACHMENT AND HYDRAULIC LOCKING (OPTION) HYDRAULIC LOCKING (OPTION) 

TAKING UP AN ATTACHMENTTAKING UP AN ATTACHMENT

-- Ensure that the attachment is in a Ensure that the attachment is in a position facilitating the locking to the carriage. If it isposition facilitating the locking to the carriage. If it is

not correctly oriented, take the necessary precautions in order to move it safely.not correctly oriented, take the necessary precautions in order to move it safely.

- Check that the rods on the locking cylinder are retracted (fig. A).- Check that the rods on the locking cylinder are retracted (fig. A).

-- Place the lift truck with the jib fully lowered in front of and parallel to the Place the lift truck with the jib fully lowered in front of and parallel to the attachment, tiltattachment, tilt

the carriage forwards (fig. B).the carriage forwards (fig. B).

-- Bring the carriage under the locking tube of the attBring the carriage under the locking tube of the attachment, slightly lift the jib, incline theachment, slightly lift the jib, incline the

carriage backwards in order to position the attachment (fig. C).carriage backwards in order to position the attachment (fig. C).

- Lift the attachment off the ground to facilitate locking.- Lift the attachment off the ground to facilitate locking.

HYDRAULIC LOCKING AND CONNECTING THE ATTACHMENTHYDRAULIC LOCKING AND CONNECTING THE ATTACHMENT

-- Put the valve in position A (fig. D), that is to sPut the valve in position A (fig. D), that is to say, thay, the hydraulic circuit of the attachmente hydraulic circuit of the attachment

locking open.locking open.

-- Switch button 1 (fig. E) of Switch button 1 (fig. E) of the distributor lever forwards to completely lock the attachmentthe distributor lever forwards to completely lock the attachment

on the carriage.on the carriage.

- Stop the I.C. engine and keep the ignition on the lift truck.- Stop the I.C. engine and keep the ignition on the lift truck.

-- Remove the pressure of the hydraulic circuit by operating switch 1 (fig. E) oRemove the pressure of the hydraulic circuit by operating switch 1 (fig. E) on the distributorn the distributor

lever backwards and forwards 4 or 5 times.lever backwards and forwards 4 or 5 times.

-- Connect the rapid connectors Connect the rapid connectors according to the logic of the attachaccording to the logic of the attachment’s hydraulicment’s hydraulic

movements.movements.

Make sure that the rapid Make sure that the rapid connectors are clean and protect the holes which are connectors are clean and protect the holes which are not used, with the caps not used, with the caps 

provided.provided.

-- Close the valve in position B (fig. D), that is to sayClose the valve in position B (fig. D), that is to say, the hydraulic circuit of the attachment, the hydraulic circuit of the attachment

locking closed.locking closed.

Always close the valve in position B (fig. D) after locking the attachment, in order to avoid accidental Always close the valve in position B (fig. D) after locking the attachment, in order to avoid accidental 
unlocking and to use unlocking and to use the attachment completely safely.the attachment completely safely.

HYDRAULIC RELEASING AND DISCONNECTING THE ATTACHMENTHYDRAULIC RELEASING AND DISCONNECTING THE ATTACHMENT

- Close the attachment.- Close the attachment.

-- Put the valve in position A (fig. D), that is to sPut the valve in position A (fig. D), that is to say, thay, the hydraulic circuit of the attachmente hydraulic circuit of the attachment

locking open.locking open.

-- Switch button 1 (fig. E) of the distributoSwitch button 1 (fig. E) of the distributor lever backwards to completely release ther lever backwards to completely release the

attachment.attachment.

- Stop the I.C. engine and keep the ignition on the lift truck.- Stop the I.C. engine and keep the ignition on the lift truck.

-- Remove the pressure of the hydraulic circuit by operating switch 1 (fig. E) oRemove the pressure of the hydraulic circuit by operating switch 1 (fig. E) on the distributorn the distributor

lever backwards and forwards 4 or 5 times.lever backwards and forwards 4 or 5 times.

- Disconnect the rapid connectors of the attachment.- Disconnect the rapid connectors of the attachment.

Make sure that the rapid Make sure that the rapid connectors are clean and protect the holes which are connectors are clean and protect the holes which are not used, with the caps not used, with the caps 

provided.provided.

LAYING AN ATTACHMENTLAYING AN ATTACHMENT-- Proceed in the reverse order of paragraph TAKING UP AN AProceed in the reverse order of paragraph TAKING UP AN ATTACHMENT while making sureTTACHMENT while making sure

you place the attachment flat on the you place the attachment flat on the ground and in closed position.ground and in closed position.

AA

BB

CC

DD

EE

11
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF ATTACHMENTS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF ATTACHMENTS 

FLOATING FORK CARRIAGEFLOATING FORK CARRIAGE

TTFFF F 445 5 MMTT--1100440 0 TTFFF F 445 5 MMTT--11330000

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    66553333444  4  665533334455

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 4455000  0  kkgg 4455000  0  kkgg

WWiiddtthh 1100440  0  mmmm 1133000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 33770  0  kkgg 44000  0  kkgg

FLOATING FORK SIDE-SHIFT CARRIAGEFLOATING FORK SIDE-SHIFT CARRIAGE

TFTFF F 45 45 MTMT-1-104040 0 DL DL TFTFF F 45 45 MTMT-1-130300 0 DLDL

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    77551155445  5  775511554466

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 4455000  0  kkgg 4455000  0  kkgg

SSiiddee--sshhiifftt 22xx11000  0  mmmm 22xx11000  0  mmmm

WWiiddtthh 1100440  0  mmmm 1133000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 44110  0  kkgg 44550  0  kkgg

FLOATING FORKFLOATING FORK

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   211922  211922

SSeeccttiioonn 112255xx5500xx1122000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 771  1  kkgg
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STANDARDISED TILTING FORK CARRIAGESTANDARDISED TILTING FORK CARRIAGE

PFPFB B 45 45 N N MTMT-1-126260 0 S2 S2 PFPFB B 45 45 N N MTMT-1-167670 0 S2 S2 PFPFB B 45 45 N N MTMT-2-200000 0 S2S2

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    66554444007  7  66553377447  7  665533774488

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 4455000  0  kkgg 4455000  0  kkgg 4455000  0  kkgg

WWiiddtthh 1122660  0  mmmm 1166770  0  mmmm 2200000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 22000  0  kkgg 22555  5  kkgg 33000  0  kkgg

LOAD BACK RESTLOAD BACK REST

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    77227700335  5  55772277888  8  557722779900

WWiiddtthh 1122660  0  mmmm 1166770  0  mmmm 2200000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 446  6  kkgg 556  6  kkgg 663  3  kkgg

STANDARDISED FORKSTANDARDISED FORK

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   415652  415652

SSeeccttiioonn 112255xx5500xx1122000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 778  8  kkgg

STANDARDISED SIDE-SHIFT CARRIAGESTANDARDISED SIDE-SHIFT CARRIAGE

TDTDLA LA 40 40 N N MTMT-1-167670 0 TDTDLA LA 40 40 N N MTMT-2-2000000

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    77551155442  2  775511336699

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 4433000  0  kkgg 4433000  0  kkgg

SSiiddee--sshhiifftt 22xx11000  0  mmmm 22xx11000  0  mmmm

WWiiddtthh 1166770  0  mmmm 2200000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 22665  5  kkgg 33005  5  kkgg
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BUILDING BUCKETBUILDING BUCKET

CBCBC C 70700 0 LL191950 50 S2 S2 CBCBC C 80800 0 LL2222550 0 SS3 3 CBCBC C 9900 00 L2L245450 0 S3S3

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    66554444772  2  66554444771  1  665544447700

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 66997  7  ll 88114  4  ll 88993  3  ll

WWiiddtthh 1199550  0  mmmm 2222550  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 33330  0  kkgg 33885  5  kkgg 44110  0  kkgg

LOADING BUCKETLOADING BUCKET

CBCBR R 78780 0 LL191950 50 S2 S2 CBCBR R 90900 0 LL2222550 0 SS2 2 CBCBR R 1010000 0 LL242450 50 S2S2

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    55770066113  3  66553377449  9  665544771166

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 77778  8  ll 99004  4  ll 99990  0  ll

WWiiddtthh 1199550  0  mmmm 2222550  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 33440  0  kkgg 33990  0  kkgg 44110  0  kkgg

GRAIN BUCKET (REVERSING AND DISMOUNTABLE CUTTING EDGE)GRAIN BUCKET (REVERSING AND DISMOUNTABLE CUTTING EDGE)

CBA CBA 1500 1500 L245L2450 LD0 LDR S3 R S3 CBA 2CBA 2000 000 L245L2450 LD0 LDR S3 R S3 CBA CBA 2500 2500 L2450 L2450 LDR LDR S3S3

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    55770055448  8  55770055552  2  557700555544

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 1155002  2  ll 1199998  8  ll 2255008  8  ll

WWiiddtthh 2244550  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 55885  5  kkgg 66778  8  kkgg 77772  2  kkgg

GRAIN BUCKETGRAIN BUCKET

CBCBA A 151500 00 L2L245450 0 S3 S3 CBCBA A 202000 00 L2L245450 0 S3S3

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    55770055447  7  557700555511

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 1155002  2  ll 1199998  8  ll

WWiiddtthh 2244550  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 55114  4  kkgg 66007  7  kkgg

GRAIN BUCKETGRAIN BUCKET

CBCBA A 252500 00 L2L245450 0 S3 S3 CBCBA A 303000 00 L2L250500 0 S3S3

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    55770055553  3  557700555555

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 2255008  8  ll 3300003  3  ll

WWiiddtthh 2244550  0  mmmm 2255000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 77001  1  kkgg 77774  4  kkgg
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MULTIPURPOSE BUCKET (REVERSING AND DISMOUNTABLE CUTTING EDGE)MULTIPURPOSE BUCKET (REVERSING AND DISMOUNTABLE CUTTING EDGE)

CBM 2450 LDR S5CBM 2450 LDR S5

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   752195  752195

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 11,,003  3  mm33

WWiiddtthh 2244550  0  mmmm

GGrraabb 1111

WWeeiigghhtt 77990  0  kkgg

BUCKET 4X1BUCKET 4X1

CBCB44x1x1-7-7000 0 L1L195950 0 CBCB4x4x1-1-85850 0 LL232300 00 CBCB4x4x11-9-900 00 LL24245050

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    77551144002  2  77551144001  1  775511446655

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 77000  0  ll 88550  0  ll 99000  0  ll

WWiiddtthh 1199550  0  mmmm 2233000  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 66440  0  kkgg 77335  5  kkgg 77665  5  kkgg
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GRAB BUCKET (NON-HAZARDOUS INDUSTRIAL WASTE)GRAB BUCKET (NON-HAZARDOUS INDUSTRIAL WASTE)

CBG 2450 DIB 1,4CBG 2450 DIB 1,4

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   654817  654817

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 11,,4  4  mm33

WWiiddtthh 2244550  0  mmmm

GGrraabb 44

WWeeiigghhtt 1111000  0  kkgg

GRAB BUCKETGRAB BUCKET

CCBBG  G  1199550  0  SS4  4  CCBBG  G  2233000  0  SS4  4  CCBBG  G  2244550  0  SS44

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    77551144007  7  77551144114  4  775511441188

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 1  1  mm33 11,,2  2  mm33 11,,226  6  mm33

WWiiddtthh 1199550  0  mmmm 2233000  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm

GGrraabb 77 88 88

WWeeiigghhtt 55555  5  kkgg 66115  5  kkgg 66335  5  kkgg

GRAB BUCKET (NON-HAZARDOUS INDUSTRIAL WASTE)GRAB BUCKET (NON-HAZARDOUS INDUSTRIAL WASTE)

CCBBG G 1199550 0  DDIIB B SS4 4  CCBBG G 2233000 0  DDIIB B SS4 4  CCBBG G 2244550 0  DDIIB B SS44

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    66553300116  6  66553300118  8  665533002200

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 1  1  mm33 11,,2  2  mm33 11,,226  6  mm33

WWiiddtthh 1199550  0  mmmm 2233000  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm

GGrraabb 77 88 88

WWeeiigghhtt 66778  8  kkgg 77440  0  kkgg 77667  7  kkgg

GRAB BUCKET (GRAB CLOSED)GRAB BUCKET (GRAB CLOSED)

CBG 2300 GF S4CBG 2300 GF S4

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   653008  653008

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 11,,2  2  mm33

WWiiddtthh 2233000  0  mmmm

GGrraabb 88

WWeeiigghhtt 66337  7  kkgg

GRAB BUCKET (CLOSED JAWS AND REVERSIBLE REMOVABLE BLADE)GRAB BUCKET (CLOSED JAWS AND REVERSIBLE REMOVABLE BLADE)

CBCBG G 191950 50 JFJFD-D-LDLDR R S4 S4 CBCBG G 232300 00 JFJFD-D-LDLDR R S4 S4 CBCBG G 242450 50 JFJFD-D-LDLDR R S4S4

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    66553300003  3  66553300006  6  665533000099

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 1  1  mm33 11,,2  2  mm33 11,,226  6  mm33

WWiiddtthh 1199550  0  mmmm 2233000  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm

GGrraabb 77 88 88

WWeeiigghhtt 66555  5  kkgg 77115  5  kkgg 77442  2  kkgg
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CONCRETE BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)CONCRETE BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)

BBB  B  55000  0  SS4  4  BBBBH  H  55000  0  SS44

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    66554444009  9  775511446622

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 55000  0  ll//1133000  0  kkgg 55000  0  ll//1133000  0  kkgg

WWiiddtthh 1111000  0  mmmm 1111000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 22005  5  kkgg 22220  0  kkgg

CONCRETE BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)CONCRETE BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)

BBBBG  G  55000  0  SS4  4  BBBBHHG  G  55000  0  SS44

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    66554444111  1  775511446644

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 55000  0  ll//1133000  0  kkgg 55000  0  ll//1133000  0  kkgg

WWiiddtthh 1111000  0  mmmm 1111000  0  mmmm

WWeeiigghhtt 22220  0  kkgg 22335  5  kkgg

SPOUT BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)SPOUT BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)

GGL  L  33000  0  SS2  2  GGL  L  44000  0  SS22

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    11774433771  1  117744337722

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 33000  0  ll//77225  5  kkgg 44000  0  ll//99669  9  kkgg

WWeeiigghhtt 11550  0  kkgg 11666  6  kkgg

HYDRAULIC KIT TO OPEN THE SPOUTHYDRAULIC KIT TO OPEN THE SPOUT

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   653750  653750

SPOUT BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)SPOUT BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)

GGL  L  66000  0  SS2  2  GGL  L  88000  0  SS22

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    11774433773  3  117744337744

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 66000  0  ll//1144440  0  kkgg 88000  0  ll//1199220  0  kkgg

WWeeiigghhtt 22990  0  kkgg 33225  5  kkgg

HYDRAULIC KIT TO OPEN THE SPOUTHYDRAULIC KIT TO OPEN THE SPOUT

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   653750  653750

SPOUT BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)SPOUT BUCKET (ADAPTABLE ON FORKS)

GGL  L  1100000  0  SS2  2  GGL  L  1155000  0  SS22

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    11774433775  5  117744337766

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 1100000  0  ll//2244440  0  kkgg 1155000  0  ll//3355991  1  kkgg

WWeeiigghhtt 33660  0  kkgg 44009  9  kkgg

HYDRAULIC KIT TO OPEN THE SPOUTHYDRAULIC KIT TO OPEN THE SPOUT
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PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   653750  653750

  

MANURE FORK WITH GRABMANURE FORK WITH GRAB

FFFFGR GR 30 30 MT MT 212100 00 S5 S5 FFFFGR GR 30 30 MT MT 242400 00 S5 S5 FFFFGR GR 30 30 MT MT 212100 00 DRDR

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    55556688443  3  55770055994  4  557700772288

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 1177000  0  KKgg 1177000  0  KKgg 1177000  0  KKgg

WWiiddtthh 2211000  0  mmmm 2244000  0  mmmm 2211000  0  mmmm

FFiinnggeerr 1100 1122 110  0  ((rroouunnd  d  ffiinnggeerr))

GGrraabb 77 88 77

WWeeiigghhtt 55667  7  kkgg 66006  6  kkgg 55667  7  kkgg
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CRANE JIBCRANE JIB

MUST be used with a lift MUST be used with a lift truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.

P 600 MT S3P 600 MT S3

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   653228  653228

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 66000  0  kkgg

WWeeiigghhtt 11770  0  kkgg

CRANE JIBCRANE JIB

MUST be used with a lift MUST be used with a lift truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.

P 4000 MT S2P 4000 MT S2

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   653226  653226

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 4400000  0  kkgg//1122000  0  kkgg

WWeeiigghhtt 22110  0  kkgg

CRANE JIB WITH WINCHCRANE JIB WITH WINCH

MUST be used with a lift MUST be used with a lift truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.

PT 600 MT S6PT 600 MT S6

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   708538  708538

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 66000  0  kkgg

WWeeiigghhtt 22888  8  kkgg

15°/15° MULTI-DIRECTIONAL CRANE JIB15°/15° MULTI-DIRECTIONAL CRANE JIB

MUST be used with a lift MUST be used with a lift truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.truck equipped with an operational hydraulic movement cut-out device.

PPO O 66000 0 LL2255000 0 SS2 2 PPO O 1100000 0 LL1155000 0 SS2 2 PPO O 2200000 0 LL1100000 0 SS22

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    77551155447  7  77551155448  8  775511554499

RRaatteed  d  ccaappaacciittyy 66000  0  kkgg 1100000  0  kkgg 2200000  0  kkgg

WWeeiigghhtt 33220  0  kkgg 22775  5  kkgg 22555  5  kkgg
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FORK PROTECTORFORK PROTECTOR

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   227801  227801

AATTTTACHMENACHMENT T SHIELDSHIELDS S 

BUCKET PROTECTORBUCKET PROTECTOR

NOTE: Always ensure that the width of the protector you choose is less than or equal to the width of the bucket.NOTE: Always ensure that the width of the protector you choose is less than or equal to the width of the bucket.

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    22006677334  4  22006677332  2  220066773300

WWiiddtthh 1133775  5  mmmm 1155000  0  mmmm 1166550  0  mmmm

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    22335588554  4  22006677228  8  220066772266

WWiiddtthh 1188550  0  mmmm 1199550  0  mmmm 2200000  0  mmmm

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    22223377771  1  22223377773  3  220066772244

WWiiddtthh 2200550  0  mmmm 2211000  0  mmmm 2211550  0  mmmm

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER    22006600999  9  22006677222  2  222233777755

WWiiddtthh 2222550  0  mmmm 2244550  0  mmmm 2255000  0  mmmm

MANURE FORK PROTECTORMANURE FORK PROTECTOR

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   230689  230689

FORK BLOCK FOR FLOATING FORK CARRIAGEFORK BLOCK FOR FLOATING FORK CARRIAGE

PART NUMBERPART NUMBER   254221  254221
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